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This dissertation analyzes the interconnected practices of flight from slavery and flight 
from policing. Focusing on Black communities within Montgomery County, Maryland, I provide 
evidence for how local legacies of enslavement and flight from slavery have empowered later 
generations of residents, including people still living there today, to practice safety and security 
on their own terms, beyond policing. I draw on archival and ethnographic research in seven 
Black communities in Montgomery County to document historical and ongoing local Black life 
practices and organizing against and outside of policing. I center these communities’ past and 
present placemaking and collective strategies of valuing their own humanity as a model for 
police abolition—the end of policing and the building of something new. 
As a guiding theory, I developed the concept “maroon geographies” to emphasize 
connections between slavery-era and more contemporary Black flight and placemaking beyond 
racial police violence. Marronage—which is the practice of flight from slavery—allowed slaves 
to assert their freedom and, at times, to create communities that were physically removed from 
the dominant slave society. Black people who escaped or were freed from slavery established 
several rural, urban, and suburban towns sustained as multi-generational Black communities in 
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the present-day United States. Like maroon communities during slavery, these Black enclaves, 
across later generations, developed various levels of autonomy from the operations of dominant 
society. Together, Black communities and their slavery-era predecessors form “maroon 
geographies” defined by Black-led, place-based communal struggles against state and extralegal 
racial and economic violence. 
My findings show how generations of residents in Montgomery County’s Black 
communities have lived and continue to live out abolitionist praxes in their daily lives—from 
fleeing slave catchers, some of the earliest policing efforts in this country, to not relying on 
police to resolve issues nor to ensure safety in their communities. I discuss the local history and 
folklore around marronage in Montgomery County and connect it to continued anti-police 
practices and organizing. I examine local acts of refusal of and flight from policing, and I outline 
a model of maroon restorative justice based in examples from local Black communities. Further, 
I highlight Black epistemologies and practices of community beyond policing, rooted in 
marronage and characterized by radical visions of places that fulfill human needs. These Black 
geographic visions, I contend, show that community safety and security are already operating 
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 when blackness, black human life, and the conditions imposed upon it enter 
discussions… what does this then do to those very discussions? 
– Simone Browne, Dark Matters: On the Surveillance of Blackness 
 
Run! 
During the small hours of February 1, 1942 on Baltimore’s thriving Black entertainment 
corridor along Pennsylvania Avenue, a group of people gathered around a young Black man and 
urged him to flee from a police officer. The man—26-year-old soldier Thomas Broadus—had 
attended a performance by Louis Armstrong that night. Later in his career, Armstrong himself 
sang of flight from police: 
Pops, did you hear the story of long John Dean? 
A bold bank robber from Bowlin' Green 
Was sent to the jail house yesterday 
But late last night he made his getaway… 
While they offered a reward to bring him back 
Even put bloodhounds on his track 
Those doggone bloodhounds lost his scent 
Now nobody knows where John went (Louis Armstrong, Long Gone) 
Following the performance, Broadus along with three friends were stopped by Baltimore police 
officer Edward Bender. Their “crime” was attempting to hail an unlicensed, Black-operated taxi. 
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Bender demanded that Broadus and his friends seek service from a white-owned taxi company 
instead. Broadus protested this police interference, arguing that he “wanted a colored cab and 
had a right to spend his money with whomever he chose” (The Baltimore Afro-American 1942a). 
In response, Bender apprehended Broadus and began beating him with his nightstick.  
Get away! 
Broadus eventually managed to break free amidst the support of the crowd. Through 
radical acts of care, several women helped to free Broadus from Bender’s wrath; one woman 
even wielded her shoe to beat the police officer (The Baltimore Afro-American 1942a). With 
significant injuries inflicted by Bender, however, Broadus was only able to walk, not run, away 
from his attacker. Still, officer Bender shot him in the back. Broadus then tried to take cover 
under a parked car but was shot in the back a second time and also kicked by Bender. When 
some witnesses volunteered to transport Broadus to a hospital, Bender threatened to shoot them 
as well (Y. Williams 2015). Broadus died that night. Bender was initially charged with murder 
and then later found not guilty by a grand jury, which had reversed its decision to indict after 
meeting with the Baltimore police chief. Bender was never prosecuted (Baum 2010). This was 
his second killing; he had killed a 24-year-old Black man named Charles Parker in 1940 (The 
Baltimore Afro-American 1942a). 
In the wake of Thomas Broadus’ murder, a group of about 2,000 Black protestors 
marched to the Maryland state capital at Annapolis on April 23, 1942 to demand an end to police 
brutality. Speaking on behalf of the protestors, W.A.C. Hughes Jr., NAACP attorney and a leader 
of the Citizens’ Committee for Justice1, denounced the routine police violence in Baltimore. He 
                                               
1 The Citizen’s Committee for Justice was the product of combined efforts of churches, ministers, the Afro-
American newspaper, the NAACP, and other groups in the city of Baltimore. 
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argued that “Liberty, the pursuit of happiness and even life itself is seriously jeopardized in the 
city of Baltimore by the totally indifferent and frequently oppressive action by police officers.” 
He went on to point out: Since Baltimore Police Commissioner Robert F. Stanton took office in 
1938 “there have been ten killings of colored citizens by policemen” (The Baltimore Afro-
American 1942b). Hughes cautioned that “a serious racial conflict may result unless some 
remedial steps are taken” (The Baltimore Afro-American 1942b). 
It is telling that the “remedial steps” laid out presaged the types of reforms suggested 
today when police killings occur. For example, Hughes called for “a full and complete 
investigation” of police abuse charges by “a special committee of outstanding citizens” 
appointed by the governor (The Baltimore Afro-American 1942b). In addition, believing that 
racial diversity in police departments would help bring an end to police brutality, protestors 
requested that Black police officers be hired in Baltimore. Along those lines, the Reverend 
Eugene W. White, secretary of the Citizens’ Committee for Justice and pastor of Providence 
Baptist Church in Baltimore, stated: “One of the greatest needs of our racial group in Baltimore 
is colored policemen in uniform to assist in upholding the laws, preventing crime and running 
down criminals. Baltimore has only three colored policemen who are not, and never have been in 
uniform”2 (The Baltimore Afro-American 1942b). Other requests included the appointment of a 
“colored magistrate” in Baltimore and the hiring of a second policewoman to the Baltimore 
police force (The Baltimore Afro-American 1942b). Protestors’ demands also addressed much 
broader needs for more employment opportunities and Black representation in state and local 
government (Shoemaker 1994). 
                                               
2 Black police officers in Baltimore at the time were prevented from wearing uniforms “so as not to intimidate 
whites” (Baum 2010, 40). 
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As is often the case following highly contested police cases, a committee was formed. 
The April 1942 demonstration, along with meetings with Black leaders, prompted Maryland 
Governor Herbert R. O’Conor to appoint a commission “to study problems affecting Maryland’s 
Negro population,” including police relations (Governor’s Commission on Problems Affecting 
the Negro Population 1943). After convening for months, the subcommittee on problems 
involving the police recommended the following: 
1. That a copy of the Commission’s report on “Questions Affecting the Police” be sent to 
the State’s Attorney with the request that the Bender case be again sent to the Grand Jury. 
2. That a copy also be sent to the Commissioner of Police with the request that appropriate 
charges against Officer Bender be formulated and tried by the Commissioner in his 
authority as head of the force. 
3. That the Commissioner of Police appoint a colored police woman at an early date. 
4. That one or more of the Negro policemen on the force be assigned to the duty of 
patrolmen in uniform. 
5. That worthy young colored men be encouraged to prepare themselves to pass the 
examination and to secure places on the eligible lists. 
6. That an amendment of the law relating to the Board of Police Examiners be sought, so as 
to secure the appointment of non-partisan examiners with long tenure in office. 
(Governor’s Commission on Problems Affecting the Negro Population 1943) 
Following these suggestions, the Baltimore police department appointed the city’s first 
three uniformed Black police officers (Y. Williams 2015). By 1950, Baltimore’s police 
department had hired fifty Black police officers (Baltimore City Police Department 2002). Other 
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reforms made in Maryland since then to combat racial police violence include: diversity hires in 
police departments across the state beginning in the 1950s; community policing initiatives 
beginning in the 1980s to encourage police officers to become more familiar with their 
enforcement areas and collaborate with local residents to prevent and target crime; a 1995 
agreement by the Maryland State Police (MSP) to end racial profiling (following a class-action 
lawsuit brought against MSP by the American Civil Liberties Union); a 2001 law requiring 
racially-disaggregated data collection on traffic stops in Maryland; and a 2009 law requiring 
Maryland law enforcement agencies to report data on their use of SWAT teams. 
From the 1943 Governor’s Commission to today, however, the state of Maryland and city 
of Baltimore have failed to resolve the issue of police violence. A case in point is the widely 
publicized and protested death of Freddie Gray on April 19, 2015. His death was the result of 
coordinated violence by Baltimore police officers. It occurred just days before the 73rd 
anniversary of the protests surrounding the police killing of Thomas Broadus. Like Broadus, 
Freddie Gray ran from the police when he was stopped and, like the officer who killed Broadus, 
each of the six officers responsible for Gray’s death was either acquitted or had the charges 
against them dropped before going to trial. 
Moreover, some of the same steps and policy recommendations made following the 1942 
killing of Thomas Broadus were put forward in the wake of Freddie Gray’s murder. For 
example, the Maryland Senate President and House Speaker created a Public Safety and Policing 
Workgroup in May 2015 to address issues of policing following Freddie Gray’s death. Similar to 
the Governor’s Commission on Problems Affecting the Negro Population organized in 1942, this 
workgroup recommended that recruitment standards be evaluated and modernized to increase the 
presence of women, African Americans, Latinos, and other minorities in law enforcement 
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departments (Hughes, Gruber, and Rossmark 2016). This call echoed demands for more racial 
and gender diversity on the Baltimore police force seven decades prior. But as the racial and 
gender backgrounds of the police officers responsible for Freddie Gray’s murder make clear, 
diversity cannot resolve the issue of police brutality: three of the six officers were Black, one of 
whom was a woman.3 The state of Maryland, like the rest of the United States, has proven 
unwilling to turn away from ineffective, stale reforms in its efforts to address police violence. 
The state’s responses to the police killings of Thomas Broadus, Freddie Gray, and the 
countless others whose lives have ended at the hands and weapons of police officers in the 
United States are deeply inadequate. Rather than quelling the violent operations of the police 
state, reforms set forward are often focused on crisis and diversity management. In addition, 
solutions presented for the problem of police brutality routinely involve the deeper entrenchment 
of police presence in communities; for example, some community policing reforms even include 
incentives for officers to live in the areas that they police. These liberal reform approaches 
incorrectly “identify policing as a fundamental tool of law and order that serves the collective 
interests of society, and locate the problems of police in a failure to adhere to constitutional law” 
(Akbar 2018, 410). Instead of further investments in policing, what is needed is a turn to 
“nonreformist reform,” which Ruth Wilson Gilmore (2007) explains as “changes that, at the end 
of the day, unravel rather than widen the net of social control through criminalization” (242). 
In the pages that follow, I present a Black geographic history of nonreformist approaches 
to combatting police violence. The places where I have gathered histories and present-day stories 
                                               
3 Epitomizing the failures of police diversity as a solution to police violence, in 1967, the Montgomery County, 
Maryland police department held a recruitment drive at local military installations to integrate its all-white police 
force (Rovner 1967). The siting of police recruitment on military grounds exemplifies how increased diversity does 
not counter police violence; in this case, the militarization of police was only further entrenched. In addition, Black 
police officers have not proved to be less prejudiced nor less violent than white officers (Moskos 2008). 
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of such approaches are rooted in the same type of defiance that the crowd gathered around 
Thomas Broadus on that winter’s night in 1942 called for: Black flight. The crowd’s exhortations 
for Thomas Broadus to flee demonstrate that policing is a deadly force from which to escape, not 
a system to invest hope and resources in correcting. Such refusals of policing invite a new type 
of analysis that does not simply interrogate the most brutal excesses of state power but, instead, 
points toward a way out of quotidian state violence by centering radical possibilities embedded 
in struggles for Black life. Just as Thomas Broadus and Freddie Gray attempted to save their 
lives by fleeing from police, the people whose stories have shaped my writing carry a Black 
geographic tradition of flight that informs their organizing against and outside of police 
surveillance and control. Their stories—and their accomplices in flight—reveal fissures in the 
law enforcement apparatus, as well as everyday strategies of care and fugitivity that refuse, 
disrupt, and elude policing. It is my hope that these strategies help the reader to imagine how 












Chapter 1 / Maroon Geographies 
This project grew out of a simultaneous sense of frustration and inspiration. I am 
frustrated with reform efforts to end police brutality. Like the preface highlights, reformist 
reforms have proven time and time again that they cannot bring an end to police violence. They 
cannot carry us to a world of freedom. The freedom we need lies beyond reform, in the terrain of 
abolition. Police abolition encompasses the end of policing and the building of something new. 
In this project, my inspiration for imagining police abolition radiates from Black communities. 
Embarking on this project, I aimed to explore lessons that Black communities could provide for 
thoughtfully reimagining a world without police. Black communities have long histories of being 
subjected to the intimate violence of police encounters, and they also have long histories of 
directly challenging and building life outside of policing in the US. Since the establishment of 
policing as a central institution in US society, Black communities have provided alternative 
models of safety and security. Their negation of policing reflects their livelihoods being 
systematically threatened by policing. In fact, the subjugation of Black people has significantly 
shaped the institution of US policing, “at times defining its central function” (K. Williams 2007, 
256). 
The origins and development of US policing 
The forerunners of modern police in the United States were slave patrols—referred to as 
“paddyrollers,” “padaroles,” “padaroes,” and “patterolers” by the people they policed (K. 
Williams 2007, 36). Formalized in the US South at the beginning the 18th century (Reichel 
1988), slave patrols worked to maintain the dominant racial economic order by assisting slave 
owners in capturing and punishing slaves who were found away from their masters’ property 
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without a proper pass. Patrollers were also tasked with protecting slave society from 
insurrections by disbursing unsupervised gatherings of enslaved Black people, searching Black 
homes for weapons, and policing borders between “free” and slave territories. Slave patrollers 
operated through violence, utilizing an arsenal of guns, whips, and binding ropes to carry out 
their tasks of capturing runaways and quelling revolts (Hadden 2001). They enacted violence not 
just against runaway and rebellious slaves, but also against passholders who they felt were 
insubordinate, Black people who they could sexually assault during road stops and searches of 
their homes, and free Black people who they sometimes kidnapped and sold into slavery 
(Hadden 2001; Wintersmith 1974). Patrollers also surveilled the activities of “suspicious” white 
people who associated with enslaved Black people (Hadden 2001). Slave patrollers’ role in 
society was not to ensure public safety, but rather to violently “maintain the racial and economic 
status quo” of slavery (K. Williams 2007, 66-67). 
The tasks of slave patrols were later folded into the duties of the nation’s first police 
agencies. Within cities in the South, early law enforcement took the form of city patrols, guards, 
and night police who were tasked with punishing Black people traveling without passes or free 
papers, preventing slave gatherings, and targeting Black people—“slaves especially, but free 
Black people as well… [who] were singled out by the law” (K. Williams 2007, 41). Black people 
were subjected to laws that limited or prohibited them from spending time in public spaces, 
being outside past specific times, carrying weapons, being “vagrants” (not having a job), trading 
with slaves, piloting a boat, preaching, owning dogs, seeking an education, writing or circulating 
books, and returning to a slave state after going to a non-slaveholding state (Dance 1987, 118). 
Even in Northern states, police agencies shaped their policing apparatuses around the 
constriction of Black, mixed-race, and indigenous mobility and agency, enforcing local racial 
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laws as well as the federal fugitive slave acts4 (Campbell 1970; S. Browne 2015). In the 1840s 
and 1850s, police forces in Northern cities also adopted Southern methods like twenty-four-hour 
patrols, wages and uniforms for patrolmen (Rousey 1996, 14). Prior to their use of fire-arms 
being legally authorized, Northern police officers even armed themselves with guns following 
the Southern example (Rousey 1996, 14). Tactics initially used to control slaves were being 
retooled to selectively target and police a wider array of “dangerous classes” (K. Williams 2007, 
75) comprised of non-white people, poor white workers, and not-yet-white immigrant 
populations.  
For descendants of slaves still living in Southern states after emancipation, police 
continued to function during the 1860s through the 1950s much as they had during slavery. As a 
Black person, post-emancipation-era interaction with Southern police still meant the likelihood 
of violence coupled with a revamped form of forced labor. Police often used the power granted 
to them to force Black people into unpaid labor through convict leasing or chain gangs 
(Blackmon 2008). Black Codes, a set of laws passed by Southern states between 1865 and 1866, 
buttressed convict leasing and chain gangs by criminalizing the same sort of everyday activities 
that were prohibited amongst Black people during slavery such as loitering or breaking curfew. 
The result was the perpetuation of a Southern labor economy built upon the involuntary servitude 
of a swelling Black prison population, which surpassed the white prison population for the first 
time (J. Browne 2010). 
                                               
4 The Fugitive Slave Acts of 1793 and 1850 authorized law enforcement to apprehend and return alleged runaway 
slaves who escaped from one state into another state or federal territory. The 1793 law allowed judicial authorities to 
deny Black people a jury trial in the determination of their alleged fugitive slave status. The 1850 law also 
prohibited alleged fugitives to testify on their own behalf and imposed penalties upon people who helped slaves to 
escape and upon law enforcement agents who refused to enforce the law. 
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Today, police remain a key part of the US racial political economy by upholding a 
tradition of slavery-era policing technologies, practices, and imperatives. For example, police 
help local governments financially benefit from Black people through fines and court fees. In 
fact, municipalities with higher Black populations are more likely to take advantage of fines and 
fees as a major source of local revenue (Sances and You 2017). Police officers also continue to 
perform a type of “bodily surveillance” rooted in slavery (S. Browne 2015, 146), reading skin 
color, hair texture, forms of dress, and other biological and physical markers as indications of 
whether or not an individual is a threat to public safety and the dominant socioeconomic order. 
Moreover, many consequences of policing—for example, mass “disenfranchisement, economic 
marginalization, and financial entrapment, including debt bondage and extreme social 
isolation”—are reminiscent of slavery (Quan 2017, 185). 
The racial logics underpinning modern-day policing, however, resemble but “do not 
twin” the arrangements of slavery and the plantation (McKittrick 2011, 951). While policing 
traditions continue, they also evolve and operate in service of shifting goals. Police no longer 
function to support an economy based on Black involuntary servitude. Today, the majority of 
people incarcerated after being arrested by police spend their days incapacitated in public jails 
and prisons where they do not work for free nor fill the coffers of private prison owners (Gilmore 
2007, 21). According to the Sentencing Project (2018), people incarcerated in private 
correctional facilities only accounted for 8.5% of the total state and federal prison population in 
the United States in 2016. In addition, as Ruth Wilson Gilmore (2017a) contends, “since half of 
the people locked up are not, or not obviously, descendants of racial chattel slavery, the problem 
demands a different explanation and therefore different politics” (234) than a campaign to 
dismantle “modern day slavery.”  
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Modern-day police protect the current political economy rather than the slave economy of 
the past by suppressing surplus labor. Avery Gordon (2017) argues that policing has shifted from 
an overtly racial program of surveillance and punishment in service of unpaid labor, to a system 
designed to preserve public order by isolating and disposing of threats to racial capitalism. These 
threats take the form of “surplus, disposable, and politically troublesome populations” that, in 
existence and through action, expose the fragility of our present world order (Gordon 2017, 197). 
Groups disproportionately targeted by the police encompass poor people, people of color, 
immigrants, and queer and gender non-conforming people. The enduring racial codes operating 
today to justify this unevenness in policing include laws prohibiting drinking in public, 
possessing small amounts of drugs, making too much noise, and engaging in “disorderly 
conduct” (Vitale 2017, 31). Police enforce these laws through routine intimidation and violence, 
much like slave patrols and early police officers. 
After centuries of advances and reforms, policing in the present context of the United 
States shares the same intrinsically violent nature of historical police apparatuses. In fact, while 
modern police departments stress their essential role in criminal justice and public safety, crime 
control remains just “a small part” of a policing system still centered on oppressive social control 
(Vitale 2017, 31). The persistent paradox of a system falsely purported to ensure public safety 
and security demands a conversation that goes deeper than reform. It necessitates paying closer 
attention to the “lineage of abolition extending through chattel slavery” (Gilmore 2017a, 234), 





Just as technologies of the slave patrol and early police preceded contemporary policing 
tools and practices, early forms of Black struggles against policing have anticipated later Black 
critiques and refusals of policing (McKittrick 2011). In fact, because of the intertwined histories 
of Black enslavement, slave patrols, and US policing, Black “freedom practices” (S. Browne 
2015, 12) rooted in flight from slavery offer a critical base for understanding the possibilities for 
police abolition today. 
In How to Lose the Hounds, I develop and employ a framework of maroon geographies to 
underscore the deep connections between slavery-era and more contemporary Black flight from 
racial police violence. Marronage—which is the practice of flight from slavery—allowed slaves 
to assert their freedom, evade slave catchers, and, at times, to create communities that were 
physically removed from the dominant slave society. Marronage took place during the 16th 
through 19th centuries across the Americas. As maroons escaped from enslavement, they formed 
maroon communities—also known by names such as cimarrones (e.g., in Mexico), palenques 
(e.g., in Cuba and Colombia), cumbes (e.g., in Venezuela), and mocambos and quilombos in 
Brazil. Maroon communities were groups of runaway slaves that evaded direct control by 
outsiders. They varied in form, ranging from small groups to large societies, and from 
“hinterland” to “borderland” groups who respectively settled deep in the wilderness or, 
conversely, near farms, plantations, and cities (Diouf 2014). Those who settled in maroon 
communities included Black people as well as indigenous and poor white people who sought 
protection from the white- and capitalist-dominated slave society surrounding them.  
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For Black people in the Americas, the geographic practice of marronage continued into 
the contemporary era. In the United States, there are several rural, urban, and suburban towns 
that were first established by freed and escaped slaves and sustained as multi-generational Black 
communities. These communities constitute part of a continuum of Black settlement beginning 
with marronage and shaped by a “black community ethos” of “freedom, education, self-
determination, racial solidarity, survival and resistance” (Organ 1995, 1-2). Like maroon 
communities during slavery, these Black enclaves developed various levels of autonomy from 
the operations of dominant society. Together, Black communities and their slavery-era 
predecessors form what I term “maroon geographies”—which are defined by Black-led, place-
based communal struggles against state and extralegal racial and economic violence. 
Maroon geographies continue to live on, deep into the aftermath of slavery, with freedom 
tactics originally developed by maroons being passed down through generations. An example of 
an abolitionist praxis embedded in maroon geographies comes from the Gullah Coast region of 
the United States—which spans from Charleston, South Carolina to Kingsland, Georgia. Here, 
up until at least 1915, fugitives from the law are known to have avoided police capture using the 
same strategies as maroons. Their tactics were described by anthropologist H. Eugene Hodges, 
who published a short paper in 1971 called “How to Lose the Hounds: Technology of the Gullah 
Coast Renegade,” which inspired the title of my work. These fugitives—locally referred to as 
“renegades”—evaded the police by retreating to the swamps, forests, or offshore islands that had 
once provided shelter for maroons in the Lowcountry regions of Georgia and South Carolina. In 
order to throw the sheriffs’ hounds off their scent, the renegades created false trails, rubbed wild 
onions or turnips on the soles of their shoes, kicked their shoes against skunks’ bottoms, and 
used household goods such as red or black pepper, pine oil, turpentine, kerosene, and gasoline to 
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destroy hounds’ sense of smell (Hodges 1971). These methods for ‘losing the hounds’ were 
likely developed originally by field slaves who ran away from rice plantations in the area 
(Hodges 1971).  
Some maroons in the Americas developed their own justice systems and even continued 
their use after slavery ended. For example, the Djuka maroon society and the Matawai maroon 
tribe, both in Suriname, governed themselves with their own laws, at least until the tail end of the 
20th century (Köbben 1969; Green 1977). Each of these maroon societies—which “constitute the 
most enduring and oldest examples of continuous marronage” (Robinson 2000)—settled the 
majority of their societal disputes without referring to Suriname authorities, even though 
Suriname state law technically applied to them. For example, the Matawais used communal 
councils, consisting of elder men and women, to adjudicate cases in which community norms 
were violated (Green 1977). These maroon justice systems continued to operate over a century 
after slavery was abolished in Suriname (Köbben 1969; Green 1977). 
My inspiration for thinking through how marronage shapes modern-day Black 
communities’ freedom struggles against racial violence comes from Cedric J. Robinson’s Black 
Marxism: The Making of the Black Radical Tradition ([1983] 2000) and Neil Roberts’ Freedom 
as Marronage (2015). Both Black Marxism and Freedom as Marronage deliver an imperative to 
take seriously the ways that marronage has informed past theories and flights underpinning 
Black liberation. Moreover, in their texts, Robinson and Roberts argue that marronage can and 
should be a roadmap for continued and future Black freedom struggles. As Elizabeth P. 
Robinson (2017) writes, reflecting on Black Marxism, “maroons and marronage, Palmares, 
quilombos, and the Great Dismal Swamp are unknown or little known when they should be the 
bedrock of contemporary struggles” (3). 
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In Black Marxism, Cedric Robinson identifies marronage as one of the first 
manifestations of the Black radical tradition in the Caribbean, Latin America, and North 
America. Marronage, Robinson (2000) contends, was a materialization of “disengagement… the 
ideological currency of the rebel American Blacks; the absolute rejection of American society 
and the persistent denunciation of racialism as a basis of civilized conduct” (311). Robinson 
situates marronage within a long and wide-spanning freedom struggle, beginning on the African 
continent and continuing on within the Black diaspora today.  
Similarly, in Freedom as Marronage Neil Roberts draws attention to the lasting lessons 
of marronage. Specifically, Roberts (2015) calls for scholars to “reorient our epistemology of 
freedom around marronage” (173). As he contends: “We are able to decipher freedom’s meaning 
when we acknowledge a basic precept of the theory of freedom as marronage: freedom 
materializes in the liminal and interstitial social space between our imaginings of absolute 
unfreedom [namely, slavery] and the zone of its opposite” (Roberts 2015). Roberts’ (2015) 
conceptualization of freedom as marronage is centered upon a crucial recognition that freedom is 
“a multidimensional, constant act of flight” (9) that must be continuously reenacted through 
ongoing struggle.  
The theory of freedom as flight has underscored the development and organization of 
Black communities during slavery and in its long aftermath. My goal is to highlight and explore 
the temporal and geographic continuities of Black people’s conception of freedom as marronage 
as it relates to policing. Examining Black abolitionist praxes through the historical and ongoing 
geography of marronage helps to demonstrate that the end of policing is possible. In Black 
communities throughout the history of enslavement and post-slavery life the Americas, residents 
show that abolition already takes place in systematic acts of flight from policing. 
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In addition to being informed by Robinson’s and Roberts’ work, my mobilization of the 
term ‘maroon geographies’ follows in the tradition of geographers Katherine McKittrick and 
Clyde Woods, founders of Black geographies. Black geographies is a field concerned with 
illuminating how Black people “have struggled, resisted, and significantly contributed to the 
production of space” (McKittrick and Woods 2007, 6). As Katherine McKittrick (2016) argues: 
“Black geographies are not nouns, but verbs.” In other words, the term does not simply identify 
the places that Black people inhabit; rather, it encompasses the dynamic and continuous ways in 
which “geography and blackness work together to advance a different way of knowing and 
imagining the world” (McKittrick 2006, xxvi). Likewise, my naming of maroon geographies 
serves to not only draw attention to the physical sites where flight from slavery occurred, but 
also—and more importantly—to underscore the indelible impacts of marronage in a Black 
radical project of producing space. Maroon geographies are Black geographies, a materialization 
of subaltern visions of and for our world. 
While my analysis of maroon geographies here and in the chapters that follow is focused 
on struggles with and alternatives to policing, Black freedom practices rooted in flight from 
slavery offer geographic blueprints for a multitude of Black liberation struggles today. 
Marronage in the twenty-first century takes myriad forms, including school truancy, 
gender noncomformity, border crossing, bench-warrant avoidance, and prison abolition… 
[In the post-slavery era] the propensity to run toward freedom and community building 
away from conditions of bondage has barely diminished within the context of persistent 
labor exploitation, hyper-surveillance and unending incarceration. (Quan 2017, 184)  
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Just as the social and political ramifications of slavery continuously structure our present world 
order, Black freedom tactics have also endured to persistently disrupt that order. As Christina 
Sharpe (2016) reminds us: “In the wake, the past that is not past reappears, always, to rupture the 
present” (9).  
Methodology 
A path toward police abolition does not have to be imagined abstractly when it is evident 
in the archives, folklore, and existing communities. In How to Lose the Hounds, I take up the 
framework of maroon geographies to explore possibilities for police abolition offered by Black 
communities in Montgomery County, Maryland. Montgomery County is located in central 
Maryland along the northern border of Washington, DC. This county contained routes of the 
Underground Railroad, and features of the county’s physical and social landscapes helped 
accommodate people fleeing from slavery. For example, the Potomac River, which runs along 
the southwestern border of the county, served as an escape route to enslaved Black people 
fleeing from the South. In addition, maroons could follow the various waterways within the 
county in order to keep direction in their flight North. The county also had a rural terrain filled 
with fields of tall grass, thickets, and swamps that enabled those fleeing to conceal themselves 
“from the roaming patrols that travelled the public roads” (Cohen 1995, 324). Moreover, 
Montgomery County was physically close to freedom: the northernmost point of the county is 
about forty miles below the southern border of Pennsylvania—where an “Act for the Gradual 
Abolition of Slavery” was passed in 1780, slowly decreasing the state’s slave population until it 
became zero by 1850 (Shaffner 1862, 252-253). Maryland itself also became a final destination 
in many Black people’s flights to freedom when the state abolished slavery on November 1,  
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1864, over a year before the 13th Amendment to the Constitution was ratified to officially abolish 
slavery across the United States.5  
 
 
Figure 1.1 Map of Montgomery County, Maryland and surrounding states 
                                               
5 Slavery was abolished in Maryland through the passage of the Maryland Constitution of 1864. Despite its earlier 
abolition of slavery, Maryland was not necessarily less pro-slavery than other southern states. For example, within 
Montgomery County, 76 percent of voters in the Maryland Constitutional Election of October 1864 voted against 
the constitution because they did not want an end to slavery in Maryland. Statewide, 52 percent of Maryland county 
voters voted against the constitution (Wagandt 2004). In fact, after the county votes had been tallied, the Maryland 
Union newspaper jubilantly headlined on October 20, 1864: “MARYLAND REDEEMED! THE NEGRO-
ROBBING CONSTITUTION DEFEATED! DEATH KNELL OF ABOLITIONISM! MARYLAND SAFE FOR 
McCLELLAN! HANG YOUR HEADS FOR SHAME—YE SCOUNDRELS!”. It was not until the votes of 
Maryland’s soldiers fighting in the Civil War were counted that the constitution was approved. The soldiers 
overwhelmingly supported the new constitution and, consequently, slavery was abolished in Maryland with its 
passage. 
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In addition, Montgomery County contained a number of Black communities that formed 
during slavery, which offered safe havens for Black people who were fleeing slavery.6 Black 
communities served as resting posts and, at times, also were final destinations for maroons. Over 
forty Black communities developed in Montgomery County between the late 18th century and 
the late 19th century. By 1861, there were fifty-one Black landowners in the county who owned, 
collectively, a total of 17,142 acres (Afro-American Institute for Historic Preservation and 
Community Development 1978). These communities were often built upon land deemed by 
white people as unworkable for living and farming due to its marshy or rocky conditions (Fly 
and Fly 1983). However, like their maroon predecessors, Black people took advantage of land 
neglected and abandoned by whites to create spaces of freedom for themselves. They took sites 
declared unfit for life and built whole worlds. As part of ensuring their freedom, they developed 
alternatives and barriers to policing that are still practiced by the people living in these 
communities, many of whom are descendants of the original residents.  
 In How to Lose the Hounds, I focus on seven of these early Montgomery County Black 
communities: Sandy Spring, Haiti (pronounced “Hay-Tie”), Sugarland, Ken-Gar, Lincoln Park, 
Scotland, and Tobytown. Together, these communities offer blueprints for an expansive project 
of police abolition rooted in maroon geographies. 
                                               
6 Maryland had the largest free Black population in the country between 1810 and 1865 (Fields 1985, 1). In 1860, 
across the state of Maryland, there were almost as many free Black people as there were enslaved: 87,000. In fact, 
Maryland’s large free Black population was a major grievance among Maryland slaveholders, especially in light of 
the continuous losses of slaves who escaped from the border state (Brackett 1890). 
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Figure 1.2 Map of Black communities within Montgomery County study site 
 
The communities of Sandy Spring, Haiti, Lincoln Park, and Sugarland have direct ties to 
marronage. In Sandy Spring, free Black residents along with local Quakers (who began freeing 
their slaves around 1775) provided shelter to slaves who were traveling North to freedom. In 
Haiti (established around 1830), early records provide evidence of marronage as well—for 
example, enslaved Black people were recorded as having fled from the area on the eve of the 
Civil War (McGuckian 1989). In addition, although Lincoln Park was not established until 1891, 
some of the first Black residents are believed to be runaway slaves who escaped from Virginia 
and West Virginia and settled in the community decades prior to its official founding (Eisman 
1977). Likewise, local folklore indicates that prior to the official settlement of Sugarland by 
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freed slaves in the 1870s and 1880s, runaway slaves were provided shelter within a cave in the 
area and received financial assistance via a money line organized by local Black people (Gwen 
Reese, interview with author, December 13, 2017). In Sugarland—as well as Sandy Spring, 
Haiti, and Lincoln Park—marronage has continued after the abolition of slavery through the 
maintenance of systems of care, protection, and collaboration that originally supported flight 
from slavery. In Tobytown (1875), Scotland (1879), and Ken-Gar (1892)—all communities 
formed after slavery—generations of residents also fostered spaces of trust and cooperation that 
reflect early maroon geographies. One of the key lasting impacts of this geographic history is a 
local terrain in which the violent logics and operations of policing are constantly interrupted and 
discarded in favor of established community support systems. 
I locate the seven Black communities of Sandy Spring, Haiti, Sugarland, Ken-Gar, 
Lincoln Park, Scotland, and Tobytown within a network of maroon geographies. I do this out of 
a recognition of their shared development within a spatial-temporal arc connecting flight from 
slavery to a broader geographic praxis of fugitivity. In other words, I identify maroon 
geographies as existing not only in the places where marronage is directly evident but also in the 
places where its legacies can be found in folklore and examples of flight from racial and 
economic violence more generally. This kind of theoretical flexibility allows me to recast the 
margin—small Black suburban communities whose histories are mostly uncontained by the 
archives—as part of an “enlarged story field” (McKittrick 2006, xxix) of marronage and its 
afterlife. 
Using the theory of maroon geographies, I aim to illuminate (and counteract the willful 
erasures of) a thriving tradition of Black community and fugitivity. In general, the prevalence of 
marronage has frequently been denied or minimized in the United States by scholars. Many 
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historians of marronage have devoted their attentions to the Caribbean and Central and Latin 
America. In the United States, by contrast, the phenomenon of marronage has methodically been 
reduced to the actions of individuals called “fugitives,” “runaways,” “banditti”, and “outliers” 
(Diouf 2014, 3). Such atomization of the phenomenon of Black flight is, in part, a legacy of 
white Southerners of the past, who tended to disavow the pervasiveness of Black fugitivity and 
other threats to the institution of slavery. In contrast, I use the term marronage to emphasize the 
systematic nature of Black flight from slavery, and to connect sites of marronage in the United 
States to maroon communities across the Americas. How to Lose the Hounds is, thus, a project of 
what, following Toni Morrison, H. L. T. Quan (2017) calls “fugitive rememory” (182) as it re-
remembers the history of Black communities, marronage and its carefully hidden legacies. 
In recording a geographic history of marronage and its afterlife in Montgomery County, I 
sought out evidence that showed a continued political commitment amongst Black community 
residents to practice safety and security on their own terms, beyond policing. I define safety as 
protection from harm or danger, and security as the measures to ensure safety. In order to 
identify forms of safety and security practiced in Montgomery County’s Black communities, I 
gathered, analyzed, and cross-referenced historical and contemporary archival documents—
including slave narratives, runaway slave advertisements, newspaper articles, police records, and 
the papers of Black community institutions. I also interviewed eighteen former and current 
residents of Black communities in Montgomery County in order to address the question of 
continuity between slavery-era and present-day maroon definitions and practices of safety and 
security. 
To help build an understanding of connections between marronage and the foundations 
for police abolition in Montgomery County’s Black communities, my research centered on three 
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main questions: (1) What modes of safety and security did residents living in Montgomery 
County’s early Black communities develop as alternatives and barriers to state, and state-
sanctioned, policing? (2) Are definitions and practices of safety and security sustained across 
slavery-era and contemporary maroon geographies in Montgomery County? and (3) How do the 
social, political, and physical geographic arrangements of Black communities in Montgomery 
County model “more humanly workable geographies” (McKittrick 2006, xii) than the current 
terrain of policing? In answering these questions, my project offers a historical geographic 
perspective on the legacies of 18th and 19th century Black community organizing and its salience 
for Black abolitionist praxes today.  
My goal, however, is not to claim that Black communities operate uniformly and 
constantly in an abolitionist praxis or that Blackness is always aligned with abolitionist visions.  
Even within the Black communities that this project focuses on, residents have varying and 
conflicting views and approaches toward policing. Across the United States, Black people have 
played a central role in shaping harsh US criminal justice policies in the past fifty years. With 
rising Black political power and numbers of Black elected officials, particularly following the 
passage of the Voting Rights Act in 1965, many Black leaders and their constituents increasingly 
supported “tough-on-crime measures” (Forman 2017, 11). In particular, Black communities and 
government representatives have supported expanded police forces and strengthened police 
intervention during drug-related crises. The Congressional Black Caucus, for example, 
sponsored the Ronald Reagan administration’s Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986, which allocated 
$1.7 billion for the War on Drugs and deepened racial disparities in policing and incarceration by 
establishing much harsher sentences for crack cocaine offenses than for powder cocaine (Taylor 
2016, 100). During the 1980s and 1990s, many everyday Black folk also called for investments 
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in policing to combat drug use, drug distribution, and intracommunity violence—all of which 
sparked anxieties in Black communities that were strategically appropriated by the state to 
rationalize the War on Drugs (Murch 2015). Often central to Black visions of safety and security, 
however, were not only police but also other state resources that Black communities have been 
denied such as schools, jobs, and housing (Forman 2017). Hence, even during crisis, Black 
communities provide a wealth of thoughtful and imaginative approaches for how to prevent, 
overcome and heal from violence in ways that do not always or solely rely on police. 
The story to come 
In the chapters that follow, I explore some of the ways that generations of residents in 
Montgomery County’s Black communities have lived and continue to live out abolitionist praxes 
in their daily lives. From outwitting slave catchers—some of the earliest policing efforts in this 
country—to not relying on police to resolve issues nor to ensure safety in their communities, the 
residents of Montgomery County’s Black communities offer us already-existing abolitionist 
praxes that can inform present and future attempts to abolish the police state. As places that have 
been continuously subjected to violent excesses of police power—from slavery until now—
Black communities are seemingly impossible sites for understanding life beyond policing. 
Nevertheless, and for that very reason, Black communities provide critical lessons for why we 
must, and how we can, reimagine community safety and security without police. They show that 
abolition is “lived, possible, and imaginable” (McKittrick 2006, xii). 
Chapter 2 focuses on the history and folklore around marronage that has shaped and 
continues to shape Black communities in Montgomery County. From surviving tales of 
legendary escapes from slavery to continued ways of life, Black freedom still takes place as 
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marronage. This chapter draws attention to important sites of struggle and the ways that policing 
developed locally through an imperative to inhibit marronage. I also draw connections between 
the historical practice and the present-day remembrances and manifestations of marronage in 
Montgomery County. Further, I explore how the stories that Black community members tell 
themselves about their history are part of a larger Black folklore tradition around Black flight. 
The survival of this folklore, I contend, has allowed Black community members to remain 
relatively conscious of enduring legacies of marronage. 
Chapter 3 explores two particular local moments of flight from policing that occurred 
over a century apart in the same location in Montgomery County. The subjects of focus are a 
group of maroons who confronted the county militia while traveling along a major county road 
in 1845 and a Black woman named Carolyn Twyman, a resident of Tobytown who refused to 
sign a ticket and fled from police officers on that same road in 1972 after they stopped her for 
what was described as a routine traffic charge. In this chapter, I draw connections between the 
politics of these two examples of marronage, and I argue that such moments of flight from police 
create openings for reimagining a world beyond police. I also position Carolyn Twyman’s 
moment of flight as an extension of the “ungovernability” of her neighborhood Tobytown, “in 
which ordinary people… resist governing by state and non-state rule-making projects” (Quan 
2017, 174) and, thereby, create maroon spaces of liberation from surveillance and control. 
Chapter 4 outlines a model of maroon restorative justice based in examples from 
Montgomery County’s Black communities, and situated within a broader discussion of justice 
principles. Restorative justice encompasses a move away from the state as the primary arbiter of 
justice. Rather than focusing on the determination of guilt or innocence, restorative justice 
facilitates the repairing of relationships between those involved in conflicts and disputes. 
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Examples of restorative justice in this chapter highlight the important role of the Black church in 
resolving community disputes and issues, as well as a general practice amongst Montgomery 
County’s Black community residents of developing their own community-level forms of conflict 
resolution and definitions of justice. 
Chapter 5 focuses on ways that residents of Montgomery County’s Black communities 
have defined community beyond policing. From their establishment, these communities have 
fostered a level of human connectivity and communal trust and care that often precludes their 
need to rely upon police. Central to this chapter is a discussion of Black epistemologies and 
practices of community, rooted in marronage, and characterized by radical visions of and for 
spaces that fulfill human needs. These Black geographic visions show that community safety and 
security should be defined beyond policing. They also demonstrate that safety and security 
beyond policing means something much more complex and far-reaching than simple one-to-one 
alternatives to state-based police and emergency response teams. It means turning away from 
police and turning toward community institutions of support and care. A key example that I 
discuss here is the resident-led conversion of a police substation within Lincoln Park into a 
tutoring and mentoring space for community youth in 2012.  
In Chapter 6, I conclude with a discussion of the ways that the commitments and goals of 
marronage are echoed in Black struggles against police violence on a larger scale. I contend that 
maroon epistemologies of safety and security, which developed to structure flight from slavery 
and which have been maintained and retooled within Black communities, inform the liberatory 
praxes of movements and Black communities across the western hemisphere. I explain how other 
political organizing against police violence may be grounded in maroon geographies as well. Just 
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as police have inherited a violent system of control and surveillance, the people who are policed 
























Chapter 2 / History and legacies of slavery and marronage in Montgomery 
County 
 
In order to understand black communities today, it is necessary to see them as part 
of a continuum with traditions stretching back into the past. 
— George W. McDaniel, Reflections of Black Heritage: An Architectural and 
Social History of Black Communities in Montgomery County, Maryland 
 
In 2013, Maryland Governor Martin O’Malley proclaimed November 1—the date that 
Maryland’s state constitution abolished slavery in 1864—as “Maryland Emancipation Day” 
(Senate Bill 42 2013). This began an annual statewide tradition of programs, festivals and 
exhibits held during the first weekend of each November to commemorate the end of slavery and 
historical struggles for slavery’s abolition. As part of the Maryland Emancipation Day 2017 
Celebrations, I went on a guided hike of Montgomery County’s Underground Railroad 
Experience Trail with my mother. The hike took place in Sandy Spring, an area known for its 
history of Black residents and Quakers harboring and assisting runaway slaves. Our “conductor” 
was a white former military officer who lives in Montgomery County. He led a group of nine, 
including us, on the hike. At the beginning of the hike, he pointed out the Montgomery County 
Division of the Maryland-National Capital Park Police horse training facility, now located on the 
former slave farm where the hike began. He warned us to keep our eyes out for police horse 
droppings that we might find scattered along the Underground Railroad trail. He then guided us 
along the trail, pausing at various points to share strategies that people fleeing enslavement used 
to avoid being caught, such as: fleeing under the cover of a rain storm, traveling in forested 
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areas, hiding and resting in prickly shrubs, using hollow trees as shelter, disguising themselves, 
and rubbing dung or onion on their shoes, clothing, or bodies. The conductor’s warning to look 
out for physical traces of police presence as a preface to his account of flight strategies on the 
Underground Railroad is a symbolic reminder of the dialectical tension between marronage and 
policing. Black flight and police apparatuses have always coalesced as “a dynamic interplay 
between unified oppositions” (Baxter and Montgomery 1996, 8). Marronage asserts a demand 
for Black freedom and life, while policing operates as a direct negation of those assertions. 
Black people fled from policing and law enforcement all throughout slavery. The history 
of marronage in Montgomery County shows how refusals of policing took place in each act of 
flight from slavery, and in the assistance provided to maroons. Such refusals of policing, as this 
chapter and the chapters to come will demonstrate, have left indelible marks on the Black 
geographic landscape of Montgomery County. This chapter will contextualize local Black 
communities within the historical geography of slavery and marronage, highlight ways in which 
this history is still remembered, and begin exploring some of the legacies of marronage in the 
communities of Haiti, Ken-Gar, Lincoln Park, Sandy Spring, Scotland, Sugarland, and 
Tobytown. 
History of marronage in Montgomery County 
The phenomenon of marronage is recorded across all of Montgomery County, both in the 
Black communities that are the focus of this study and beyond. One primary form of evidence 
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indicating the prevalent maroon activity are runaway slave notices and advertisements that 
appeared in local newspapers each week.7  
Examples from these reward notices for maroons who were alleged to have escaped from 
Montgomery County include: Bachelor, who ran away from William Smith of Seneca in 1789; 
Bob, who escaped on horseback in 1789 from Thomas Johns of Newport-Mill; a woman who ran 
away from Thomas Beall near Montgomery Court-House in 1789 and a man who ran away from 
Simon Nicholls at the same location the following day; Ned Brannum and Rufus Jackson, who 
escaped in 1856 from their masters Henry Harding and William Benson, respectively, both of 
Rockville; Mary Jones and Susan Bell, who also escaped from the Hardings in 1858; John 
Butler, who escaped from Brookville in June 1856; Alfred, who escaped from his owner John 
Wallace Anderson of Rockville in 1856; and Peter Dorsey, who fled from his owner Nacy W. 
Thompson living in Clarksburg in 1862 (Maryland State Archives n.d.; Cohen 1994; McGuckian 
2015). These weekly ads showed that individual occurrences of Black flight comprised a 






                                               




Figure 2.1 Example of a reward notice posted by a Montgomery County slaveowner in the 
Maryland Journal and Baltimore Advertiser, June 4, 1789 (Maryland State Archives n.d.) 
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Moreover, fugitives from slavery commonly fled through or to Montgomery County. For 
example, Thomas Hodgkin of Annapolis, Maryland suspected that his slave Frank ran away in 
1789 to Frederick or Montgomery County where he had “relations” (Maryland Journal and 
Baltimore Advertiser 1789). Likewise, Samuel Cissel of Clarksville in Howard County, 
Maryland believed that his slave Tilghman Johnson ran away to Sandy Spring in Montgomery 
County in 1859 (Baltimore Sun 1859). Similarly, in 1845, W. M. Maddox of Washington, DC 
believed that Maria, one of his slaves, was making her way north “through Baltimore or 
Montgomery county, or perhaps… on board of some Eastern vessel” (Baltimore Sun 1845). The 
Evening Star newspaper in Washington, DC attested to the geographic spread of fugitivity 
around the nation’s capital when a correspondent concluded in 1857: “it is quite certain that there 
are agents of the Underground Railroad at work in the adjoining counties of Maryland and 
Virginia” (Evening Star 1857). The network of Black fugitivity in Montgomery County was so 
strong that slaveowners throughout the region knew to trace the paths of their runaway slaves 
there. 
Along with newspaper notices, official written histories highlight the pervasiveness of 
marronage in Montgomery County. For example, many narratives of the Underground 
Railroad—including William Still’s (1872) popular book on the subject—mention a route to 
freedom that runaway slaves took from Virginia, across the Potomac River and the Chesapeake 
and Ohio (C&O) Canal—which divide Maryland from Virginia—and into and through 
Montgomery County (Cohen 1994, 7). Frederick Gutheim (1949) recorded in The Potomac that 
in Montgomery County, above Georgetown and Great Falls, “the river became shallower, islands 
appeared, and here and there were places where a man on horseback, or a pack train, could ford a 
stream” (105). Fugitive slaves travelling north on foot or by swimming also “sought out those  
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Figure 2.2 “Crossing the river on horseback in the night.”  
From The Underground Rail Road (Still 1872) 
 
areas of the Potomac which offered easy access into Montgomery County” (Cohen 1994, 7). For 
those who could afford the fare and pass as free, ferries also provided an escape route for 
maroons crossing the Potomac (Cohen 1995). 
Marronage was not an individual practice, but relied upon an extensive network of people 
to defy the law and assist those fleeing from enslavement. Within Montgomery County, free and 
enslaved Black people, as well as some white residents, assisted maroons. For example, an 
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unnamed “colored person” who lived on the Maryland side of the C&O Canal is recorded as 
providing shelter, breakfast, and kindness to James Curry, a slave escaping from North Carolina 
who had passed through Washington, DC before continuing his journey north (Blassingame 
1977, 143). Another Black resident of Montgomery County, James Wesley Hill became known 
as “Canada Jim” after he escaped to Canada from enslavement in Sandy Spring and repeatedly 
returned to local camp meetings—religious revivals organized by enslaved Black people—to 
entice potential fugitives to flee to Canada (Cohen 1995). Canada Jim is believed to have led 
over one hundred people to freedom beyond the Canadian border (Blankenheim 1985). 
In Sandy Spring, the banning of the importation, purchase, and sale of slaves by the 
Quaker Society of Friends in Maryland in 1777 contributed to a growing local population of free 
Black people who helped fugitive slaves (Cohen 1995). By 1815, most Black residents of Sandy 
Spring were freed and many of them remained in the area, settling on land that Quaker residents 
gave or sold to them (Fly and Fly 1983, 117). This free Black community played an important 
role in developing a small safe haven for maroons escaping north. Black Sandy Spring area 
residents who are recorded as helping fugitives in their flight to freedom include a local 
blacksmith named Samuel Adams, Harriet Smallwood, who harbored runaways in her home after 
she was manumitted in 1840, and Enoch George Howard, a former slave who was manumitted in 
1851 (Cohen 2006). Howard is said to have housed Dred Scott while he awaited the decision of 
his 1857 Supreme Court case hearing, during which county resident and attorney Montgomery 
Blair represented Scott (J. Anderson 1999, 14). In addition to Scott, two brothers William 
Henson Holland and Thomas John Holland are also believed to have awaited the Dred Scott 
decision at Howard’s home. They eventually fled to Canada when the decision went against 
Scott (Cohen 1994) and, consequently, upheld the rights of slaveowners (even within free states) 
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and denied the rights of citizenship to all slaves and their descendants (Library of Congress 
2017). In addition to local Black residents, some of the Sandy Spring Quakers themselves are 
also believed to have provided clothing, food, and money to maroons (Cohen 2006). The 
existence of a number of hidden rooms, secret cellars, and a system of underground tunnels 
between Quaker residences signals the role that local Quakers played in harboring fugitives from 
slavery (Cohen 1994, 25–26). 
Anti-slavery activists beyond Montgomery County also played an important role in 
making marronage possible there. To the south in Washington, DC—a highly organized station 
of the Underground Railroad—free Black people as well as white abolitionists aided slaves 
escaping from Montgomery County (Still 1872; Cohen 1994). Likewise, to the north, networks 
of Pennsylvania residents helped too. Major cities in Pennsylvania as well as counties bordering 
northern Maryland contained Quaker settlements, which were integral to the operations of the 
Underground Railroad. “Fugitives found a haven in many Pennsylvania towns such as 
Phoenixville, Harrisburg, Quakertown, Reading and Philadelphia where permanent safe-houses 
were maintained. These towns were a few days walk from Montgomery County” (Cohen 1994, 
6). 
Philadelphia-based abolitionist William Still—a son of former slaves often called the 
“Father of the Underground Railroad”—helped at least nine slaves escape from Montgomery 
County, seven of whom had escaped from Rockville (Still 1872; Cohen 1994). As chairman of 
the Vigilance Committee of the Pennsylvania Anti-Slavery Society, Still helped as many as 800 
fugitives escape to freedom between 1852 and 1861, and he kept detailed accounts of his work 
aiding runaway slaves and of his correspondence with other conductors of the Underground 
Railroad. One Montgomery County resident whom Still helped escape from slavery was named 
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Ann Maria Weems. A 15-year-old enslaved girl from Rockville, Weems escaped in fall 1855 
through an escape route organized by William Still and Jacob Bigelow, an Underground Railroad 
conductor based in Washington, DC. After about a year of planning between Still and Bigelow, 
Ann Maria Weems was able to escape from slavery, traveling from Rockville, to Washington, 
DC—where she was disguised as a young coachman named “Joe Wright”—and then back into 
and through Maryland and on to Philadelphia. From Philadelphia, Weems continued along the 
Underground Railroad until she finally settled among relatives living in the Buxton Settlement in 
Canada (Still 1872). 
 
 
Figure 2.3 “Maria Weems escaping in male attire.”  
From The Underground Rail Road (Still 1872) 
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A runaway notice submitted to the Baltimore Sun by Ann Maria Weems’ owner Charles 
M. Price was published throughout the month of October 1855 while he searched in vain for 
Ann. The notice read as follows: 
$500 Reward.—Ran away on Sunday night, the 23d instant, before 12 o’clock, from the 
subscriber, residing in Rockville, Montgomery county, Md., my NEGRO GIRL “Ann 
Maria Weems,” about 15 years of age: a bright mulatto; some small freckles on her face; 
slender person, thick suit of hair, inclined to be sandy. Her parents are free, and reside in 
Washington, D. C. It is evident she was taken away by some one in a carriage, probably 
by a white man, by whom she may be carried beyond the limits of the State of Maryland. 
I will give the above reward for her apprehension and detention so that I get her again. 
C. M. PRICE 
 (Baltimore Sun 1855) 
Marronage and early policing in Montgomery County, Maryland 
The history of marronage in Montgomery County, Maryland gives insight into the ways 
that flight from slavery comprised of—and directly anticipated later forms of—Black resistance 
to policing and law enforcement. Black people fleeing from slavery were always simultaneously 
fleeing from policing because law enforcement agents were tasked with capturing and 
imprisoning runaways, or policing those otherwise deemed as threats to the institution of slavery. 
In fact, Montgomery County constables William Davis and Thomas Dawson were compensated 
for costs incurred by “suppressing tumultuous meeting of Negroes” as early as 1778, two years 
after Montgomery County’s founding (Cohen 1995, 322). Likewise, Montgomery County 
sheriffs routinely pursued Black people who had escaped from slavery. Frequent notices in The 
Montgomery County Sentinel, a pro-slavery newspaper established in 1855 by County Sheriff 
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Matthew Fields, “attest to the tenacity of the local sheriff in capturing blacks” (Cohen 1994, 28). 
In his newspaper, Fields regularly posted notices for owners of captured slaves to reclaim them. 
In addition, the Montgomery County jail in Rockville, Maryland (which operated from 
1801 until 1901) and the Maryland Penitentiary (which opened in 1811) imprisoned fugitive 
slaves and those who assisted8 them in their flight from slavery. Enslaved and free Black people 
alike could be jailed and then sold if they were stopped by the county constable and they were 
not claimed by an owner, could not prove that they were free, or were unable to raise jail fees 
(“An Act Relating to Servants and Slaves” 1676, 524). In addition, following the Nat Turner 
rebellion of 1831, the immigration of free Black people into Maryland was forbidden in 1832 
until 1865; those who could not pay the fine demanded for immigration were sold to the highest 
bidder (Brackett 1890, 8). Thus, for free Black people, flight from policing and incarceration 
often meant flight from slavery, just as flight from slavery necessitated flight from policing and 
incarceration. In 1862, Maryland state law was amended so that enslaved Black people who were 
charged with offenses other than capital crimes (i.e., those for which an offender can receive the 
death penalty) could be imprisoned instead of sold or whipped (Brackett 1890, 8). Similarly, free 
Black people could be whipped or imprisoned instead of sold, and free Black migrants to 
Maryland could not be enslaved in the state for longer than two years. All “free black convicts” 
were still banished from the state upon release from the penitentiary “under penalty of sale for a 
term as long as they had been imprisoned” (Brackett 1890, 8). 
                                               
8 An 1818 Maryland General Assembly law declared that people convicted of harboring slaves could be confined in 
the penitentiary for up to six years. Samuel Davis of Montgomery County, for example, was sentenced in 1842 to 5 
years and 8 months in the Maryland Penitentiary for assisting a man named Henry in running away from his owner 
Ann Griffith (Maryland State Archives). 
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Even after slavery was abolished in Maryland, Black people who had suffered the 
consequences of laws concerning slavery were forced to continue living out their sentences in 
prison. During the Maryland constitutional convention of 1864, in which slavery was abolished 
in the state, “a motion to provide for the liberation of all persons imprisoned under laws arising 
exclusively from the institution of slavery, was lost by a tie vote” (Brackett 1890, 8). This 
effectively kept intact the direct linkages between slavery, policing, and incarceration for years 
to come. As a counterpunch to the enduring bond between the abolished institution of slavery 
and the US criminal justice system, marronage has continued to live on in folklore and in 
practice as an important tradition of Black fugitivity. 
Maroon folklore 
Across Montgomery County, the local tradition of marronage has been passed down in 
stories by generations of Black residents. Maroon folklore is a technology of escape that 
emerged during slavery to convey important local knowledge about routes to freedom. Stories 
about maroons gave hope to enslaved Black people and pointed them towards the possibility of 
their own escapes. Since the abolition of slavery, maroon folklore has continued to shape Black 
culture in Montgomery County. While local stories of flight from slavery have been transformed 
by the passage of time and transferals of oral history, they remain a bedrock of many Black 
residents’ understandings of Black freedom struggles in Montgomery County. Following the 
example of Clyde Woods (1998), who theorized the blues as not only an “aesthetic tradition” but 
also an entire “theory of social and economic development and change” (20)—what he termed 
the “blues epistemology”—I examine maroon folklore as more than a cultural practice of 
storytelling. The oral history tradition centering around marronage in historically Black 
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communities in Montgomery County informs the ways that residents continue to define and 
struggle for Black freedom today. 
Former residents of Sugarland, for example, still discuss the history of resistance to 
slavery there. Black Sugarland area residents are believed to have developed a “money line” 
during slavery through which people could leave money and fugitives could retrieve it as they 
traveled toward freedom. Sugarland residents also allegedly hid runaway slaves in a cave, a 
secret entrance to which was built in a false floor of a local log cabin’s fireplace (Davis 2008). 
Across North America, caves were used to hide maroons—even Nat Turner sought shelter in a 
cave during the famous Nat Turner rebellion (Diouf 2014, 105, 280). Gwen Reese, who grew up 
in Sugarland, learned about these practices of fugitivity from other residents, and has 
documented and preserved this history through the Sugarland Ethno-History Project, which she 
began in 2002. 
In Sandy Spring, residents continue to carry knowledge of local historical ties with the 
Underground Railroad. After moving to Sandy Spring, for example, Paul Scott learned from his 
neighbors about local sites on the Underground Railroad. Likewise, Sandy Spring resident June 
Johnson told me that she has “always known that Sandy Spring was one of the legs of the 
Underground Railroad.” In fact, her great grandfather was born on the Woodlawn Manor estate, 
through which part of the Underground Railroad ran. His mother and father worked for the 
Palmer family, which owned Woodlawn Manor between 1825 and 1919 (P.A.C. Spero & 
Company 1997). June Johnson and her family hold reunions at Woodlawn Manor because of 
their ties to the former Quaker farm. 
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Moreover, generations of residents have sustained knowledge of their personal ancestral 
connections to fugitives from slavery. In Lincoln Park, numerous residents have traced their 
ancestors in Montgomery County to the 1850s and early 1860s, when escaped slaves began 
settling in east Rockville (Richardson 1988). One Lincoln Park resident Evelyn Gaunt (1979) 
wrote of this early history in her notes for a local Black history exhibit in 1979:  
I’ve always heard my grandfather [Joseph Hicks] came to Rockville as a teenager, along 
with a friend by the name of Martin Broadnick [Broadneck]. They were escaping the 
effects of slavery. Maryland was a free state at that time. They are said to have swam the 
Potomac [River] from somewhere in Virginia. 
For generations, descendants of the Hicks and Broadnecks have carried with them the history of 
the river escape, sharing oral histories about it with other residents. 
In Sandy Spring, residents draw family connections to local legend Canada Jim, Enoch 
George Howard, William Henson Holland, and Thomas John Holland—all of whom settled in 
Canada after escaping enslavement in Sandy Spring. For generations, descendants of Canada Jim 
have practiced a rich oral history tradition to keep his memory intact. Sandy Spring native Alan 
Anderson, for example, was taught by his grandfather about the life and times of his own great-
great-great uncle, James “Canada Jim” Wesley Hill. As an adult, Anderson recalled his 
grandfather telling him that slaves in the county used to whisper and sing about Canada Jim’s 
impending arrival weeks beforehand (Blankenheim 1985). This folklore facilitated and 
simultaneously masked a local network of Black freedom. After slavery was abolished, folk tales 
about Canada Jim continued as a part of the local Black culture. Acting out how he imagined 
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enslaved Black people to have communicated about Canada Jim, Anderson said to a local news 
reporter in 1985: 
Canada Jim is coming? 
Are you going with him? 
I don’t know if I can, but I sure am thinking about it! 
(Blankenheim 1985) 
Anderson’s reenactment evidences the enduring connection to marronage that Sandy Spring 
residents hold and maintain through folklore. 
The thriving oral tradition of marronage in Sandy Spring has enabled some residents to 
still remain in contact with descendants of their ancestors who fled to Canada after escaping 
from slavery. Mable Thomas and her family in Sandy Spring hold biennial reunions with their 
family in Canada—all descendants of Enoch George Howard, William Henson Holland, and 
Thomas John Holland. These reunions of the Howard-Holland family, which began in 1992, 
have grown to as many as 450 people. The reunions are alternately held in Montgomery County 
or in the Canadian province of Ontario, where William Henson Holland and Thomas John 




Figure 2.4 The oldest member of the Howard-Holland family holding the two youngest attendees 
at the family reunion held in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada in 2012 (Lowson 2012) 
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Figure 2.5: Illustration on display at the Sandy Spring Slave Museum: “The Trek from Maryland 
to Canada” 
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In addition to the surviving oral history tradition around and local connections to 
systematic flight from slavery, the folklore surrounding the naming of many Black communities 
in Montgomery County signals ties to slavery-era freedom struggles. For example, the 
community of Haiti—which was established during the 1830s—is thought to have been named 
after a practice of fugitivity from slavery. A local folk tale is that some slaves were hidden in 
bales of hay in the area, therefore prompting the naming of the Black community there Haiti, 
pronounced locally as “Hay-tie”. Others believe that the name Haiti originated from early Black 
residents’ desire to draw a connection to the fight for independence among Haitian slaves 
(“Notes from Conversation with John Vlach” 1988). Across the United States, “Hayti” was a 
common name for Black settlements established in the 19th century, with the name even being 
used as a convention by mapmakers to locate predominately Black communities (J. B. Anderson 
1990, 155). Similarly, Jerusalem (a Montgomery County Black community not in the main scope 
of this study) “is said to have gotten its name because it was used as a refugee camp for slaves 
escaping from Virginia during the Civil War—Jerusalem being ‘the Promised Land’” (Soderberg 
1992). An example from another area of Montgomery County is a community called Blue Mash, 
named after the dense marshy setting (“mash”) where free Black residents of the community hid 
runaway slaves on their way north (Fly and Fly 1983, 36). Place naming by local Black residents 
is directly tied to a broader practice of renaming that was central to marronage (Roberts 2015). 
Fugitives from slavery often gave new names to themselves and to the places that they chose to 
live in order to set the ground for building new, free lives. 
Even folklore about the naming of local Black communities established after the abolition 
of slavery carries a similar tone of fugitivity. According to a local story, for example, the 
Scotland community got its name after residents seized a sign that read “New Scotland” from a 
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neighboring property, painted over the “New”, and posted the newly amended “Scotland” sign in 
their neighborhood (Levine 2000, 126). Up until around 1920, Scotland had been known as 
“Snakes Den”—named so because there were many snakes in the area (Siegel 1973, 31). Given 
the negative connotation, residents did not like the name (Siegel 1973, 31). Their act of 
lawbreaking allowed them to delineate their own vision for their community, and also generated 
a new chapter of maroon folklore in Montgomery County. 
The folklore of flight and fugitivity that has been passed down generations in 
Montgomery County’s Black communities is part of a larger Black folklore tradition that 
connects marronage all the way to flight from prisons and the police state. As Daryl Cumber 
Dance (1987) argues, escape is “the oldest and most enduring theme in Black folklore and 
literature” which often recount escapes from slave masters, slave catchers and their hounds, 
sheriffs, the Ku Klux Klan, and prison (xvi). Dance goes on to argue that in the “Black folk 
lexicon, noted for its flexibility, its originality, and its vivid metaphors, there is no idea that has 
so many different words to express it as the idea of leaving, fleeing, running” (2-3).9 
The broader body of Black folklore in which Montgomery County’s oral tradition of 
flight is situated reveals important lessons for how marronage can serve as a guide for police 
abolition. First, Black flight folklore can inform abolitionist praxes today through its celebration 
of disavowing authority. Some of the most popular figures in the Black folklore tradition are 
                                               
9 Dance’s end notes of her book contain an extensive list of words used in the Black lexicon to describe and 
encourage flight: “Air out, back off, backtrack, beat it, blow, breeze, brush off, bust out, cop a drill/trot, crash out, 
cruise, cut, cut out, cut and run, depart, disappear, dodge, drift, duck out, ease on out, ease on down, escape, fade,  
flake out/off, flee, fly, fly the coop, foot it, freewheel, get on in/off/down/out/back, go, go away, go North, go over 
the hill/wall, grab a armful of box-cars/the first thing smoking, hat up, haul ass/it, hightail it, hike, hit the road/street, 
hoof it, hustle, journey, jump bail, jump a train, lam (or take a lam), leave, light out, make feet help the body, make 
it, make oneself scarce, make tracks, ooze, percolate, ride, ride the rails, roll out/on, run, scat, scram, sell out, shove, 
shove off, skip, skivver, slide, space, split, step, take a powder/duck, take off, take it to the woods/hills/road, trilly 
on, trilly walk, trot, truck, truck it, tunnel (go into hiding), vamoose, wheel it, wing it” (Dance 1987, 169). 
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runners who are admired for their “absolute rejection of established authority figures—Ole 
Massa, the sheriff, the judge” (Dance 1987, 143). The trickster Brer Rabbit, as one example, 
makes trouble to survive and then hides out in briar patches. Stories about Brer Rabbit were 
shared by slaves and popularized more generally in early Southern literature. Brer Rabbit tales 
not only challenged established limits of authority, but also set new ethical boundaries, such as 
“friendship, altruism, and commitment to vulnerable members of the community” that were 
crucial for Black survival during slavery and its aftermath (Lussana 2018). 
Later iterations of the Black anti-authority figure are fictional characters and real-life 
fugitives who literally and metaphorically run from the law. The character of Stagolee, based on 
a St. Louis pimp named “Stag” Lee Shelton who allegedly killed a man named Billy Lyons in an 
argument over a hat in 1895, is the subject of “more than 400 versions of the African-American 
folk song ‘Stagger Lee’, as well as scores of books, academic theses and retellings on stage and 
page” (Hobart 2018). Many different versions of Stagolee’s story exist, some of which 
reincarnate Billy Lyons as a white police officer who Stagolee kills. Individuals like Assata 
Shakur, who escaped from prison and fled to Cuba after being falsely convicted of killing a New 
Jersey state trooper in 1973, are also venerated for running from the law. Stagolee and Assata 
Shakur are regarded as part of a long tradition of Black fugitivity beginning with people like Nat 
Turner, Harriet Tubman, and Frederick Douglass. In fact, Assata Shakur (1998) herself famously 
proclaimed that she was “a 20th century escaped slave” in an open letter written from Cuba, 
which she called “One of the Largest, Most Resistant and Most Courageous Palenques (Maroon 
Camps) That has ever existed on the Face of this Planet.”  
Black runner figures from slavery through the present day are respected in spite of and, at 
times, because of their lack of innocence as determined by law.  
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One must remember that the Black runner, whether he or she be Nat Turner or Harriet 
Tubman or Frederick Douglass… or Stagolee…, is always labeled and regarded by the 
system as a fugitive, a desperado, a dangerous criminal, a vicious threat to society; and 
his [sic] flight is always in violation of the established law… while on one level it may 
seem blasphemous to link the name of so valiant a heroine as Harriet Tubman with that of 
a cold blooded murderer, that chain was forged by their respective societies who judged 
them both the same and hunted them in like manner as similarly dangerous threats to the 
maintenance of order. (Dance 1987, 5–6) 
The rejection of the false binary between innocence and guilt within the Black folklore tradition 
has roots in marronage. Since no fugitive from slavery was innocent—in the sense that they 
“stole” themselves away from their masters’ keep—Black people from their beginnings in the 
United States had to define their liberation beyond narrow conceptions of innocence in the face 
of the law. Since slavery, Black communities have often continued to reject innocence as a 
guiding factor for granting freedom and life, and have developed their own boundaries of 
behavior and forms of accountability. These alternative measures form the basis of radical 
ungovernability and maroon restorative justice, which I discuss in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively. 
In terms of developing a vision of police abolition, Black flight folklore illuminates how 
fugitivity can be a strategy of placemaking that offers refuge from the racially violent criminal 
justice system. Within Montgomery County, the Black community-based oral history tradition 
around marronage undergirds generational practices of producing relatively autonomous Black 
spaces. Black freedom continues to take shape in maroon geographies, wherein state violence is 
evaded through isolation, collectivity, and systems of care. 
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Enduring maroon geographies 
The linkages in folklore between Black flight from slavery and from prisons and police 
are not just metaphorical, but also reflect material connections. The geographic history and 
folklore of fugitivity from slavery has played an integral role in shaping Black communities in 
Montgomery County. For example, one century after early Lincoln Park residents Joseph Hicks 
and Martin Broadneck fled from slavery across the Potomac River, the river remained a site of 
Black flight. Seymore Thomas, a resident of a local community named Martinsburg where freed 
slaves acquired land after the Civil War, helped a friend evade police capture after he was 
apprehended selling moonshine. The friend swam across the Potomac River from Montgomery 
County and sought asylum in Virginia when the local police closed in (Welsh 1961). Similarly, 
in the 20th century, the Black community of Ken-Gar in Montgomery County was a popular site 
for people to flee arrests because, as county police Lieutenant E.J. Vaught said, the neighborhood 
“offers excellent opportunities for escape” (Magruder 1976). The colocation of flight from 
slavery and flight from police across centuries in Montgomery County evidences the endurance 
of local maroon geographies. 
A politics of marronage has successfully held strong in Montgomery County because 
marronage was not only characterized by flight from spaces of domination, but also by 
placemaking. Marronage is a fundamentally spatial practice of building alternative worlds in 
service of liberation. Maroon geographies evidence “an ongoing black refusal of a passive 
relationship with space and place… [and] a dynamic interest in how geography is made and 
lived, through and beyond practices of domination” (McKittrick 2006, 92). 
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Black residents’ “spatial self-affirmation and definition amidst an anti-Black society” 
(Bledsoe 2017, 44) is a central way in which they have continued to embody marronage in the 
post-slavery era. In building community upon lands still reverberating with this history, early 
Black residents of Montgomery County strove towards autonomy and self-sufficiency. Like 
maroon settlements, Montgomery County’s Black communities served as “fortress[es] [or]… 
haven[s]… from the hostile environment” surrounding them (McDaniel 1979a, 46). Many Black 
residents were able to buy land after emancipation—some even prior to emancipation—and 
formed tight-knit communities among themselves and other Black families who they rented to 
(McDaniel 1979a). These communities were, to a large extent, self-sufficient in various areas of 
life. Residents built their own businesses and community institutions—generally churches, 
schools, and lodges or benefit societies. They also constructed their own homes, raised their own 
food and livestock, shared and bartered with one another, and provided each other with financial 
assistance, labor, and care work (McDaniel 1979a).  
The tight-knit, self-sufficient communities that Black Montgomery County residents 
formed also enabled them to insulate themselves, in part, from racial violence on the part of the 
state and other dominating forces. Black communities were places of refuge from discriminatory 
housing practices and policing that characterized the suburbanization of Montgomery County 
following upon the heels of slavery. At the same time, local Black communities were sites of 
underdevelopment; many communities lacked some combination of heating, electricity, running 
water, sewage, and paved streets through the mid-20th century (Wiener 1977; Meyersburg 1978; 
Richardson 1988; Stieff 1991). Black communities were often excluded from, or on the losing 
side of, the development that brought Montgomery County to its status as a wealthy suburb of 
Washington, DC. While the median family income in Montgomery County in 1960 was $9,317 
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(about 1.7 times higher than the national median family income at the time of $5,600), residents 
of Black communities like Tobytown struggled to maintain year-round employment and lived in 
makeshift and dilapidated homes (Bureau of the Census 1961; City Planning Associates, Inc. 
1969). 
Ironically, the underdevelopment of Black communities facilitated the endurance of local 
maroon geographies. Black residents took advantage of the possibilities afforded by the 
underdeveloped, “geographically difficult terrain” (Scott 2009, 6) of their communities. The 
swamps, marshland, densely forested areas, and isolated places that offered temporary cover and 
long-term homes to maroons fleeing enslavement in Montgomery County had become Black 
communities with intractable barriers to outsiders. Residents of Black communities ensured their 
safety and maintained a sense of security through this lasting maroon tactic of isolation. Based 
on their seclusion and the strong ties that they had with one another, they developed their own 
traditions and epistemologies of safety and security that centered themselves, rather than police, 
as safeguards in their communities. As a Haiti resident put it when I asked him if police patrolled 
his neighborhood when he was growing up, he responded with a laugh: “No, they didn’t patrol 
our neighborhood. They couldn’t even get up the road!” 
In Lincoln Park, which was established where white folks dared not travel, residents saw 
opportunity in their marginality. Lincoln Park encompasses “a low, swampy area with poor soil” 
(Afro-American Institute for Historic Preservation and Community Development 1978, 36-37), 
divided from the rest of Rockville by railroad tracks on its eastern side, and bordered by a gas 
field to the north and industrial zones in all directions (Duffin 2001). Sharyn Duffin, a resident of 
Lincoln Park, explained the benefits of isolation:  
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“Since you're shut out from other places, you've got your own place to go to. It was 
shelter, and so you develop your own institutions. You don't have to deal with the outside 
world, it doesn't want to deal with you either. So it was like a parallel culture… it had its 
own protections. Everybody knew everybody, half of them were related. So if there were 
any strangers, you knew that immediately. There wasn't a whole lot of reason for any 
white folks to be wandering around either. So I guess that was the mindset the people had 
right along.”  
Similarly, Ken-Gar residents restricted vehicular access to their community to “only one 
way in and one way out… [which afforded] a certain amount of protection for blacks against the 
night riders of the day” (Flock-Darko 1992) (see Figure 2.7). When the Ku Klux Klan was very 
active in Montgomery County, Klan members used to ride into the community and shoot bullets 
into the air to threaten Ken-Gar residents. Police rarely intervened. In fact, the Montgomery 
County Police Department went as far as openly supporting the KKK up until at least 1982, 
when the department protected the Maryland Chapter of the Ku Klux Klan to “exercise their 
right to free speech” and worked to prevent the outbreak of violence after hearing that anti-Klan 
groups were planning counter demonstrations at a Klan rally that year (Montgomery County, 
Maryland Department of Police 1982). As John Hopkins, a Ken-Gar resident, said, reflecting on 
the 125th anniversary of Ken-Gar: “Unless someone got shot or killed, the police weren’t coming 
in here… So there was always a feeling we were by ourselves” (Miller 2017). Hopkins’ younger 
sister Doreen Hopkins Doye, who was born in 1956, recalled her father teaching her and her 
siblings how to shoot a shotgun in order to protect the family from the Ku Klux Klan. The family 
took shifts watching the window with a shotgun in hand, each sibling watching for about an hour 
at a time. “Thank God I never had to use it”, she said (Miller 2017). 
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Figure 2.6: Newspaper clipping: “Ken-Gar: it likes isolation” from the Montgomery County 
Sentinel, March 25, 1976 (Magruder 1976) 
 
In Sandy Spring, resident June Johnson explained that everyone living in her community 
knew the folks who knew where Sandy Spring was: “If you came out here, you were lost or 
invited. Many people did not venture past certain places out here in the country.” Within her 
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community, residents felt a strong sense of safety for themselves and their families because they 
were able to sustain their own small world. As June Johnson explained:  
That’s the one thing Black families have always done. They’ve always looked out for 
each other. Not just keeping your dwelling place safe, keeping your children safe. 
Keeping your environment safe. They looked out for your kids in the neighborhood. We 
ran all over the place here [as children]. My mother worked. My father worked. My 
grandmother was home, but other people worked. But people knew that the community 
was safe because Mama Lena was here, Miss Bernice was here, or somebody’s home and 
the kids are not going to be lost. Somebody’s watching out for them. That doesn’t exist 
anywhere else except in the Black community, you know? 
While Black communities across Montgomery County had strong ties with one another, 
they remained isolated from the surrounding predominantly white communities as well as 
institutions beyond their Black social sphere. Their “impulse toward separatism… is rooted in 
maroonage and the desire to leave the place of oppression for either a new land or some kind of 
peaceful coexistence” (Kelley 2002, 17). Local maroon geographies have withstood time as a 
result of Black residents’ continuous need to flee and build refuge from racial violence—from 
slavery to white vigilantism and police disregard for their well-being.  
Over time, however, many historically Black communities in Montgomery County have 
disintegrated as a consequence of various social and economic pressures. Real estate developers, 
in concert with the local and federal government, have bought up much of the land comprising 
Black communities (Porter 1988). A major wave of encroachment came during the 1950s and 
1960s with real estate developers buying land to build white suburban neighborhoods and parks 
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(Wraga 2001a). Another upsurge in displacement resulted from urban renewal projects in the 
1960s through 1970s, whereby the lifelong homes of Black residents were replaced with a 
reduced number of housing units for those who were lucky enough to move back to their 
communities. With increased property values and the building of townhouses and single-family 
homes surrounding Black communities during the 1980s, real estate speculators pressured Black 
residents to sell their homes by repeatedly calling and visiting with inquiries and offers to buy 
properties (Porter 1988; Rathner 2005). Industries have also contributed to displacement by 
building in historically Black communities. In the midst of industry encroachment and real estate 
development, older residents have passed away and much of the younger population has left for 
better access to employment opportunities and more affordable housing elsewhere. Other 
residents have been forced to move as a result of struggles to pay rising property taxes, or due to 
zoning laws that prohibit any further subdivision of family property amongst descendants (Porter 
1988). Once numbering over forty, the Black communities established in Montgomery County 
between the late 18th century and the late-19th century have been gradually displaced and erased 
with this complex set of forces. 
In spite of social and economic pressures and shifts, several historically Black 
communities still survive as enclaves of Black life. Descendants of some of the original residents 
of Haiti, Ken-Gar, Lincoln Park, Sandy Spring, Scotland, Sugarland, and Tobytown still live in 
these communities. June Johnson of Sandy Spring, for example, explained:  
That's one of the things in Sandy Spring that’s different from many of the other 
communities. The Black folks in Sandy Spring have held onto their land. They’ve not 
seen a need to sell it and make a dollar or whatever. All of these people that I’ve grown 
up with here… the families still own their land. 
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As June Johnson’s quote indicates, sustained Black land ownership in Montgomery County has 
enabled some residents to maintain a world of freedom for themselves. Successful efforts by 
residents to hold onto their land through waves of urban renewal, and industry and real estate 
encroachment demonstrate the liberatory possibilities that come to be when Black people have a 
place of their own. While the number of descendants of original residents has decreased and 
newcomers have moved in, several historically Black communities are shaped by a continuing 
geographic praxis of marronage. 
 Marronage in Montgomery County is the organizing basis for sustained local Black 
struggles against racial and economic violence. Black flight from and placemaking beyond this 
violence is both a persistent form of agency—“through which ordinary people organize to relieve 
the pressures that kill them and their kin”—and a resolute structure, or “residue of agency” held 
together by connection and remembrance (Gilmore 2008, 40). As the following chapters 
demonstrate, the enduring structure and agential practice of marronage in Montgomery County 








Chapter 3 / “Marronage is not a metaphor”: Ungovernability and flight from 
police 
 
[M]arronage is not a metaphor. Running away is an act of survival and of literally 
making oneself unavailable for servitude and governing.  
— H. L. T. Quan, “‘It's Hard to Stop Rebels That Time Travel’: Democratic 
Living and the Radical Reimagining of Old Worlds” 
In July 1845, a group of about forty maroons swiftly marched through Montgomery 
County on a journey to Pennsylvania, about fifty miles north of the county. Armed with various 
weapons ranging from butcher knives and swords to pistols, they were prepared to fight for their 
freedom to the death. They traveled openly in daylight along Frederick Road (what is today 
Maryland Route 355) in rows of six (Meyer 2018). In reference to their bold escape attempt, The 
Montgomery Journal remarked: 
“This is the most daring movement which has ever come under our observation. We have 
heard of gangs of negroes travelling through parts of the country sparsely inhabited, but 
never before have we heard of their taking to the public road in open day within 2 miles 
of a County town, and in a thickly settled neighborhood.” (The Montgomery Journal 
1845) 
About two miles north of Rockville, Maryland—the Montgomery County seat—on Frederick 
Road, the fugitives were confronted by a county militia called the Montgomery Volunteers, and a 
group of citizens recruited to help by Sheriff Daniel Hayes Candler (Meyer 2018). Upon this 
confrontation, the leaders of the maroons called upon the group to “resist to the last” and a 
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number were able to flee and were never captured (The Montgomery Journal 1845). Thirty-one 
members of the group, however, were apprehended and confined in the Montgomery County jail. 
One of the leaders—a free Black man named Mark Caesar—was among the captured and 
subsequently tried and convicted “as a free negro aiding and abetting slaves in making their 
escape from their masters” (Port Tobacco Times, and Charles County Advertiser 1845). He was 
sentenced to forty years in jail, where he died in 1850 (Port Tobacco Times, and Charles County 
Advertiser 1850). Another leader of the group—an enslaved man named Bill Wheeler—was able 
to flee from the confrontation but was eventually arrested and convicted, receiving a life 
sentence in prison. Four months later, he escaped from jail and was never apprehended (Port 
Tobacco Times, and Charles County Advertiser 1846). 
 This historical case of marronage emphasizes the intertwined history of flight from 
slavery and flight from policing, discussed in detail in the previous chapters. The forty maroons’ 
pursuit of freedom required them to challenge the state through their collective violation of laws 
forbidding flight from slavery. Moreover, their uptake of weapons against the Montgomery 
Volunteers and the county sheriff’s recruits demonstrates their disregard for the state’s claim on 
the “monopoly of legitimate physical violence” within its bounds (Weber 1994, 310–11). The 
above example also serves as a foundation for understanding local generational practices of 
marronage. In fact, over a century after the group of forty maroons traveled northward to 
freedom and fought against local authorities, the same road in Montgomery County again 
became a locus of Black flight from policing. 
In September 1972 in Rockville, Maryland, a Black woman from Tobytown named 
Carolyn Twyman refused to sign a ticket and fled from a police officer when he stopped her for 
what was described as a routine traffic charge. After refusing to sign the ticket, she was reported 
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to have driven off in her car at a speed of 35 miles per hour, making her way northward on 
Maryland Route 355—traversing the same path that the maroons had taken 127 years prior, and 
passing by the former county jail where they had been detained. After fleeing from the officer, a 
police dispatch was broadcasted indicating that a “Negro” or “Colored”10 woman driving a 
Chevy Nova had refused to sign a ticket and was fleeing (Wims 1973). At the height of the 
chase, Twyman was pursued by nine police cars, some of which were traveling at speeds over 
100 miles per hour. To avoid capture, Twyman changed direction at various points, increased her 
speed, and even cut across an empty parking lot when a Rockville City police car attempted to 
block her in (see Figure 3.1). Twyman drove a total of three and a half miles before she was 
killed in the chase, her car having flipped over after striking a metal pole. 
The story of Carolyn Twyman’s flight from police alongside the historical case of 
marronage highlights the spatial and functional overlap of policing and incarceration across the 
era of slavery and the present day. It also makes clear the ways that challenges to policing across 
that same stretch of time and space are interconnected. In both cases, the actions of Black 
freedom seekers revealed and created ruptures in geographic arrangements of racial governance. 
The maroons shocked local white residents by eschewing the convention of traveling a sparsely 
inhabited path and instead taking to a public road in open day within a densely settled county 
town on their journey to freedom. Similarly, in fleeing police along that same route, Carolyn 
Twyman effectively threw the police into crisis by publicly disrupting their authority and sense 
of control—which led to a violent police chase that ended in people questioning the very role and 
logic of policing. 
                                               





Figure 3.1 Map of Carolyn Twyman’s flight route (hand-drawn digital rendering of flight route 







At the scene of the accident, over two dozen people gathered and questioned why nobody 
was helping Carolyn Twyman—one of whom was Miss Mary Green, a friend of Twyman. 
Green, who remained at the scene of the accident until the ambulance took Twyman to the 
hospital, reported that the officers present were “standing around and talking about their personal 
matters” and that “nobody was trying to get Mrs. Twyman out of the car until the ambulance 
arrived” (Wims 1973, 3). Green stated that she attempted to get closer to Twyman’s car when an 
unidentified officer told her to get the “fuck” back or she would be arrested (Wims 1973, 3). 
Another witness at the scene stated that “the police were very rude” (Wims 1973, 4). 
After Carolyn Twyman's death, her brother—also of Tobytown—called William G. 
Wims, a Black member of the County Human Relations Commission, to ask if the true story 
behind the event could be ascertained. He believed that his sister may have been set up because 
she had filed a police brutality suit against the police force after a conflict with police seven 
years prior. In that case, she had been trying to dispose of her old car by setting fire to it when 
the police and fire department approached her to put the flames out. She protested and the police 
handcuffed her and beat her, both during her arrest and during her time in police custody at the 
Montgomery County Police Station. When she was pulled over by the police officers seven years 
later, Twyman had been steadily fighting the police brutality case in the courts of Montgomery 
County. It is likely that the police chase was thus, in part, a consequence of the police feeling 
frustrated with Twyman’s ongoing challenge to their authority. Allegations were made that one 
police officer had even threatened “to get” Carolyn Twyman before her death (Montgomery 
County, Maryland Department of Police 1972, 1). 
Commissioner Wims answered Twyman’s brother’s call, and presented a motion to his 
fellow Commissioners to request a full investigation of the incident by the State Attorney’s 
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Office and the State Human Relations Commission. In a report presented during a Human 
Relations Committee meeting before the motion vote, Wims pointed out that “it is against police 
policy to chase another auto for a violation. Therefore, [he questioned,] why did nine police 
cruisers chase this ‘Colored Lady’ who was black and proud of it?” (Wims 1972). The motion 
also included requests for the officers involved in the chase to be suspended with pay pending 
full investigation and for human relations training to be increased for all police officers.  
This motion—which passed, 10 for and 1 against—was mostly ineffective. While the 
Police Colonel agreed to supply the Justice Committee and Human Relations Commission a 
report on the incident, the Police Department conducted the investigation through its own 
Internal Affairs Division, and did not suspend the officers during the investigation. In addition, 
the investigation worked to criminalize Twyman. One of the main forms of justification given 
for her death was an official police report indicating that she had a blood alcohol content reading 
of 0.14%—suggesting her judgement and motor functions were impaired—despite witnesses’ 
stories that suggest Twyman had only consumed half a can of beer that day. 
Nonetheless, Commissioner Wims was hopeful that, with the results of the internal police 
investigation, the Human Relations Commission would conclude that the officers discriminated 
against Carolyn Twyman on the basis of her race. He strongly suspected that racial 
discrimination was at play in Twyman’s death: “If I were not trying to be neutral and let my 
blackness help me answer the questions, I would answer yes, the Montgomery County Police 
Department discriminated against Mrs. Twyman” (Wims 1973, 7). Despite his personal analysis 
of Twyman’s death, Commissioner Wims acceded to the procedural terms of the investigation: 
“[B]eing neutral, and looking at the facts given to me, I must say that although the Police 
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Department made many mistakes, I can’t reach this conclusion alone, but must rely on the 
decision of the entire Commission” (Wims 1973, 7). 
Ultimately, the Commission voted to ignore any evidence of racial discrimination in the 
case. On February 26, 1973, the Justice Committee released the following statement:  
The investigation of the… case conducted for the Committee and the Commission… has 
not disclosed evidence of racial discrimination in connection with the death of Miss 
[redacted] during a police chase. The Committee is of the view that the case has been 
adequately investigated and that further investigation is not justified. Accordingly, the 
Committee recommends to the Commission that this case be closed. (1–2) 
Regardless of the conclusion of the investigation, the potential remedies proposed still could not 
have prevented future police violence. Officer suspensions (with or without pay) or increased 
human relations training for police officers are reforms that operate through the false idea that 
police brutality is an aberration in an otherwise working system.  
On the other hand, Carolyn Twyman’s acts of refusal of and flight from policing offer 
important lessons, rooted in marronage, for how to counter police violence. In this chapter, I 
examine the radical openings produced by Carolyn Twyman’s rejection of policing, and situate 
her story within a context of “ungovernable” Black people and communities in Montgomery 
County, Maryland. I argue that a spirit and practice of ungovernability has shaped local maroon 
geographies for centuries despite attempts by police and representatives of the state and federal 
governments to snuff it out through control, displacement, and development. I explore past and 
future possibilities afforded by maroon geographies characterized by ungovernability in the face 
of these projects of state violence. 
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The crisis of Carolyn Twyman 
Carolyn Twyman’s praxis of state evasion effectively threw the police into crisis by 
disrupting their authority and sense of control. In an attempt to suppress Twyman, the police 
actually compounded this crisis when nine police officers violated policy by chasing Twyman’s 
vehicle and killing her. As H. L. T. Quan (2017) contends: 
“People rendering themselves unavailable for governing trips up the system, more often 
than not, leading to crises of authority and further exposing elite incompetence and 
delinquencies... the ungovernable withhold both consent and legitimation, and, in the 
process, render the state and its allies more transparently incompetent, brutal, and 
imperial.” (182) 
The crisis surrounding the interaction between Twyman and the police led people to 
question the very role of police. For example, the twenty-five witnesses at the scene who 
critiqued the police officers’ handling of the incident, and Twyman’s brother’s questioning of the 
police officers’ intent in stopping and chasing Twyman were products of the resulting crisis. 
These acts of questioning and sousveillance11 demonstrate a willingness by Black people to risk 
their own safety and to challenge authority out of a desire to care for victims of state violence. 
The attempts by the group of witnesses to ensure Carolyn Twyman’s well-being and by 
Twyman’s brother to publicize the truth behind her death are located in a long-standing 
infrastructure of Black care that has supported acts of marronage across time. Their efforts were 
                                               
11 “Sousveillance” encompasses a form of surveillance from below. Simone Browne (2015) posits that sousveillance 
has enabled people to respond to, challenge, and confront anti-black surveillance from the era of slavery to the 
present-day United States. The anti-black tools of social control buttressing spaces as far ranging as plantations to 
21st century airports, Browne (2015) contends, have been “appropriated, co-opted, repurposed, and challenged in 
order to facilitate survival and escape” (21). She calls this particular form of sousveillance “dark sousveillance.” 
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shaped by the same sort of radical care praxis emboldening the maroons whose fight against 
authorities in 1845 along Frederick Road enabled their companions to continue north, and the 
crowd that encouraged and helped Thomas Broadus to flee from Baltimore police officer Edward 
Bender before his death in 1942. Black care during such struggles for freedom and life is a direct 
counterforce to the overwhelming violence of state force. It stands in juxtaposition to the state’s 
inhumanity and, as a result, contributes to a breakdown in state authority. 
In addition to prompting individuals to challenge policing, Twyman’s death caused 
institutions such as the American Civil Liberties Union and media outlets to condemn the local 
police. Criticizing the police chase of Carolyn Twyman, an article published in the local Spark 
newspaper exclaimed: “The cops are dangerous enough with their clubs, blackjacks, and guns 
without having them racing around like maniacs in their prowl cars” (Spark 1972c). In 
denouncing police violence, this news article disrupted the media’s traditional role of 
reproducing dominant ideologies around crime and order. While news stories about crime and 
victims of police brutality “are almost wholly produced from the definitions and perspectives of 
the institutional primary definers” such as police and courts (Hall et al. 1978, 68), Spark affirmed 
the perspectives of people like Carolyn Twyman, her brother, and the witnesses of her crash. 
Carolyn Twyman’s acts of refusal and flight, and the subsequent widespread naming and 
questioning of power are major parts of the process of abolition. By making visible the violent 
power relations embedded in policing, these practices effectively produced a fault line in the 
terrain of police-state subject relations and, thereby, created an opening for alternatives to police. 
The crisis of Carolyn Twyman offers important lessons about police brutality and abolition. It is 
no accident that I chose to center a Black woman in my discussion of flight from police. In doing 
so, I follow Katherine McKittrick’s (2006) “positioning [of] black women as geographic subjects 
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who provide spatial clues as to how more humanly workable geographies might be imagined” 
(xxiii).  
First, Carolyn Twyman’s story emphasizes that police violence is a systemic problem 
with wide-ranging consequences. Police brutality is not only an issue for Black men, but it also 
impacts women and other groups of people who do not conform to societal norms. Police 
violence is also systematically justified by institutions purported to safeguard human rights like 
the Montgomery County Human Relations Commission. Institutional reforms to combat police 
brutality, thus, will always fall short of a much more comprehensive program of police abolition. 
Second, Carolyn Twyman’s story exemplifies the insurgent role of Black women in a 
long history of marronage. Her outward rejection of policing as well as the care work of her 
friend Miss Mary Green (who the police also treated as a threat by profanely demanding that she 
step away from Carolyn Twyman’s crashed car) are part of an important lineage of Black 
freedom struggles. Their interconnected efforts shed light on a critical requirement of police 
abolition: that the end of policing be coupled with an attentiveness to human needs. When basic 
needs are prioritized above social control, the extraordinary violence of policing becomes 
unacceptable. 
Moreover, Carolyn Twyman’s death shows how often Black women’s “spatial options 
are painful” (McKittrick 2006, 41) at the same time that they may allow them to “assert their 
sense of place…[and] manipulate and recast the meanings of… [dominant] geographic 
terrain[s]” (McKittrick 2006, xvii). For Carolyn Twyman, flight from the police did not allow 
her to escape the fatal impacts of the racial and gendered violence of the state. Her death was 
another consequence of a long history of Black girls and women being marked and targeted by 
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the state as being sexually deviant, of low moral character, overly aggressive, accustomed to 
violence, and implausible victims (Haley 2016; Jacobs 2017). These stereotypes originated 
centuries ago to justify Black women’s enslavement and their exclusion from the protection of 
the law. The present-day outcomes of the state-sanctioned pathology of Black women is their 
disproportionate subjection to arrests, excessive force, sexual abuse, and killings by police 
officers. 
Despite her being unable to completely upend the violent workings of the state, Carolyn 
Twyman’s flight enabled her to dictate the terms and shift the geographic terrain of her struggle 
with policing. In the act of fleeing, Twyman was able to “jump scales” (Smith 1992, 60)—
resisting police violence not just at the site of her body, but also throughout the street network of 
the Montgomery County seat. The scene of Carolyn Twyman’s Chevy Nova speeding ahead of 
multiple police cars chasing in pursuit, the news of her escape transmitted over radio waves, the 
audience that formed at the scene of her crash, and the subsequent investigation of the conditions 
of her death all worked to make her encounter with police violence a county-wide, rather than a 
solely individual, crisis. As Gilmore (2008) explains, “[c]rises are territorial and multiscalar” 
(32). The time and space of crisis surrounding Carolyn Twyman’s death is a window into a long-
standing conflict between Black community formations in Montgomery County and the agents 
and power structures of local government. 
Ungovernability 
Carolyn Twyman, the maroons who came before her, the community of Tobytown, and 
the larger network of Black communities in Montgomery County are models of ungovernability. 
Building from James C. Scott’s (2009) treatment of “the art of not being governed,” Quan (2017) 
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defines “the ungovernable and ungovernability” as “spaces… wherein ordinary people and 
communities assert their own renderings of life and living rather than those of the state, capital 
and other dominions’ terms of order” (178). Further, Quan highlights marronage as a major 
historical and contemporary embodiment of ungovernability. Both in its fleeting moments of 
flight and in the building of maroon communities: 
The practice of marronage is… the willful attempt to resist being governed… where the 
terror and violence of racial capitalism and white supremacy were temporarily suspended, 
free men and women negotiated their own terms of living, and in the process, negated the 
terms of order. (Quan 2017, 174–75) 
The ungovernability of Tobytown, where Carolyn Twyman lived, took place as a 
systematic, productive refusal by residents to live according to the confines of the state. It is 
critical, however, to understand ungovernability as not just oppositional to the government, but 
also as the development of alternate norms and ethics to govern our lives—something modeled 
by Black communities across geographic contexts (Bishop 2018). Tobytown residents practiced 
ungovernability in their social lives, in alternative practices of safety and security, and through 
resident-driven community development. Examples of Tobytown residents’ ungovernability 
include gambling and public drinking (everyday social activities that were heavily policed in 
Black communities), subsistence strategies that defied their incorporation into the market 
economy and the wider county surrounding them, and the burning of their old cars to cheaply 
dispose of them (the cause of Twyman’s arrest seven years prior to her death). Twyman’s refusal 
of the policing of her car burning and her flight from policing seven years later was, thus, an 
extension of the ungovernability of her neighborhood. As Chapters 4 and 5 will demonstrate, 
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other Black communities in the county are similar spaces of ungovernability, where residents 
describe a long-standing tradition of eschewing police involvement in their communities.  
The Black geography of ungovernability in Montgomery County is, in part, the product 
of creative efforts of Black residents to make life more bearable in the face of state abandonment 
and concentrated poverty. Tobytown, like other Black communities in Montgomery County and 
throughout the United States, developed with a deliberate lack of investment from public and 
private capital. Only around 1965 did Tobytown receive a trash collection service (Douglas 
1965). Up until 1972, just one dirt street ran through the neighborhood (Bonner 1974) and most 
homes in the community lacked plumbing and electricity (Wraga 2003). The neighborhood was 
also isolated from public transit access to other parts of the county. In fact, just in 2016, after 
decades of residents pressing the county for better transit service, the Montgomery County 
Council approved a bus route that would service Tobytown (Shaver 2016). Prior to this, 
Tobytown’s closest bus stop was “three miles away on a narrow country road with no sidewalks 
or paved shoulders to separate pedestrians from vehicles whizzing past” (Shaver 2016). This lack 
of transportation access made it difficult for residents to secure stable employment with livable 
wages (Bonner 1974). During the 1970s, when Carolyn Twyman fled from police in her Chevy 
Nova, Tobytown was known as “an isolated, poor community of blacks living in drafty, 
overcrowded shacks on a single dirt street, within sight of rich horse farms and rolling estates in 
Potomac, one of the wealthiest sections of Montgomery County” (Bonner 1974). 
Tobytown residents, like members of other Black communities in Montgomery County, 
however, transformed this geography of public and private capital abandonment into a “useable 
and paradoxical space” (McKittrick 2006, xxviii) of productive ungovernability. Early Tobytown 
residents constructed illegal affordable dwellings made of cinderblocks, wooden packing crates, 
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corrugated iron, and other materials (Douglas 1965). Residents continued living in their homes 
despite 23 out of the neighborhood’s 35 homes being condemned by 1964 (Wraga 2001a). In 
addition, in the absence of heat and plumbing, residents heated their homes using wood stoves in 
the winter and they created a community privy. They also raised livestock, hunted small game, 
and grew their own produce in communal gardens. They created a haven for themselves that, 
while situated on the losing side of uneven development, allowed them to win the struggle to 
define and practice community on their own terms.  
The ungovernability of Tobytown and other local Black communities speaks to a long 
tradition of “Black life and consciousness of a people who are unavailable for servitude and 
governing” (Quan 2017, 183). For generations, over the course of over 200 years, residents of 
Black communities in Montgomery County have been fleeing and building community life 
outside of the oppressions of state-making projects—including slavery, policing, urban renewal, 
and redlining. They remind us of how: 
in the shadow of the real and fictive narrations of governmentality and the awesome 
powers of the state, there have always lurked individuals and communities embodying 
governing’s unsuccessful inscriptions and conscriptions. Individuals and communities 
remain frequently unscripted and unimpressed by the state, even as they live under 
constant surveillance and suppression. (Quan 2017, 178) 
Residents of Montgomery County’s Black communities were able to achieve a level of 
self-determinacy predicated upon the conditions produced for their own negation. In other words, 
their abandonment by the state required Black residents to develop livelihoods and 
epistemologies of care outside of the register of state violence. Referencing the nearby Black 
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community of Scotland, for example, a 1975 County Human Relations memorandum concluded 
with the following observation: “That community is more determined to do for itself than any 
community I know of. All the county could and should do is stand by and be available” 
(“Memorandum: Reported Unrest in the Scotland Community” 1975). 
Ungovernability, however, does not necessarily mean chaos. There was a certain form of 
order that Black community members developed despite, and precisely because, of their 
ungovernability. For example, Black residents of Montgomery County developed their own fire 
response team, which was the first and only volunteer fire department in the county up until 1921 
(Pathik 1975). In Tobytown, the community was kept secure not by police but by community 
members themselves. A former resident of the community Haiti, Annie Rhodes, remembers an 
old Black man who lived in Tobytown who used to sit on an overturned bucket at the entrance to 
his community to prevent intruders from entering. Upon Annie’s first visit to Tobytown, the man 
got up from his bucket, walked up to the side of her car, and she had to explain to him her 
purpose for visiting and who invited her to visit. Reflecting on the encounter, Annie said, “He 
was like their policeman.” Annie explained that, after she provided sufficient justification for her 
visit, the man said “Go on by, lady” and she was told which house to go to. Every time Annie 
visited Tobytown afterwards, she said, the old man was there, keeping guard. Tobytown’s 
community-based security system is reminiscent of the Bear Creek maroon community, 
established in Georgia during the 1780s. This seventeen-acre settlement of approximately one 
hundred people was protected by a four-foot-tall breastwork that had a small opening to admit 
one person at a time (Diouf 2014, 198). In addition, Bear Creek maroons created a barrier of 
large trees to prevent boats from passing through the nearby creek, and they placed a sentry 
outside of the settlement’s borders (Diouf 2014, 198). Such defense measures were designed for 
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the maroon community to protect themselves when attacked by militia troops. In Tobytown, the 
use of a similar system evidences the persistence of maroon epistemologies of safety and security 
across time and space. Maroon geographies are characterized by an ongoing rejection of state 
authority in favor of alternative methods to secure residents’ well-being. 
For generations, Tobytown offered Black residents a certain amount of protection and 
autonomy from the predations of a state and economy built upon racial violence. Even 
Montgomery County Councilmember Elizabeth Scull recognized that Tobytown “‘has been a 
symbol of security’ for those in a surrounding world ‘which has not been secure’” (Tribune 
1972). Residents’ protection and autonomy was largely secured through the illegibility and 
unapproachability of their community by outsiders. As James C. Scott (1998) writes, 
“Historically, the relative illegibility to outsiders of some urban neighborhoods (or of their rural 
analogues, such as hills, marshes, and forests) has provided a vital margin of political safety from 
control by outside elites” (54). It comes as no surprise, then, that when the local government in 
Montgomery County wanted to quell the spirit of ungovernability in Tobytown, their efforts took 
place as an urbanization project designed to “simplify and rationalize the complex organic 
structure” of the neighborhood in order to facilitate “circulation and access by agents of the 
state” (Freeman 2014, 31). 
Urban renewal and increased governance 
Urban renewal was one key way in which the local authorities attempted to bring 
governance to Tobytown and other Black communities in Montgomery County. It was the 
context in which Carolyn Twyman was killed. Urban renewal comprised a set of local and 
federal policies and programs designed to eradicate “blighted” areas from the built environments 
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of US cities. Throughout the United States, more than two thousand urban renewal projects were 
implemented between 1949 and 1973, when the program officially ended. In the era of urban 
renewal, the term “urban” became less of a denotation of the scale and character of cities but 
instead worked as a signifier of race. In fact, urban renewal came to be known popularly as 
“Negro removal” because the projects were largely targeted at Black communities. Non-urban 
Black spaces like the semi-rural suburb of Tobytown were, thus, also fair game for urban 
renewal. 
In 1969, the path for urban renewal in Tobytown was laid out. That year, a Montgomery 
County Community Renewal Program report (Figure 3.2) was released, which identified 
Tobytown—along with almost all of the historical Black communities in Montgomery County—
as “problem areas” plagued by “blighted housing, environmental blight, social disorganization, 
and poor community architecture” (City Planning Associates, Inc. 1969). The report maintained 
that non-white families and individuals occupied 52 percent of “deficient” housing units in the 
county despite comprising just about 4 percent of the county population (City Planning 
Associates, Inc. 1969, 273). The recommendation given for Tobytown was the clearance of 
existing housing and the construction of public housing in the neighborhood. 
For Tobytown’s urban renewal project, the Housing Authority of Montgomery County 
was awarded $775,082 in January 1972 by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD) (Tribune 1972). The federally-funded project was part of the national 
Turnkey III Homeownership Program for Low-Income Families. It included the tearing down of 
old houses in Tobytown and the construction of 26 “modern brick and wood homes” (see figure 
3.3) in the community along with a community center and plans for a recreational park (Bonner 








Figure 3.2: Community Development Potential Report Cover, Montgomery County Community Renewal Program (City Planning 






Figure 3.3: Photograph of existing conditions and rendering of proposed construction for Tobytown’s urban renewal project. Top left: 




(Tribune 1972), and the homes were completed in December 1972 (Bonner 1974), three months 
after Twyman’s death. 
The urban renewal project in Tobytown was a collective effort by county government 
officials and the federal government to put an end to the community’s ungovernability. 
Tobytown residents were forced to sell and then buy back (on the government’s terms) the land 
that their families had been living on for about 100 years. While the Montgomery County 
Housing Opportunities Commission (HOC) paid out to residents just $29,800 for the five acres 
of land upon which the 26 new housing units were built (Singh 1981), residents had to pay for 
the homes—a mixture of duplexes and single-family townhouses—valued between $27,000 and 
$30,000 each (Wagner 1991). “About 100 Tobytown residents moved into the 26 new units 
under the “Home Buyers Association” plan with the contractual understanding that they were to 
rent the units with the option to buy” (Singh 1981). Their ability to rent their homes, however, 
was contingent upon behavior that was agreeable to county authorities. 
In 1976, HOC officials formed a Blue Ribbon Committee to break a cycle characterized 
by what they termed a “clan psychology” of unemployment, intramarriage, and social 
degeneration in Tobytown (Wiener 1977). The committee chose individuals and families from a 
list of tenants who they believed should be evicted or asked to move based on nonpayment of 
rent, alcoholism, “refusal” to work, engaging in criminal activity, or overcrowding within a 
single unit. In spring 1977, four of Tobytown’s “most problem-prone families” were displaced 
and, in their stead, the HOC sought out “models of upward mobility” who met the “strict 




Such attempts to get Tobytown residents in line with systems of governance were largely 
unsuccessful. Residents were upset about having to rent from the county HOC; they had wanted 
to become owners of their homes. Many also worried about evictions, and even refrained from 
sharing their experiences with news reporters due to fear of retaliation from the HOC (Singh 
1981). Residents also complained about the HOC’s attacks on forms of community leisure and 
bonding activities, and expressed dismay with the increased governance in Tobytown. For 
example, James Chambers noted disdainfully: “Nobody’s causing problems here. We stand 
around, we drink sometimes, but we’re not bothering anybody” (Wiener 1977).  Likewise, 
Tobytown resident Lord Martin, who was about 60 years old at the time complained about the 
changes. He explained, although the houses “back then” were falling apart he liked his 
community much better: “I would much rather go back to living the way it was before. Then I 
could raise my hogs. Now I can’t raise anything. They [officials] won’t allow it” (Singh 1981). 
Rufus Ragin, HOC tenant counsel explained the discomfort that Tobytowners had with adjusting 
to the changes in their neighborhood: “It’s like asking a fish to live on land” (Singh 1981).  
Not surprisingly, the ungovernability of Tobytown residents proved impossible to 
completely snuff out (see figure 3.4). For example, in 1974, only three residents had planted in 
the designated communal garden plot set aside during the previous year by the housing agency. 
Instead, residents like Henson Davis continued to use their existing gardens. After his home was 
replaced with an HOC-owned townhouse, Davis continued to maintain his backyard garden just 
some steps from his new back door, where he planted onion, cabbage, and tomato plants (Bonner 
1974). Similarly, Lord Martin continued to “hunt rabbits and stuff.” Further, Lord’s cousin 
Melvin Martin proclaimed “Ain’t no way I am going to give up my house. For this I will fight it 




Figure 3.4: “It Takes More Than a Facelift To Change Toby Town’s Soul” from The Washington 
Post (McCary 1982) 
 
Melvin Martin did eventually come to own his house. In 1982, he became the first 
Tobytown resident to purchase his HOC home after 10 years of renting. It was not until another 
decade had passed, however, that any other Tobytowners were able to purchase their homes; in 
the 1990s, four additional Tobytown residents became homeowners (Wagner 1991). A major 
factor in this delayed promise of homeownership was that it took until 1981 for the county 
Housing Opportunities Commission to even create a procedure for Tobytown residents to buy 
their homes (Singh 1981). Prior to that, no purchase prices for the homes had been determined.  
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Displacement and increased governance of Tobytown residents was evidently more 
important than fulfilling the HOC’s ostensible goal of homeownership for low-income families. 
By 1991, only 55 residents—a little over half of the number of residents who originally moved 
into the HOC housing units—were living in Tobytown (Wagner 1991). Washing over the history 
of displacement, Housing Opportunities Commission spokeswoman Joyce Siegel celebrated that 
same year the fact that “very few” Tobytown residents have departed (Wagner 1991). Among 
Tobytowners who remained in the community, their experiences were fraught with decades of 
conflict with HOC employees about how the community should be run (Wraga 2003).  
In December 2017, all remaining HOC housing units were sold to Tobytown residents. 
The community was then fully transferred from the stewardship of the HOC to the community’s 
Homeowners’ Association in 2018 (Housing Opportunities Commission of Montgomery County 
2018). This transferal of power marked the end of a long battle for community control over 
housing in Tobytown that originated with the policing of the neighborhood’s residents and built 
environment in the 1970s. 
Policing and ungovernability 
The policing of Carolyn Twyman and the urban renewal project in her community of 
Tobytown can be understood as a linked effort by the local and federal government to ensure 
social, economic, and political stability in a predominately wealthy county via the control and 
displacement of “ungovernable” populations. Central to the dominant logic of development is the 
idea that police should “play a prominent role in establishing order and paving the way for 
development” (Samara 2010, 199). Police violence is part and parcel of this larger system of 
state governance. In threatening and ending the lives of particular groups of people, police 
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reinforce the idea that certain people and the places that they come from are disposable and, 
thereby, ripe for violent visions of development. Further, any “lack of consensus” about the role 
of the state in such development schemes “requires greater coercion of some of that state’s 
subjects” by the police (Gilmore and Gilmore 2016, 174).  
At the same time, the unsuccessful conscriptions of local Black people into the spatial 
order of racial governance have enabled the maintenance of ungovernable places filled with 
radical possibility. In following in the footsteps of maroons, Carolyn Twyman led a public 
rejection of policing rooted in a rupture in governance that had been put in place by people 
fleeing enslavement over a century earlier. Likewise, the Tobytown residents’ negation of the 
constrictions of urban renewal in their community can be traced along a historical continuum of 
ungovernability. Their opposition to policing as a condition for investment in their neighborhood 
demonstrates how development can be imagined without policing. Together, the ungovernability 
of Carolyn Twyman and her fellow Tobytown residents model ways to live in and move through 
the world without police. 
The ungovernable maroon geographies in Montgomery County are not merely relics of 
slavery and early practices of racial segregation and underdevelopment. Rather, ungovernability 
is an actively evolving practice that enables Black residents to respond to shifting structural 
conditions and the police violence mobilized to facilitate those transformations. Residents’ 
challenges and interruptions of local attempts at governance point toward a history and a future 
of local Black abolitionist praxes rooted in marronage. In the next chapter, I discuss some of the 






Chapter 4 / Maroon restorative justice 
From their initial development, maroon geographies have required definitions and 
systems of justice beyond state-based criminal justice institutions. The act of marronage in itself 
was a form of breaking the law, with fugitives from slavery “stealing” away their bodies and 
labor from the confines of slavery. Moreover, once in the path toward freedom, maroons needed 
to evade police and state-sanctioned authorities (often tasked with catching runaway slaves) and 
define safety and security for themselves beyond policing. Any reliance on police would mean 
calling for their own re-enslavement. Likewise, for free Black people, establishing methods for 
dealing with issues outside of official authorities was necessary because they could be enslaved 
if convicted of a crime. The need for alternative forms of safety and security beyond policing, 
thus, shaped early maroon geographies and allowed Black people to circumvent further 
subjecting themselves and their communities to the violence of slavery. Within Black 
communities in Montgomery County, after slavery was abolished, an ethic of marronage 
continued to shape the ways that residents resolved conflicts and repaired relationships after 
disputes. 
In this chapter, I present a framework of ‘maroon restorative justice’ based in examples 
from Black communities in Montgomery County. Restorative justice encompasses coordinated 
efforts by groups of people to collectively heal and move forward from conflicts and violence. 
“Restorative justice has been the dominant model of criminal justice throughout most of human 
history for perhaps all the world’s people” (Braithwaite 2002, 5). Restorative justice existed 
before modern criminal justice systems, and continues to operate alongside and beyond these 
systems. In the colonial Americas, maroon restorative justice developed as enslaved and free 
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Black people synthesized dispute resolution techniques rooted in African customs and rituals that 
centered community and cooperation rather than individualism and punishment (Jenkins 2006). 
Key principles of maroon restorative justice are: community-based accountability, the rejection 
of value systems that hierarchically categorize people when wrongdoing occurs, and structural 
solutions to conflict and violence. These principles have facilitated Black survival and 
independence in the wake of a mainstream justice system that underwrites Black death and 
suffering. Maroon restorative justice gives name to the inextricable link between Black flight and 
restorative justice. 
Maroon geographies of the past and present-day offer a humane, community-based model 
for practicing justice. Maroon restorative justice is a blueprint for keeping communities intact 
rather than splintering them through policing and incarceration. Whereas the formal U.S. 
criminal justice system is centered around punishment and removal—arresting people suspected 
of wrongdoing, doling out sentences to people convicted of crimes, isolating them from their 
communities, and locking them behind bars—maroon restorative justice serves to maintain 
freedom and community. For generations, maroon restorative justice in Montgomery County has 
enabled Black residents to heal from harm, hold one another accountable, and maintain safe 
communities. 
Community-based accountability 
The development of community-based systems of accountability is a cornerstone of 
maroon restorative justice. Such systems empower communities to identify harm, heal from 
harm, and prevent violence without reliance on the state and its agents of authority. Community-
based accountability functions through a collective, rather than individualistic, approach toward 
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safety and security. Such collectivism is what makes it possible for people to turn toward one 
another rather than turning toward police when issues arise. As the US-based national activist 
organization INCITE! (2003) posits: “If we ask the question, What can I do?, then the only 
answer will be to call the police. If we ask the question, what can we do? then we may be 
surprised at the number of strategies we can devise.” 
In Montgomery County’s Black communities, community-based accountability has been 
practiced and maintained through close-knit relationships between residents and by strong 
community institutions. Residents across the history of local Black communities describe 
environments in which neighbors look out for one another. Residents also established networks 
of people tasked with responding to issues in their communities. In Haiti, for example, the 
community men were called on as the first line of response when issues arose. Moreover, in 
many communities, extended family members often lived in such close proximity to one another 
that they could be called to resolve domestic disputes. For example, I was told that in the Sandy 
Spring area, police were never called to respond to frequent domestic disputes in the area. 
Instead, relatives were called and they would settle any disputes. 
In Sugarland, community-based accountability was ensured through a church-based 
justice system. Sugarland’s St. Paul Community Church (Figure 4.1), built in 1871, was the focal 
point of the community. It served numerous functions, from operating as a school prior to the 
racial integration of the local public school system to acting as a community center. In addition, 
like other Black churches across the county, the “church expressed the highest moral codes of the 
community and standards for what one ‘ought’ to do and believe” (McDaniel 1979a, 31). In this 





Figure 4.1 St. Paul Community Church, Sugarland in the late 19th century (Sugarland Ethno-
History Project Inc. 2017) 
 
courthouse for Sugarland residents. Describing this function of the church, former Sugarland 
resident Gwendora Hebron Reese explained, residents “set up their own rules and regulations. 
When they had problems, they brought it before the church and the pastor would act as the judge 
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and they would appoint others to defend and that sort of thing, and they held the sessions right 
here in the church” (Community Cornerstones: African American Communities in Montgomery 
County, Maryland 2014). In this way, disputes between community members were settled by 
church members and church leadership. Cases, which are detailed in the church’s old register 
(Figure 4.2), ranged from family disputes to church matters.  
In October 1885, for example, a man named John Higgins was found guilty of taking a 
girl into his home after her grandmother told her to “take your dirty rags you stinking huzzie and 
go away from here.” The punishment for Higgins was ex-communication from the church for a 
temporary time period, a frequent punishment meted out following a guilty verdict. While the 
full details of this case are unclear, the example of man taking in a girl presumably too young to 
offer consent invites consideration of the possibilities of community-based accountability 
systems for sexual violence. As an alternative to state institutions proven to “deepen the harm 
caused by household and community violence” (Richie 2012, 139), the Sugarland church 
provided a safe space for community members to call into question the intimate relationship and 
age difference between the man and girl. Higgins was then held accountable for his actions 
beyond the violence of the state. 
The use of the church register to record community conflict proceedings is representative 
of Sugarland’s approach to justice. Within the register, descriptions of cases about disputes are 
inscribed between pages filled with other church business including: lists of church member 
names, death registries, and details about the reconstruction of the church in 1893 after the 
original structure was destroyed by a fire. When read as part of a consecutive narrative, the cases 
within Sugarland’s church register exemplify the everyday business of conflict management and 









Sugarland residents mobilized ordinary community resources and institutions to practice justice. 
Moreover, the text within the register differs sharply from criminal records that permanently 
mark people as deviant and valueless. The register allows one to take into view the broader lives 
and contributions of people who have enacted harm against others. For example, the same year 
that he was found guilty of taking a young girl into his home, John Higgins helped bring to the 
church’s attention a case of a teacher who was not serving the best interests of his students. In 
this way, the Sugarland church register situates acts which may be otherwise deemed criminal 
within an understanding of that person’s expansive and valuable life. 
Sugarland’s method of community conflict mediation is attributed by former residents to 
the efforts of early residents to counteract the violence of slavery. As Reese explained: “The 
families… wanted to build a community that was in opposition to slavery” (Community 
Cornerstones: African American Communities in Montgomery County, Maryland 2014). 
Generational practices like the use of the church as a courthouse were developed in Sugarland in 
order to isolate the community from the larger society and to ensure that Black families were not 
dislocated like they so easily were during slavery. In an interview with me, Reese further 
elucidated that early residents: 
knew all of the pitfalls of slavery when they were enslaved. They knew about how the 
families were torn apart, that sort of thing. So, when they formed the community, they 
wanted to make sure that that bond was there so that you didn't have to worry about 
somebody coming in and taking this person and that person… 
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Those practices then were passed down to subsequent generations of Sugarland residents. In 
other words, maroon restorative justice remained an integral part of Black flight after slavery’s 
end by helping residents evade capture and violence by the state. 
A similar community-based accountability system shaped conflict resolution practices in 
Ken-Gar. Residents often rejected policing as a condition for the maintenance of peace in their 
community. A leader of the community named Leonard Jackson—also known as the unofficial 
“mayor” of Ken-Gar—was known for patrolling the streets of the neighborhood. If he saw 
something out of character, he would call around to other residents, who would, in turn, call their 
neighbors to deal with issues in the community. As one former Ken-Gar resident shared with me, 
by the time the call got to you, “if you didn’t say anything, you were questioned.” 
In Lincoln Park during the 1980s, residents developed a phone system similar to that in 
Ken-Gar that enabled residents to discuss and respond to incidents in the community without 
relying on the police as first respondents. A resident of Lincoln Park who has lived in the 
community for seven decades, explained how the phone line operated: “We had people on every 
street. If you saw anything, you were to call one person, and this one person will contact the 
police so that everybody wouldn’t be callin’ the police.” The police were seldom called; I was 
told only “once or twice” did the phone line result in the police being called. The phone line 
mainly allowed community members to get “on the same page”, to stay aware of “what was 
going on in the neighborhood”, and, at times, to “squash rumors.” Calling one another in this 
manner before calling on police provided opportunities for Lincoln Park residents to repair issues 




Community-based accountability systems were put in place for children as well. Rather 
than individualizing the care and discipline of youth, Black community residents collectively 
watched after them. When the children got into mischief, any adult community member could 
discipline them and the news of their behavior quickly spread. A former Sugarland resident Billy 
Lyle recalled: 
Them old folks did not play. They made us go into the woods and pick out our switch—
and not just any switch, it had to be the right flexibility (springy), and if it was not right, 
you had to march back into the woods and get another one. What made it so bad was that 
no matter whose house you were at, they had the right to measure out discipline to you as 
they would to their own children, the way they saw fit. When you arrived home, the look 
on your parents’ face let you know you were in for another trip to the woods for another 
switch. They would usually wait until you were changing for bed and come in switch in 
hand. It was not so much to hurt you physically, but to sting your bottom and give you 
something to think about. (Davis 2015) 
In addition to homes in the neighborhood, community institutions served as spaces for 
neighborhood youth to resolve their issues and to learn community-based accountability 
measures. A prime illustration of youth-focused accountability systems was a sign posted in 
1990 in the Lincoln Park Recreation Center at children’s eye level reminding local youth that 
“teasing, tattle-telling, and cussing” were not allowed at the center. The sign warned that a 25-
cent fine would be charged for each offense (Gregg 1990). In this way, children were held 
responsible for their behavior and were encouraged to work out everyday issues rather than 
escalate disputes to adult authority figures. Such measures set the ground for children to 
understand community as a space for conflict resolution and accountability. 
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The lesson emergent from community-based accountability in local Black communities is 
the significance of care. For generations, residents have practiced “care laterally… in a different 
relation than that of the violence of the state” (Sharpe 2016, 20). This is not to say that violence 
has no role in the functioning of Black communities’ systems of accountability. Tools of 
discipline discussed above such as switches and ostracization can both be thought of as forms of 
violence. Black community members, however, have defined and practiced their own forms of 
community accountability that transcend, rather than reproduce, the procedural violence of the 
US criminal justice system. They model ways to hold community members accountable for their 
actions without incarceration and related life-long consequences such as job insecurity and 
disenfranchisement. 
Rejecting dominant ideas of criminality 
Part of what has enabled local Black communities to maintain community-based systems 
of accountability is their rejection of value systems that sort people according to their supposed 
guilt or innocence. Again, because the practice of marronage in itself was a form of breaking the 
law, maroon geographies have always necessitated such a rejection. Marronage was predicated 
upon the refusal of Black people to accept the legal constriction of their physical and social 
mobility. The rejection of dominant notions of legality and illegality has, therefore, long been a 
basis of radical Black political praxis. 
A key example of this refutation comes from Ken-Gar, where residents mobilized against 
police involvement and the arrest and incarceration of community members linked to a killing 
and assault in 1972. On the night of Friday, August 18, 1972, a group of three white teenagers 
drove into Ken-Gar and threw a firecracker into a group of community residents. Some Ken-Gar 
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residents responded by shooting and killing the driver of the car, and beating one of the 
passengers. When the Montgomery County police attempted to begin their investigation of the 
incident and make arrests, community leader Leonard Jackson was able to convince the police to 
not enter the neighborhood. He was concerned that police intervention would incite further 
unrest. In exchange for their noninvolvement, Jackson patrolled the streets of Ken-Gar that night 
and the following night. Police maintained their end of the agreement until 5 a.m. on Sunday 
morning, “when Jackson was notified by angry neighbors that a team of shotgun-wielding police 
with dogs had descended on the neighborhood” (Magruder 1976). Many Ken-Gar residents 
critiqued the intrusion by police officers and condemned the subsequent police searches as 
“unnecessarily brusque” (Magruder 1976). 
While brief, the space of freedom afforded by delayed police involvement allowed 
residents to protect themselves from the chaos that an immediate law enforcement response 
would have likely brought. For example, a Ken-Gar resident who was nine years old at the time 
of the incident remembers being able to go to sleep that night without the knowledge that 
anything serious had occurred: “I was walking through Ken-Gar… and I heard all of the noise, 
the fire crackers and everything going off. I never thought anything about it until the next day 
everything was brought to light about what had happened.”  
In addition, even after police involvement, residents worked together to prevent the 
incarceration of the Ken-Gar residents who were connected to the incident. When five Ken-Gar 
men—referred to as the Ken-Gar 5—were detained and charged with murder, assault, and/or 
battery, residents were able to pool together bond money for four of the five men. When the fifth 
Ken-Gar resident, 28-year-old Gene P. Hopkins, was found guilty of manslaughter and sentenced 





Figure 4.3: Clipping of Spark newspaper article about the Ken-Gar 5 (Spark 1972a) 
 
(Simpson 2013). He was released on parole less than four years later in February 1976 and 
returned to Ken-Gar. 
Remarkably, Ken-Gar residents’ mobilization against the incarceration of Hopkins did 
not center on an argument for his innocence, though it easily could have. Residents believed that 
Hopkins surrendered himself in place of a younger family member. Instead of maintaining 
Hopkins’ innocence, however, Ken-Gar residents acknowledged the harms enacted against the 
white youth in an effort to facilitate healing. They issued a statement expressing regret for the 
death and injuries resulting from the confrontation between Ken-Gar residents and the white 
teenagers (Simpson 2013).  
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The rejection of innocence as a precondition for Ken-Gar’s mobilizations against policing 
and incarceration is a critical example for police abolition. Ken-Gar residents’ approach toward 
seeking justice after the 1972 murder rested upon their knowledge of the structural conditions of 
anti-Blackness. They understood residents’ confrontation with the white teenagers as a response 
to a long history of racial violence to which their community had been subjected. In addition to 
the firecracker incident, the neighborhood was plagued by a violent pattern of harassment and 
assaults. Residents had dealt with Ku Klux Klan intimidation, had been beaten in their own yards 
by white youth, and had experienced gunshots being fired into the community from across the 
railroad tracks that form one of its borders (Spark 1972b). Moreover, residents saw police 
intervention in their community as part of a system that has routinely sanctioned and contributed 
to such violence by defending whiteness and criminalizing Blackness. Building from this 
epistemology of racial violence, Ken-Gar residents refused to formulate their defense of the Ken-
Gar 5 around the reasoning of the US criminal justice system. Their struggle for justice centered 
around alternative measures to account for and redress harm regardless of any official 
determination of guilt or innocence. 
Ken-Gar residents’ efforts to free the Ken-Gar 5 demonstrate that challenges to the US 
criminal justice system are not best won by arguing that innocent people have been wrongly 
convicted. If challenges to the criminal justice system only comprise moments when people point 
out “innocents among the convicted or killed” (Gilmore 2017a, 234), the system is upheld rather 
than unraveled. As Gilmore (2017a) argues, “for abolition, to insist on innocence is to surrender 
politically because ‘innocence’ evades a problem abolition is compelled to confront: how to 
diminish and remedy harm as against finding better forms of punishment” (236). In other words, 
effective challenges to policing must demand more than a perfect operationalization of the US 
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criminal justice system’s central logic: the suspicion and later determination of a suspect’s guilt 
as justification for one’s arrest, incarceration, and lifetime label of ‘criminal’. Even in the event 
that every person swept up by police and locked away in jails and prisons is “rightfully” 
convicted, abolition requires dismantling the criminal justice system and building something new 
and different. It requires disavowing the legal confines that make anyone deemed fit for captivity 
or premature death in the first place. 
Across Montgomery County, Black community members exhibited this abolitionist 
praxis by eschewing state notions of criminality. Multiple residents of local Black communities, 
for example, informed me of incidents they witnessed in which they could have called the police 
but chose not to. A resident of Lincoln Park who has lived in the community for seven decades 
only recalled calling the police on two occasions. For the most part, she has steered clear of 
intervening in matters. She explained,  
I’ve seen stuff that I could’ve easily called [the police for]. But I didn’t… Sometimes, 
you know, it’s not worth it, because you don’t want to be sitting up in court being no 
witness against nobody… No, I have bigger battles to fight. Yeah, you learn how to step 
back. You know, you just can’t go out there and tackle everything. You have to pick your 
battles… So I’ve seen a lot of stuff over the years. Nothing that’s ever made me afraid to 
lock my doors or want to move, but I’ve seen stuff. Yeah, but I didn’t tell it. 
For residents of Montgomery County’s Black communities, calling the police was mostly a last 
resort, something that they rarely or never did during their lifetimes. An 83-year-old lifelong 
resident of Scotland summed up the majority of local Black residents’ experiences when he told 
me that he has “never called the police for anything.” At the heart of residents’ refusal to rely on 
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the police is a radical understanding of human value and conflict resolution beyond the state’s 
anti-Black delineation of guilt and innocence. This refusal of policing has allowed local Black 
residents to develop community-based structural solutions to harm instead of relying mainly on 
the US criminal justice system. 
Structural solutions to harm 
Undergirding maroon restorative justice across Montgomery County’s Black 
communities is a structural approach to interpersonal violence and other behaviors deemed 
harmful by residents. Rather than routinely criminalizing and seeking out punishment for 
individuals who enact harms against themselves and others, or who otherwise threaten 
established social norms, residents have fostered community-based strategies that disrupt the 
structural forces that lead to harm. This structural approach is based in a crucial 
acknowledgement that “incarceration and prison-backed policing neither redress nor repair the 
very sorts of harms they are supposed to address—interpersonal violence, addiction, mental 
illness, and sexual abuse, among others” (McLeod 2015, 1156). Instead, what local Black 
residents have demonstrated for generations is that harms are best addressed and prevented 
through investments in human needs. 
In Tobytown during the 1960s, for example, residents worked together to combat harmful 
behaviors by demanding investments in neighborhood improvements and organizing education 
and employment initiatives. During that time, issues such as gambling, alcohol abuse, and poor 
living conditions were often the focus of news about Tobytown. Tobytown was known across the 
county as a “bad” place with “bad” people. Arthur B. Hayes, III, a Tobytown resident, expressed 
dismay at this reputation and at the solutions proposed for Tobytown by outsiders: 
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Now much has been said of Tobytown, in Montgomery County and beyond it, it has 
gained a reputation that has generated a degree of fear... The basis of fear is ignorance. 
Almost everyone is ignorant of Tobytown. Particularly ignorant are those who go there 
out of curiosity and then feel they have become authorities on the community, its 
problems, structure and pat solutions. I have read that stricter gambling laws, less 
drinking and church attendance will meet the basic requirements for the problems that 
Tobytown faces. I have heard the people of Tobytown called beasts and the solution 
offered, that the men ought to be locked up, the women sent to camps, the children put up 
for adoption and the place bulldozed. What manner of men are those who would speak 
so?... It would seem that some would use the approach to social problems that Adolf 
Hitler found so effective in dealing with troublesome minorities. (“Montgomery County 
Commission on Human Relations Minutes” 1965) 
In contrast to the violent approach suggested by outsiders to combat issues in Tobytown, 
community members developed effective, structural solutions. Residents organized and 
participated in a series of community meetings and made collective decisions about the future of 
their community. Structural solutions that emerged as a product of these meetings included the 
provision of a trash can for every home and the construction of outhouses. Further solutions were 
Tobytown women’s participation in home budgeting and food buying extension courses at the 
University of Maryland, and the seeking out of year-round employment by neighborhood men. 
Residents were also able to promote literacy in their community through a partnership with the 
Literacy Council of Montgomery County, Maryland, a private, nonprofit organization founded in 
1963. Additionally, during the 1970s, Reverend Howard Scales of the Tobytown church began 
holding church services on Saturday nights in order to help combat gambling—which used to 
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take place primarily on Saturday nights. He even baptized the leader of the community gambling 
ring (Bonner 1974). 
Across Black communities in Montgomery County, structural solutions to harm have 
been mobilized as an alternative to reliance upon criminal law. Residents have worked together 
to secure state investment in their communities, develop educational programs, secure stable 
employment opportunities, and more. These structural solutions to harm are based in a local 
generational practice of reimagining community safety and security through the lens of human 
needs. Situating human needs as the focus of harm redress and prevention allows us to ask how 
we can help all of us rather than some of us—a question that demands an answer beyond the 
individualized response of criminal law enforcement. 
Contradictions of maroon restorative justice 
The notion of maroon restorative justice offers a useful framework for understanding 
generational alternatives to policing that shape maroon geographies. It is important to emphasize, 
however, that the principles of restorative justice are not unconscious ideals that automatically 
reproduce themselves in the space of relatively autonomous Black communities. Rather, maroon 
restorative justice comprises a set of practices that are continuously reinforced and, at times, also 
contradicted. Over time, various historical conditions and societal pressures have prompted 
residents of Montgomery County’s Black communities to sometimes shift away from the 
principles of maroon restorative justice and toward traditional policing mechanisms. In 
particular, increasing drug use and sales during the 1970s through the 1990s in local Black 
communities caused many residents to support increased police involvement in their 
neighborhoods. In the midst of a national “war on drugs”—an initiative and set of policies put in 
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place by the U.S. government beginning in the 1970s—harsher penalties and increased law 
enforcement were embraced by some residents as a solution to drug activity in their 
neighborhoods. The war on drugs, thus, was a major factor in Black communities lessening the 
distance between themselves and the violence of the state. 
During the 1970s and 1980s, for example, residents of the Scotland community grappled 
with the tensions of adhering to community-based justice practices and taking advantage of 
justice systems put in place by the state. While Scotland residents had an established reputation 
of independently functioning without much involvement from local government agencies, an 
increasing problem with drug activity sparked conflicting approaches to safety, security, and 
justice in the community (“Memorandum: Reported Unrest in the Scotland Community” 1975). 
After a series of drug-related shootings and assaults committed by a family in their community in 
1975, for instance, some Scotland residents resisted involving the police. After someone was 
killed, a resident who people believed knew information about the killing would not volunteer 
the information. Other residents of Scotland cooperated with police investigations, sharing 
suspect names and waiting for the police investigation to be completed before taking any action 
themselves. At the same time, the residents who cooperated with the police investigation also 
exhibited a willingness to handle matters themselves through extralegal conflict resolution. A 
1975 memorandum on “unrest in the Scotland community” expressed this readiness: “The 
Scotland Community has had enough… and will take their own action if the family [committing 
the violence] is not forced to leave the community.” The family members involved in the 
shootings and assaults were eventually evicted from their homes in Scotland. There was no 
mention in the archives of any arrests or incarceration surrounding the incidents. 
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Following this, Scotland residents began participating in measures such as the State of 
Maryland Families Insisting on Safe Tenancies (FIST) Program to combat drug activity in their 
neighborhood (Phibbs 1990). The FIST program was created in 1989 by the Maryland 
Department of Housing and Community Development to facilitate the process of evicting tenants 
found guilty of drug violations, including manufacturing, selling, distributing, dispensing, or 
storing drugs, on or near the premises of their rented homes. Landlords and rental management 
personnel registered for the FIST program were supplied with arrest information from police 
departments regarding drug-related arrests on their properties. They were then able to 
immediately evict tenants involved in drug activity. In addition to their cooperation with the 
FIST program, Scotland residents were celebrated by the Montgomery County police for their 
“willingness to help” in the provision of information about criminal activities (Phibbs 1990). 
When I visited Scotland in 2018, the Scotland Community Office still bore evidence of the FIST 
Program: a yellow sign declaring that it is a FIST property and warning drug traffickers to 
“beware” (Figure 4.4). The sign, however, appeared as more of a remnant of past policing than 
an indication of a continued anti-drug program with the names of former Maryland Governor 
Parris N. Glendening (1995-2003) and former Montgomery County Executive Douglas M. 
Duncan (1994-2006) printed at the bottom of the sign. 
While participating in these programs of state governance, Scotland residents also 
expanded their own internal capacity to respond to and prevent drug activity, violence, and 
conflict in their neighborhood. In 1986, Scotland residents organized a leadership program that 




Figure 4.4: State of Maryland Families Insisting on Safe Tenancies (FIST) Program sign on the 
Scotland Community Center. Photo taken by author, 2018. 
 
community involvement (Phibbs 1990). Scotland residents also organized other efforts such as 
the Scotland Community Action Team (SCAT!12) a group of “concerned adults” who met  
                                               
12 The use of the abbreviation ‘SCAT!’ was quite fitting for a group of Scotland residents’ dedicated to what I am 
calling maroon restorative justice because the word “scat” is a popular term for flight in the Black lexicon (Dance 
1987, 169) and also describes a technique of vocal improvisation in jazz. Maroon restorative justice requires both 
flight from existing systems of criminal law enforcement and the improvisation of something new. 
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monthly to discuss issues like alcohol and drug abuse prevention, adequate child care and 
supervision, the need for nighttime activities for adults, the maintenance of a tutoring program, 
and overall community health and happiness (“SCAT! Scotland Community Action Team,” 
n.d.). Another community-based effort was the Scotland Mentoring Program—a partnership 
between the Scotland Community Civic Association, the Montgomery County Recreation 
Department, the Task Force on Mentoring of Montgomery County, and the Maryland 
Humanities Council—which was started as a response to a fight involving Scotland youth at a 
local high school in January 2007 (Donaghue 2008). These community-based efforts embody the 
principles of maroon restorative justice, with community members determining for themselves 
how safety and security measures should take form, and how to recover from and prevent 
conflict and violence. 
Similar to Scotland residents, Lincoln Park community members struggled with how to 
respond to drug activity in their neighborhood during the 1980s and 1990s. When the Rockville 
and Montgomery County police departments began special patrols of Lincoln Park in 1988 and 
installed a police substation in the community in 1990 as a response to local drug sales and 
usage, some residents embraced this increased policing and others rejected it. Among those who 
accepted the increased involvement of police in Lincoln Park were members of the East 
Rockville Community Action Team, organized in 1987. The community action team held weekly 
meetings to discuss neighborhood issues. Beginning in 1990, members also led marches on 
Friday nights during which they would walk the streets of the neighborhood while escorted by 
Rockville City and Montgomery County police officers. The marches, which variously 
numbered between ten people up to over forty people, were intended to curtail drug activity in 
Lincoln Park on Friday nights and to send a message that the streets of Lincoln Park should be 
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drug-free. One of the ways that other Lincoln Park residents expressed their rejection of 
increased policing in their neighborhood was publicly denouncing the activities of the East 
Rockville Community Action Team. In fact, some Lincoln Park residents would stand on the 
sidelines and heckle Community Action Team members as they walked by (Nurmi 1990). 
While the East Rockville Community Action Team worked in collaboration with police 
officers, the group did not patrol drug users and dealers following the traditional logics of 
policing. According to an interview with Cindy Hall, one of the members of the East Rockville 
Community Action team, the marches worked by altering the geography of drug sales in the 
community rather than facilitating the arrests of people using and selling drugs. Hall explained 
that when the marchers would approach people selling drugs on the street, they would walk 
away: 
They might come back after we left, but they would always move. Yeah, so they were 
constantly moving. They’d move from one street to the next, and when we’d get to that, 
then we were moving them again. But they didn’t have time to make their sales if they 
were constantly moving. That was the main goal, and that’s what happened. 
Hall also explained that there were never any confrontations between drug dealers and marchers. 
The action team’s Friday night marches, thus, worked by stimulating mobility versus supporting 
arrests and confinement. This politics of mobility, which can be thought of as a vestige of the 
local history of marronage, was successful. During the marches, drug activity was significantly 
curtailed. In fact, people known for dealing and using drugs in the neighborhood would often 
join the marches—sometimes out of curiosity and also likely because they had friends and family 
who they wanted to walk with. The action team members welcomed their participation, happy 
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that it prevented them from using or selling drugs for at least the duration of the march (Nurmi 
1990). The East Rockville Community Action Team operated throughout the early 1990s. This 
form of community cooperation with police is still evident today in the attendance of the Lincoln 
Park Civic Association’s monthly meetings by Rockville police officers, who share city-wide 
crime statistics and safety-related recommendations with residents (Lincoln Park Civic 
Association n.d.). 
More generally, residents across Montgomery County’s Black communities have also 
called for police involvement when faced with issues more mundane than drug activity and 
violence. For example, one Lincoln Park resident describes the chief of police as her “go-to 
person” to call when she notices issues in Lincoln Park. Over the years, however, she has mainly 
called the police to request them to have cars ticketed when parked at the end of her driveway 
and she is unable to reach the vehicle owner. Only one time could she recall ever calling the 
police for a matter of safety. In that instance, she thought she had heard someone in her backyard 
and, because she was home alone that night, she called the police and had them search the 
perimeter of her property. 
Some residents even established official ties with local police. For example, in Ken-Gar, 
the same community leader, Leonard Jackson, who was known for turning away the police—
most notably after that flare-up of racial tensions on the 1972 summer’s night—volunteered for 
police training. Jackson participated in the Montgomery County Police Citizen Academy in 1995 
(Figure 4.5). The Citizen Academy, which is a series of classes about policing, was created in 
1994 as a way to increase county residents’ awareness of the functions of the Montgomery 




Figure 4.5: Ken-Gar community leader Mr. Leonard Jackson shaking the hand of Montgomery 
County police officer Melissa Parlon after his graduation from the Montgomery County Police 
Citizen Academy in 1995 (Montgomery County, Maryland Department of Police 1995, 6) 
 
These examples of contradiction provide lessons for how to grapple with a project of 
abolition when the path to ending policing is not clear cut. They demonstrate how Black people 
are sometimes forced to embrace police as part of struggles for investments in safety and security 
for their communities. The contradictions of maroon restorative justice also highlight the ways 
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that temporary negotiations and strategic cooperation with police can help to uphold a long-term 
investment in the cultivation of places relatively free of police involvement. In Scotland, for 
example, cooperation with police was part of a larger community-based effort to expand internal 
capacity to respond to and prevent drug activity. Local Black communities’ collaborations with 
police also suggest ways to rework the logics and resources of policing like in Lincoln Park, 
where residents took advantage of police presence in their neighborhood to combat drug activity 
on their own terms—without violent confrontations and arrests. Limited options for state 
investments in safety and security, thus, can be stretched to accomplish strategic goals toward 
abolition. 
Compromises along the path toward abolition are, in fact, another legacy of marronage—
a liminal state between bondage and the complete abolition of slavery in which freedom was 
often fleeting. At times, maroons had to leave behind or turn in other freedom seekers in 
exchange for their own freedom. Even some of the most formidable maroon settlements in 
Jamaica and Suriname, for example, compromised with state authorities by turning over 
runaways in exchange for official recognition of their independence (Diouf 2014, 307). 
Likewise, maroon geographies in Montgomery County are characterized by negotiations with 
state actors that, while replicating existing power relations in some ways, still advance the 
ultimate goal of autonomy from state violence. Simply put, maroon geographies, while not of the 
state and its systems of racial governance, are still in conflict and relation with the state and 
state-sanctioned actors. The contradictions laden in local adherence to the principles of maroon 
restorative justice are a reminder that abolition is a process of transformation, not something to 
be attained at once. The compromises that have made maroon geographies possible are also a 
warning to consider who is left behind in particular struggles for criminal justice reform. 
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Struggles for abolition must center everyone, including the unredeemed and guilty violent 
offenders whose inclusion necessitates a radically expansive conceptualization of community 
and humanity (Krug 2017). 
The transformative possibilities of maroon restorative justice 
Overall, an abundance of archival materials and my interviews with community members 
show strong evidence of alternative community safety and security measures that have helped 
supplant the need for police intervention in Montgomery County’s Black communities. The 
principles of maroon restorative justice—community-based accountability, the rejection of value 
systems that hierarchically categorize people when wrongdoing occurs, and structural solutions 
to conflict and violence—have long permeated local Black residents’ interactions with one 
another as well as the philosophies of their community institutions. Moreover, despite local 
Black communities embracing increased police involvement during the last quarter of the 20th 
century, residents have been able to return to a general environment of autonomy from policing 
since then. In Lincoln Park, for example, a resident explained that in recent years, she hardly 
ever sees a police patrol in the neighborhood. The provisional compromises characterizing 
maroon geographies, thus, offer a viable route toward freedom from policing. 
Within Montgomery County, Maryland and beyond, maroon restorative justice signals a 
bold possibility for transforming larger social structures in which harm and violence develop and 
are reproduced. Beginning with restoring interpersonal relationships and developing community-
based structural solutions to prevent harm, maroon restorative justice offers a pathway toward a 
large-scale project of police abolition. In the following chapter, I explore ways that local Black 
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neighborhoods evidence a future possible world in which policing has been supplanted by 













































Chapter 5 / Defining and living community beyond policing 
 
[M]arginality [is] much more than a site of deprivation, in fact … it is also the site 
of radical possibility, a space of resistance … a central location for the production 
of a counter hegemonic discourse that is not just found in words but in habits of 
being and the way one lives. As such I was not speaking of a marginality one 
wishes to lose – to give up or surrender as part of moving into the centre – but 
rather as a site one stays in, clings to even because it nourishes one's capacity to 
resist. It offers to one the possibility of radical perspective from which to see and 
create, to imagine alternatives, new worlds. 
— bell hooks, “Choosing the Margin as a Space of Radical Openness” 
 
Maroon geographies signal from the social, political, and physical margins of dominant 
society a radical praxis of community. In Montgomery County, the Black communities of Haiti, 
Ken-Gar, Lincoln Park, Sandy Spring, Scotland, Sugarland, and Tobytown are spaces of 
generational cooperation and interdependence. Since their establishment, they have offered 
refuge for Black people in a world of racial violence. As previous chapters showed, the history of 
marronage and later practices of state evasion and restorative justice have been central to the 
maintenance of safety and security in local Black communities. In this chapter, I explore the 
ways in which safety and security have been developed amongst Black residents through 
radically holistic practices of community. 
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Residents of Montgomery County’s historically Black communities refuse policing as a 
daily, grounded practice of community. Instead of relying on agents of the state to ensure their 
safety and sense of security, community members engage with one another to shape their built 
environment in ways that preclude the need for routine police intervention in their communities. 
They look out for their neighbors, practice cooperative living strategies, and work together to 
delineate the ways that state resources come to shape their neighborhoods. Local Black 
communities demonstrate how community can take place beyond policing, and illuminate the 
kind of biological, productive, and reproductive possibilities afforded by not calling the police. 
The radical Black praxis of community in Montgomery County is rooted in the history of 
slavery and racial segregation, as well as an oppositional politics of marronage. Spatial 
segregation and flight from slavery gave rise to these Black autonomous spaces, and the 
continuously isolated environments and strong social ties between residents serve as mediums 
through which residents have expressed and enacted their visions of community. For early 
residents, these communities began as places where life could be defined beyond the confines of 
dominant society—they were places where their children were born as humans rather than 
chattel, places where their lives held value outside of the order of racial capitalism. For 
subsequent generations of residents and newcomers to these neighborhoods, community has 
endured as “a never-ending process of being together, of struggling over the boundaries and 
substance of togetherness, and of coproducing this togetherness in complex relations of power” 
(Gibson-Graham et al. 2017, 5).  
The lessons in community offered by local Black residents are critical in a long era 
shaped by violent appropriations of the notion of community. As Neil Smith (1992) elucidates,  
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Community is… the least specifically defined of spatial scales, and the consequent 
vagueness yet generally affirmative, nurturing meaning attached to “community” makes 
it one of the most ideologically appropriated metaphors in contemporary public 
discourse. From “the community of nations” fighting a murderous war against Iraq, to 
“the business community” attempting to justify class-based exploitation, the idea of 
community is appropriated to rescript less salubrious realities. (70) 
“Community” policing is one of the latest and highly celebrated appropriations of the idea—with 
a variety of actors, including police officers, government officials, scholars, and church leaders 
supporting the rescripting of community as a police-made panacea to crime, racial police 
violence, and unrest about policing (Hansford 2016, 215).  
Community policing, which was popularized beginning in the 1980s, comprises a set of 
practices whereby police attempt to gain trust and encourage cooperation from the policed 
through tacking onto their roles what are thought of as benign ways to build relationships with 
residents. Community policing is also touted as a way to reduce police violence by helping 
police officers shake their fear of working-class Black neighborhoods and other 
hypercriminalized places. From cops hosting “Sweet Tea Days” in Black neighborhoods 
(Hansford 2016, 216) to delivering bifocals to elderly residents of housing projects (Gilmore and 
Gilmore 2016, 181), however, community policing initiatives negatively impact residents by 
further entrenching police presence in their everyday lives. Moreover, in working to bolster 
relationships between residents and police and encouraging more residents to rely upon police, 
community policing initiatives are designed to fragment the forms of community that keep 
people from calling the police in the first place. A case in point are programs that invite residents 
to allow police officers to conduct surveillance of their fellow neighbors from inside their homes 
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(Montgomery County, Maryland Department of Police 1993). Community policing is, thus, a 
tool to preserve the institutional dominance of policing through an appropriation and rupture—
rather than an actual embodiment—of community. 
In this chapter, I argue that the radical Black praxis of community that shapes maroon 
geographies in Montgomery County is a blueprint for a world liberated from policing. In the 
place of reforms like community policing, radical Black epistemologies and practices of 
community sustain, rather than disrupt, relationships of care undergirding safety and security. 
This radical praxis of community helps to dismantle the notion that police are necessary, or even 
useful, for the maintenance of safe, healthy communities. 
Fostering environments of care 
Care is central to the praxis of community in Montgomery County’s historically Black 
neighborhoods. Care is an ethical practice, politics, and attitude that encompasses regard for 
one’s own and others’ well-being and protection (Tronto 1993; Till 2012). In previous chapters, I 
touched upon the idea that care is essential to ending policing. From the witnesses who 
mobilized their bodies (and shoes) in attempts to save Thomas Broadus and Carolyn Twyman 
from death by police to the community-based accountability systems practiced in Montgomery 
County’s historically Black communities, acts of care create openings for imagining alternatives 
to police. Everyday acts of care demonstrate how to not only respond to and challenge policing, 
but also how to construct “new forms of relationships, institutions, and action that enhance 
mutuality and well-being” (Lawson 2007, 8). 
Geographers drawing on feminist understandings of the interrelated processes of social 
reproduction and the production of space have theorized care as a critical part of transforming 
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spaces to create a more just world (e.g., Gibson-Graham 2006; Lawson 2007; Till 2012; 
Williams 2017). For example, J.K. Gibson-Graham (2006) argue that when routine acts of 
care—in which people share their time, money, material resources, and affection—are centered 
and acknowledged, the “apparent rationality” of capitalism seems “less legitimate, less ‘natural,’ 
and less able to dominate” (33). In other words, a consideration of everyday practices of care can 
help people to envision themselves as already in the process of becoming postcapitalist subjects. 
Likewise, an attentiveness to the routine practice and politics of care within Black communities 
in Montgomery County highlights the existence of non-police forms of safety and security that 
can inform abolitionist organizing. A focus on care also requires a recognition of the labor of 
people of color, women, working-class people, and immigrants who bear a disproportionate 
amount of the care work that sustains the world. 
The “place-based ethics of care” (Till 2012, 8) shaping local maroon geographies 
encompasses practices of attending to and caring for the Earth as the basis of community. In 
escaping and building life beyond slavery, early residents of Black communities in Montgomery 
County developed relationships with the Earth beyond conquest and continuous extraction. 
Earth, for them, was not merely a means for property ownership and profit; rather, they cared for 
the Earth so that it could provide sustenance to them and serve as a haven for themselves and 
their families. Their place-based care ethic was similar to that of Jamaican maroons, who 
organized their communities around what Sylvia Wynter (1970) terms a “provision ground 
ideology,” which centers the Earth as “the base of the community, and… the common good” 
(37). By caring for the Earth, residents were able to produce and maintain a grounded practice of 
community that included direct alternatives to policing as well as broad practices of collectivity 
such as communal landownership and community-based childcare. While the connection 
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between police abolition and these latter examples of care may not be immediately apparent, I 
argue that they enable residents to counteract the violence of policing in their communities by 
reconfiguring dominant arrangements of state governance and racial capitalism.  
Across local Black communities, residents shared with me examples of cooperative living 
strategies that undergirded relationships of care, and that allowed residents to maintain safety and 
security beyond policing. For example, the eschewing of private, individual land ownership in 
favor of collective, community-defined land tenure enabled Black community members to use 
land not as a means for financial gain but, rather, as a material infrastructure for care. Residents 
often shared parcels of land, subdividing their properties between family members and neighbors 
(Porter 1988). In addition, because Black residents were skeptical of the government, they did 
not always follow official procedures for recording and transferring property ownership. For 
example, Black residents living in Sandy Spring systematically refused to file deeds to their 
properties because they were afraid to attract the attention of the government (Porter 1988). 
Likewise, Scotland residents did not often designate land to particular descendants in their wills 
and, consequently, the community did not have clear land titles (Siegel 1973). Practices such as 
this reflected residents’ dismissal of capitalist principles of land ownership such as the protection 
of private property—a key function of modern police in the United States. Without clearly 
defined private property, residents neither needed nor invited its protection by the state. 
The physical environments that residents built reinforced their shared, community-based 
understandings of land. In Haiti, for example, “fences, alleys, and other natural boundaries did 
not defensively proclaim individual ownership”; instead, property lines were unclear and land 
appeared as “community property” (“Haiti/Martin’s Lane Survey District - Maryland Historical 
Trust State Historic Sites Inventory Form,” n.d., Section 7, Page 4). Moreover, the open, 
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communal landscapes in local Black communities served as a material negation of carceral 
geographies. “Fences, walls, hedgerows, and other boundary structures were generally used to 
contain and control livestock rather than people” (“Haiti/Martin’s Lane Survey District - 
Maryland Historical Trust State Historic Sites Inventory Form,” n.d., Section 7, Page 4). This 
collective approach to land ownership contributed to close relationships between neighbors. For 
example, a Haiti resident born in the 1930s recalled that as a child: “everyone was ‘family’, 
directly related or not, and every door was literally open… in his youth he never knocked on the 
door of any house in the community but opened it and entered as if it were his own” 
(“Haiti/Martin’s Lane Survey District - Maryland Historical Trust State Historic Sites Inventory 
Form,” n.d., Section 7, Page 4). Likewise, a Lincoln Park resident Sharyn Duffin explained that 
in her youth, “everybody knew who lived here, and you could sleep with your doors open, I 
mean literally open not just unlocked.” Residents of Sandy Spring and Tobytown also 
characterize their youth as an age of unlocked and open doors. 
Other non-capitalist practices that fostered safe, healthy Black communities in 
Montgomery County included subsistence strategies. From the founding of local Black 
communities, residents cultivated gardens and raised livestock: 
By working their land, they provided the basic foodstuffs from garden produce, orchards, 
and animals so that their families could survive and perhaps come out a little ahead by 
bartering their surplus. As they had during slavery, the founders depended upon one 
another and upon themselves. They helped neighbors to build their own houses, clear 
their land, butcher animals, and preserve the meat. (McDaniel 1979b, 155) 
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Such modes of subsistence made local Black communities “fundamentally intractable to state 
appropriation” (Scott 2009, 6). While the United States developed an economy that profited from 
the labor, servitude, and consumption needs of workers ranging from slaves on plantations to 
wage laborers in factories, Black community members in Montgomery County established 
relative autonomy from these exploitations.  
In Sandy Spring, a resident explained to me that everyone took on a specific role for the 
community so that all needs were met:   
My grandfather used to have a huge garden. He would share what he grew… Granddaddy 
always ... planted enough stuff to feed Sandy Spring… But the people in this community, 
everybody did something different as far as their job was concerned. But they were 
willing to share with each other if they had an excess of something. They would share. 
“Take this down to Miss Lena. She may need this”, for example. My grandmother was a 
seamstress, so if anybody got lots of fabric or got something, they would give it to Mama 
Lena because she was the one that did all the sewing in the community. That kind of 
thing. My aunt who lived in one of the other houses, for example, made cookies. So she’d 
make cookies for the community. Everybody knew that Aunt Louise was going to make 
cookies for Christmas. This little area here was sort of close knit. So everybody knew that 
that’s what she did for Christmas. It was like we were in our own little kingdom kind of 
thing. 
In Lincoln Park, a group of men even worked together to move a house to a vacant lot in 
the neighborhood when a woman and her children wanted to move to Lincoln Park after 
purchasing a home. Reflecting on this community moment, Anita Summerour said: “I don't 
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know what they used or how they did it, but they moved that house for her. It's just a matter of 
everybody just helped each other. It was a struggle, and there was a feeling that you had to stick 
together, for all of us to get something done.” 
One subsistence strategy that residents repeatedly told me was a key expression of the 
collectivity underscoring community safety and security was communal pig butchering. While 
not still done today, communal pig butchering was practiced as recently as the mid-20th century 
in local Black communities. Eddie Dove explained how it worked in Scotland: 
Everybody helped each other… And back in the wintertime, the people that raised hogs, 
they butchered in November. And the men would go around and help each other. And if I 
butchered my hog today, anybody lived down the road, up the road, somewhere in the 
fork of the road somewhere, if you had any hogs, you would butcher yours too. And we 
would help each other. I would go to your house and help you butcher your hog, put ’em 
on a pole and skin it and all whatnot. And the next day, you would come to my house and 
have meat. 
Likewise, in Lincoln Park, pig butchering was an all-day affair during which neighbors came and 
helped the person doing the butchering. “Everybody would just chip in and help,” explained 
Anita Summerour. Residents in Sugarland, Sandy Spring and Haiti also butchered pigs and 
shared the meat with neighbors. Communal pig butchering and other subsistence strategies 
allowed members of Black communities to maintain networks of support and to, quite literally, 
secure the survival of their communities.  
On an institutional level, churches and community organizations played a key role in 
fostering a strong sense of community and supporting social reproduction. In Scotland, the AME 
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Zion Church’s Ministry of Kindness, for example, helped residents in need by doing such things 
as paying their rent when they lacked funds, giving them money to pay for food, and helping 
take care of sick people. Scotland residents also developed a service called HELP that aided 
people in the case of emergencies (Curtis 1972). In addition, residents across Black communities 
were members of Black benevolent societies such as the Order of the Galilean Fishermen, an 
organization founded in 1856 that covered expenses for the ill, widows, and funerals prior to 
insurance being made commercially available to Black people. A local chapter was established in 
1912. 
The sense of collectivity and the relationships of care and support between members of 
Black communities in Montgomery County have enabled residents to maintain their safety and 
security beyond policing. Current and former residents explained that the maintenance of safety 
and security in their communities was a task for themselves and their neighbors, not law 
enforcement. Lincoln Park resident Anita Summerour told me that she has always felt “very 
safe” in her neighborhood because neighbors watch out for one another. She explained: 
You came to know your neighbor’s habit, whether they went out to work, whether they 
were home all day. And sometimes people would say, “I'm going out. Would you watch 
my house?” So it was just all of us helping each other… A lot of the people in the 
community were related to each other, and even if we weren’t, you watched out for your 
neighbor's house. 
Similarly, June Johnson, who grew up in Sandy Spring and has spent her entire life there, 
explained that “Everybody looked out for everybody else and... everybody knew everybody in 
the community.” She further described how her late father, Thomas Eugene “Babe” Snowden, 
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Jr., served as a security monitor for everyone in the neighborhood until he passed away in 2018. 
He dedicated his time to observing activities in the neighborhood and would call to alert 
neighbors if unknown visitors were approaching their homes or if he witnessed anything out of 
the ordinary. June and her family members used to jokingly tell people that they don’t have ADT 
(an electronic security monitoring and alarm system) but, rather, that they had B.A.B.E.—the 
letters of her father’s nickname. 
During periods of heightened policing and issues in their neighborhoods, many residents 
sustained their community-based approach to safety and security. In the midst of the drug crisis 
in Lincoln Park in the 1980s and 1990s when the East Rockville Community Action Team was 
active, for example, community members often turned to one another rather than the police to 
express frustration with and learn about what was going on. A Lincoln Park resident told me that 
residents would sit on each other’s front porches to have conversations about the drug problem 
and observe activities in the neighborhood. She believed that these “nosy” neighbor porch 
sessions helped to deter people involved in using and selling drugs because “they knew we were 
watching.” Moreover, many residents did not allow criminalizing stigmas to diminish their trust 
in their neighbors. Joe Davis, a longtime resident of Lincoln Park told the Rockville Express in 
1991—during the height of Lincoln Park’s drug-related police initiatives: “I love Lincoln Park, 
that’s all... It’s a wonderful community where you can walk out of your house, not lock your 
door and no one will bother you” (Stieff 1991). Similarly, when interviewed by a Washington 
Post reporter in 1999, Ken-Gar resident Joseph Woods said, “Even in Ken-Gar’s worst years… 




Because their communities offered almost everything that they needed to sustain and 
reproduce life, residents were able to partly insulate themselves from routine violence on the part 
of the racial capitalist state. Across generations, residents passed down collective practices and 
arrangements of community that encouraged radical care, cooperation, and trust in each other 
rather than reliance on police. This collectivity characterizes maroon geographies in general. 
Like Black community members across Montgomery County, maroons throughout the western 
hemisphere and communities that supported runaway slaves developed thriving subsistence 
livelihoods; they hunted, raised hogs and fowl, foraged for fruits and herbs, grew produce, and 
built shelter and transport means (Price 1996; Diouf 2014). They also established their own 
safety and security measures in order to isolate themselves from the slave economy and prevent 
crossing paths with slave patrollers (Diouf 2014). 
The collectivity of maroon geographies exemplifies the ways that community safety and 
security can be secured outside of policing. Importantly, Montgomery County’s Black 
communities are not spaces of vigilantism or self-policing but, rather, havens from the logics of 
policing. Residents have developed and maintained strong relationships with one another 
centered on trust, care, and support—not surveillance and crime prevention. As a resident of one 
Black community in Montgomery County stated: “'It was a togetherness project” (McDaniel 
1979c). June Johnson, of Sandy Spring, summarized the general sense of safety and security 
derived from her close-knit community: “I’ve never felt unsafe here. I’ve never felt unsafe all my 
life here. The idea of taking extra precautions for safety, has never, ever been something that I’ve 




Divesting from police and investing in community needs 
A significant, contemporary example of the local Black praxis of community in 
Montgomery County is the conversion of former police infrastructure into community-run space 
in Lincoln Park. Nestled just on the other side of the Washington Metrorail tracks from the 
Montgomery County seat in downtown Rockville, Lincoln Park was ground zero for the local 
government’s first community policing initiative. The “Lincoln Park/First Street Neighborhood 
Empowerment Initiative”—which later was bluntly termed the “Lincoln Park Drug Initiative”—
was jointly initiated in 1988 by the Montgomery County and Rockville City police departments, 
alongside the county and city governments, to combat drug related activity in the neighborhood 
(Montgomery County, Maryland Department of Police 1989). The switch in terminology from 
the empowerment-focused original name to the ‘Lincoln Park Drug Initiative’ exemplifies the 
program’s prioritization of law and order over community. Lincoln Park had developed a 
reputation as an “open air” drug market due to an increase in the usage and sale of crack cocaine 
during the late 1980s (Montgomery County, Maryland Department of Police 1993). Community 
policing was put forth as a tool to reduce drug-related crime, improve “quality of life”, and 
promote a “positive climate of trust and cooperation” between police and residents in Lincoln 
Park (Montgomery County, Maryland Department of Police 1993).  
As part of the community policing initiative in Lincoln Park, a police substation was 
installed in a converted public housing apartment owned by the City of Rockville Housing 
Authority. Like the change in the initiative’s name, the elimination of public housing to make 
room for police infrastructure in Lincoln Park exposes how the priority of community policing is 
not to build and maintain community, but rather is to enable closer, more intimate surveillance 
and policing of residents. In 1990, the substation was moved to a house purchased by the City of 
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Rockville so that it could be closer to the Lincoln Park Community Center, the hub of the 
neighborhood’s activities (Nurmi 1991).The substation eventually became an attachment to the 
community center, which is governed and funded by the City of Rockville. 
In 2012, Lincoln Park residents successfully converted the police substation into a 
community-operated tutoring and mentoring space. The conversion was led by the Lincoln Park 
Community Center director, who asked the Rockville Police Department that the substation be 
turned over for use as a community space because she saw no need for physical police 
infrastructure in the community. In fact, the police substation had been slowly transforming into 
a community space over the years since its use by police had significantly declined by the early 
2000s. Residents very rarely called the police, and the neighborhood was generally quiet 
(Lincoln Park Civic Association n.d.). Given the lack of need for dedicated police space, the 
community center staff had installed a refrigerator in the substation and were using some of the 
space for storage. The community center director even had a key to the substation while it was 
still in use by police. Wanting to fully take advantage of the opportunity to have more space of 
their own, the Lincoln Park Community Center director had the usage officially changed and the 
police removed to their headquarters in downtown Rockville. 
In its new role as a tutoring and mentoring space, the former police substation has been 
filled with educational materials for neighborhood children and desk space for volunteer tutors 
and mentors (Figure 5.1). There are books donated from the Montgomery County Public School 
system, and the space has been used for Lincoln Park youth programs as well as a summer 




Figure 5.1: Inside the Lincoln Park Community Center former police substation. Photo taken by 
author, 2018. 
 
transformation of space in the Lincoln Park Community Center offers an example for how to 
divest from police forces and, in turn, invest in human needs like education and mentorship.  
Crucially, the tutoring and mentoring efforts that replaced police presence did not reify 
the logics of community policing by inviting police further into residents’ lives simply in new 
roles as tutors and mentors. Such an approach to community policing, in fact, was utilized in 
Tobytown in 2001 through a program funded by a Montgomery County Housing Opportunities 
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Commission drug elimination grant in which the community’s children were tutored twice a 
week by police officers stationed in the community (Wraga 2001b).13 Instead, the conversion of 
the police substation in Lincoln Park was a truly non-police, community-based effort that 
demonstrates that safety and security means something much more complex and far-reaching 
than reforms of policing. It means turning away from police and turning toward community 
institutions of support and care. 
The conversion of the police substation at the Lincoln Park Community Center illustrates 
how state resources can be shifted from governance as criminalization to the funding of social 
programs that benefit a community. The community center is still funded by the City of 
Rockville. This example of divestment from police infrastructure, thus, demonstrates how the 
state might be used as a tool for police abolition. A program of police abolition could 
systematize the type of state resource transformation that brought an end to the police substation 
in Lincoln Park. In this way, state power can be used to secure human needs. 
Of course, mobilizing state agents and resources to help end policing mandates “a radical 
reimagination of the state and the law that serves it” (Akbar 2018, 479). It requires shrinking the 
state’s law enforcement apparatus and investing in state infrastructure and resources that support 
employment, affordable and safe housing, education, health care, and other basic needs. My call 
for such a redistribution of resources echoes the demands of activists over centuries. Just as 
enslaved and free Black people in the 19th century demanded freedom, equal citizenship rights, 
and mass land redistribution—what Du Bois (1935) termed “abolition-democracy”—organizers 
today demand divestments from police and prisons and investments instead in Black lives (see 
                                               
13 Tobytown resident Phyllis Shaw critiqued this program and pointed out that “If you can pay two cops to sit there 
all day, you can pay one teacher” (Wraga 2001b). 
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The Movement for Black Lives 2016). What will make this equitable redistribution of resources 
possible is a radical reconstruction of governance. 
Divestments from policing require an upheaval of the imperatives that first produced the 
nation state as a scale of social and political organization for capitalism. Prior to the emergence 
of capitalism, state power was conferred at the urban or regional scales; the scale of the modern 
nation state was subsequently created to fulfill the need for an expansive range of governance 
that could support an emergent capitalism’s extensive economic activity and accumulation 
beginning in the 16th century (Smith 1992, 75). With the further development of capitalism, the 
state has remained integral to the functions and dominance of the capitalist market economy. 
Micol Seigel (2018) uses the term “state-market” to name “the structuring matrix capitalism 
provides for the state, and vice-versa” (19). In its supporting role for capitalism, the state 
institutionalizes “exploitation and oppression on the basis of class, race, gender, and other social 
differences” to secure the interests of the ruling class, and it polices those who threaten the state-
market’s legitimacy (Smith 1992, 75). Police abolition, therefore, requires upending the state-
market formation. Despite the capitalist state being the only state ever known, Seigel (2018) 
posits, it may not be the only one that can be imagined (20).  
The state apparatus itself provides openings, due to its contradictions, to challenge 
prevailing state logics and violence. The “diffuse and ambiguously defined” substance of the 
state, which manifests in the “incoherence of state practice” (Mitchell 1999, 76), offers an 
opportunity to deconstruct existing state formations. Indeed, by making public resources work 
for them rather than in service of violent governance, Lincoln Park residents took advantage of 
the incoherence of the state. They successfully conscripted the state in reducing its own power 
and, thereby, loosening the grip of social control within their community. The Lincoln Park 
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substation conversion, however, is also a cautionary example of the ways that police power can 
be strengthened at the same time that state transformations curtail one form of policing. 
The transformation of the police substation in Lincoln Park in 2012 was, paradoxically, 
made possible in part by the expansion of local police capacities and the consequent 
contradictions of local police infrastructure development. The same year that Lincoln Park 
residents were able to take over the police substation for themselves, a new police headquarters 
(Figure 5.2) opened in downtown Rockville as the culmination of a $6.4 million project designed  
 
 
Figure 5.2: Site of Rockville Police Department headquarters, opened in a former United States 
Post Office in 2012 (The Living New Deal n.d.) 
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to accommodate the current police force and allow for ten percent growth (City of Rockville 
Planning Commission 2013). Formerly a United States Postal Office, the space for the new 
police headquarters was deeded at no cost to the City of Rockville by the federal government 
“with the stipulation that the building would be permanently used for a Homeland Security-
related purpose” (City of Rockville Planning Commission 2013). 
This cutback from federal resources in the form of postal service, along with a 
simultaneous devolution of state responsibilities—in the form of “homeland security”—to local 
government epitomizes what Gilmore and Gilmore (2016) call the neoliberal, “anti-state state”: 
The “anti-state state” is the product of “rhetorical but not real state-shrinkage… It doesn’t 
get cheaper, and it doesn’t, in the aggregate, shrink. However, the purpose and outcome 
of the anti-state state’s crisis-fueled practice is to facilitate upward transfer of wealth, 
income, and political power from the relatively poor and powerless to the already rich 
and powerful. The relatively powerless are not without social capacity, of course, and 
have fought to maintain, extend, and redefine access to health care, income, housing, 
public education, and life itself in urban and rural contexts. This ongoing struggle spans 
multiple regimes of accumulation and the policing apparatuses appropriate to them (174). 
In the context of Rockville in 2012, the anti-state state produced a contradiction ripe with radical 
possibility for rethinking and organizing community beyond policing. With the opening of the 
new police headquarters, Lincoln Park residents were able to convince the police department that 
it no longer needed the space in their community. This development in police infrastructure, 
thus, allowed local residents to combat the intimate policing of their neighborhood and to 
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reinforce an idea that has been held for generations across local Black communities: that police 
are more harmful than helpful in ensuring community safety and security.  
The coincidence of the Lincoln Park police substation conversion and the expansion of 
local police infrastructure demands an answer to the following question: How can a project of 
police abolition appropriate state resources without replicating the structural violence of the state 
and its linkages with racial capitalism? The answer goes back to the defeat of the state-market 
dyad. For police abolition to succeed, the state must be involved, but only on the terms of 
transforming the state. Members of historically Black communities throughout Montgomery 
County have long taken advantage of contradictions inherent in the development and expansion 
of the racial capitalist state to create environments of collectivity, care, and trust. Neglect by the 
state and industries of their home communities dating from slavery until the present day has been 
a major factor allowing local Black residents to organize communities that, while nested within 
the U.S. nation state, are still relatively free from policing. The marginality resulting from this 
neglect has made the “institutional rationalities” (Simone 2004, 410) of the capitalist mode of 
production—one of which is the necessity of police—untenable in Montgomery County’s 
historically Black communities, and it has inspired and incubated radically capacious definitions 
and practices of community safety and security beyond policing. These communities’ 
ungovernability in the state-market lays the groundwork for organizing police abolition in the 
context of a radically transformed state formation. 
The enduring radical Black praxis of community 
The value of care that local Black residents have fostered amongst each other and shaped 
into the built environments of their communities has endured. Even with demographic shifts—
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including Black families emigrating from the South and internationally and settling in the 
communities over time, as well as growing Latino, Asian, and white presence (Magruder 1976; 
Hill 1991; Burns 1992)—many new residents have taken on prevailing epistemologies and 
practices of community. As older residents have passed away, as the descendants of generational 
families have moved away, and as newcomers have moved in, local Black neighborhoods remain 
places where community is defined and lived beyond policing. Such endurance of the local 
praxis of community has been made possible, in part, through the ways that “[i]dentities 
established at other scales are… rolled into struggles over community” (Smith 1992, 70). In 
other words, different racial and ethnic groups have converged through shared political struggles 
for community well-being. 
Remaining long-term residents and later arrivals work together to keep alive radical 
Black definitions and practices of safety and security. In Lincoln Park, for example, the 
community center director who led the conversion of the police substation to a tutoring and 
mentoring space was the daughter of a Ghanaian immigrant. After moving to Lincoln Park, she 
would sit with community elders to listen to their stories of the “good old days” beginning from 
the histories of slavery and flight from slavery. She also absorbed the trust and sense of safety 
and security that residents had in Lincoln Park. For example, she learned from former Lincoln 
Park resident Bobby Israel, who used to work with her at the community center, that he always 
kept the doors to his home and car unlocked: 
Mr. Israel, he, up until the day he passed, he never locked his doors. Never. Even in the 
80s and 90s, 2000s. He just never... His thing was, “If you’re going to break into my car, 
just open the door and get what you need and go.” You know, “I don’t want to pay for a 
new window.” So, and then he just had that trust in his community and didn’t want to feel 
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the need that he had to change that. And I thought that was pretty cool, to still have that 
sense of security and trust in your community. And he still talked about the times people 
went in his car and got stuff. But it didn’t make him change his ways. He still… didn’t 
lock his door… Regardless of what was going on, he never felt the need to change his 
safety. He didn’t want to feel that he couldn’t be safe in his community. So he didn’t 
change that. 
The current Lincoln Park Civic Association (LPCA) President and Vice President are also 
immigrants—the former is from Nigeria and the latter from Réunion. These Lincoln Park leaders 
have helped to maintain the robust sense of community that they inherited as newcomers to the 
neighborhood. The mission of the LPCA is precisely “to foster a strong sense of community; to 
promote shared interests in preserving and maintaining Lincoln Park’s historical character; and 
to encourage neighborhood involvement in efforts to enhance the well being of its residents” 
(Lincoln Park Civic Association 2016, 1). 
Likewise, other historically Black communities in Montgomery County have shared with 
newcomers generational practices of community beyond policing. A Sandy Spring resident who 
moved to the community when he was 25 years old, for example, explained that residents 
initially “were private, but they were also very eager to help you or support you if you need 
something. That kind of thing… it’s just a strong sense of community.” After settling in Sandy 
Spring, he developed close relationships with his neighbors that have allowed him to feel a sense 
of safety and security without police. He has never had to call the police during the 47 years he 
has lived in Sandy Spring, and he once intervened in a dispute between two neighbors so that the 
police did not have to get involved. He explained that he tried to resolve things because he “just 
didn’t think it was that worthy of that level” of calling the police. 
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Lifelong residents also continue to trust their neighbors. Fran Hawkins, for example, 
assured me that protections like iron bars are still unnecessary in Lincoln Park. Likewise, 
Scotland resident Eddie Dove told me: “I bet I can go 24 hours a day, year-round without locking 
my door. Not worry about anything… I’ve seen people leave lawnmowers and tools and 
whatnot, left right on their pickup truck. Nobody bothered it. We don’t have break-ins over there. 
Nope.” Eddie Dove’s faith in his neighbors echoes Lincoln Park resident Joe Davis’ trust in his 
fellow neighbors when he went out of town in 1950 and left his house unlocked for two weeks 
with a brand new television sitting inside. When he returned, nothing had been touched (Stieff 
1991).  
Of course, there are challenges to maintaining the sense of community undergirding 
residents’ trust in each other and their rejection of policing. In fact, as early as the 1990s, some 
residents began locking their doors in reaction to changes such as the drug crisis surrounding 
Black communities and the disruptions of urban renewal. For example, Clarice Williams, who 
had spent her whole life in Tobytown when she was interviewed at 68-years-old about the 
outcome of neighborhood’s urban renewal project in 1991, said that she was beginning to lock 
her doors “sometimes” after a lifetime of keeping her doors unlocked (Wagner 1991). Likewise, 
in Lincoln Park, Gladys Hubbard said that things changed in the 1990s during the 
neighborhood’s drug crisis: “Everybody’s got all kinds of locks on their doors now,” she said 
(Phelps 1991). 
Moreover, as ties between neighbors have weakened over time and as older residents 
have passed away or moved on, some residents have increased their reliance on police. One 
Lincoln Park resident, for example, sends an email with emergency contact information to the 
police chief when she goes on trips. In the past, however, she did not rely on police because she 
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had a neighbor who watched over her property even when she was in town: “I had a neighbor 
who knew everything... more of what was going on at my house than I did. I knew if we went 
away, he would take a daily walk around my house… He did it for my household because I’ve 
known him since I was a child. He and my father were best friends.” With the departure of 
former residents, it has become increasingly difficult to maintain informal systems of safety and 
security that were once in place and there is, consequently, more reliance on formal policing. 
Overall, however, a radically collective praxis of community remains strong in Black 
communities in Montgomery County. When I asked a Sandy Spring resident what lessons her 
community offers for safety and security on a larger scale, she directly referred to this sense of 
collectivity: 
The “communical” kind of attitude that doesn’t exist outside of the family kind of 
community that you have here—outside the Black community. Looking out for one 
another, being observant of what's going on, communicating with one another, letting 
people know when you’re going out of town, when you’re not gonna be in town, you 
know if there’s something going on in your community that’s not right, that’s not safe. 
That’s what we would do here… But that’s something that’s not just prevalent here, I 
think, it’s in all of the Black communities probably throughout the country but especially 
if you’re talking about Montgomery County and this area because I know many of the 
people in other communities. My husband had an aunt who lived in Lincoln Park. 
Poolesville, Haiti, Scotland, all of those old small clusters of Black people. That’s the 
kind of thing people did. They looked out for each other, they looked out for each other’s 
property and that kind of thing. 
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There’s no community in policing 
The radical Black praxis of community emanating from Montgomery County’s 
historically Black communities is a rude awakening from the misnomer of “community policing” 
and other reformist reforms. While community policing merely gives lip service to the notion of 
“community” in order to reify the police state, Black epistemologies and practices of community 
have allowed residents in Montgomery County to restructure power relations between 
themselves and the state. Black community members have taken advantage of their marginality 
and have successfully drawn upon state resources in order to promote an abolitionist vision of 
community.  
Members of Montgomery County’s historically Black communities form an 
“infrastructure” of safety and security that precludes any consistent need for police intervention. 
The phrase “people as infrastructure” has been mobilized by AbdouMaliq Simone (2004) as a 
signifier of the richly homogeneous spaces of economic and cultural production in Johannesburg, 
South Africa where marginalized residents collaborate with one another to “derive maximal 
outcomes from a minimal set of elements” (411). The concept can also be translated to the 
context of small, predominately Black communities located on the periphery of the United 
States’ capital, where residents practice cooperative living strategies in order to survive and 
reproduce life on their own terms. In these communities, residents continue to embody the 
radical notion that community safety and security are best ensured through non-police 
mechanisms such as community services, cooperation, and relationship-building.  
The story of Black community laid out here and in previous chapters illuminates the 
possibility of a world without police. What allows residents to live in their neighborhoods 
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without fearing for their safety and what gives them a sense of security is simply each other. In 
the places where marronage and racial autonomy defined the early parameters of Black life and 
placemaking, the practice of flight from and holding ground outside of racial and economic 
violence continues to shape the organization of community.  
The radical Black praxis of community in Montgomery County is not limited by tight 
geographic boundaries or particular forms of subjectivities. In fact, the global appropriation of 
“community” by police shows how particular formations of community can transcend all sorts of 
borders. If we must take any lesson from community policing, let it be that. In an analogous way, 
profoundly expansive definitions and practices of community beyond policing can also be 
located and cultivated throughout different geographic contexts and among diverse sets of 
people. In the following chapter, I explore ways in which the type of Black community praxis 
























Chapter 6 / The ongoing, expansive, and radical life of marronage 
 
It is a fact which I have never been able to explain, that there are those whose 
tracks the hounds will absolutely refuse to follow.  
– Solomon Northrup, Twelve Years a Slave 
 
While conducting fieldwork for “How to Lose the Hounds,” I was asked by a local 
historian why I chose to situate a study of marronage in Montgomery County, Maryland. He 
explained that sites like the Great Dismal Swamp, spanning part of southern Virginia and 
northern North Carolina, could offer richer histories of marronage since groups of maroons are 
known to have settled there for long periods of time. Some maroons even established permanent 
homes and families within the Great Dismal Swamp. In contrast, while some fugitives from 
slavery established permanent residence in Montgomery County, maroons were more likely to 
pass through the county since the border to freedom (in Pennsylvania and northwards) was much 
closer than it was to the deeper south. In addition, Montgomery County’s strong ties to the 
broader Underground Railroad network offered maroons a promising route to continue their 
journeys north. 
After listening to his concerns, I explained to the historian that I chose to locate my 
research in Montgomery County after finding remarkable answers to my research questions in 
the local archives. In fact, when I initially set out to research the history and legacies of 
marronage and its relation to non-police strategies of community safety and security, 
Montgomery County was a testing grounds for my project. I intended to get a feel for my theory 
and methodology as I prodded through archival materials during what I thought was the summer 
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before I embarked on a more expansive research project in (no less) the Great Dismal Swamp 
region. What I learned that summer in the archives in Montgomery County, however, kept me 
there for another year. I found a wealth of material evidencing the ways that historically Black 
communities in the county continue as maroon geographies, where safety and security are 
defined on residents’ own terms, not that of police.  
In the process of completing my research, I learned another reason why Montgomery 
County was the right place for my project. It is precisely because the county was more of a 
byway to freedom rather than always a final destination for maroons that makes it key for 
understanding how a project of police abolition can take place today. Just as Montgomery 
County historically served as a “liminal and interstitial social space between… absolute 
unfreedom and the zone of its opposite” (Roberts 2015, 173–74), modern-day local maroon 
geographies are intermediary spaces between the US police state and a world with no police. 
While police are still present, residents have found ways to question the role and logic of 
policing, turn away from police in their everyday lives, develop community-based systems of 
care and accountability, and rework state resources so that they are no longer in service of a 
violent form of state governance. Black communities in Montgomery County demonstrate how 
to begin defining and practicing safety and security beyond policing. They also show that police 
abolition must be “a multidimensional, constant act of flight” (Roberts 2015, 9) achieved through 
ongoing struggle. 
Police abolition is not about eradicating police tomorrow, although that is its end goal. 
Abolition is about fostering pathways and spaces of freedom that, over time, will bring about a 
world without police. My framework of maroon geographies theorizes how we can take seriously 
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long-standing Black epistemologies and geographies of safety and security as blueprints for this 
everyday process of police abolition.  
In this concluding chapter, I expand my focus beyond Montgomery County, Maryland to 
maroon geographies across the western hemisphere. While How to Lose the Hounds centers the 
United States in order to expand scholarly and popular understandings of marronage that mainly 
focus on the Caribbean and Latin America, here I discuss Black radical anti-police life practices 
and organizing efforts across the United States, Brazil, and Jamaica. By drawing connections 
between maroon geographies in the United States to those in Brazil and Jamaica, I articulate “a 
hemispheric approach” (Bowen et al. 2017) to understanding practices of Black flight and the 
production of space emergent from marronage. 
It is important to link past and present-day marronage across the Americas as part of a 
shared, diasporic practice. Throughout the hemisphere, police apparatuses operate in similar and 
interconnected ways, controlling, surveilling, and imparting violence upon Black people and 
other marginalized groups. In Brazil, for example, the militarization of police to combat drugs 
beginning in the 1980s was partly a consequence of the Brazilian government’s adaptation to and 
acceptance of a U.S.-led, hemispheric war on drugs that targeted drug trafficking as a threat to 
international stability (Rodrigues 2015). The Brazilian government’s use of the military for 
domestic social control in primarily low-income, Black areas identified as drug zones echoes the 
military conquest of native and African people to facilitate colonization and slavery in Brazil. 
Moreover, even where there is Black state and local leadership, policing continues to carry on 
the violence of slavery. A case in point is Jamaica, where the most frequent victims of police 
brutality are poor, young Black people subjected to overcrowded and unsanitary police lock-ups, 
beatings, burns, and mock and actual executions (Amnesty International 2001). As a counter to 
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enduring systems of racial violence upheld and comprised by policing, marginalized 
communities—in places as far ranging as Oakland, California and the State of Bahia in Brazil—
offer lessons for a hemispheric program of police abolition. Policing is organized and conducted 
on a global scale; therefore, our struggles against and placemaking beyond policing must be 
global too. 
Black abolitionist organizing in the United States  
In the United States, the work of Black abolitionist organizers is rooted in radical 
traditions and visions of flight and placemaking. Like the residents engaging in abolitionist 
praxes in Black communities in Montgomery County, Black people throughout the history of 
what is now known as the United States of America have always mobilized around an imperative 
to negate the conditions of bondage through building spaces of liberation. Drawing from Du 
Bois’ (1935) conceptualization of abolition-democracy, Ruth Wilson Gilmore (2017a) theorizes 
what she calls “abolition geography” to center a recognition that “the undoing of bondage—
abolition” means “quite literally to change places” (231). Just as maroons recognized that their 
freedom necessitated them to change places—in terms of not only relocation, but also 
transformation—a geographic revolution has remained a central goal of Black liberation 
movements.  
During the 1960s and 1970s, for example, a radical Black urban planning movement took 
shape around a political drive to secure protection and power through geographic autonomy. A 
seminal work at that time was “Black Commune in Focus” (1969), written by Howard 
University-based architecture and planning scholars Harry Quintana and Charles Jones. 
Critiquing the “colonial mentality” (39) of urban planning and architecture, Quintana and Jones 
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(1969) argued for a design concept based on forms of communal living that they linked to 
communities in Africa. According to their vision for the Black commune, the “land and the 
structures would be owned by the community” (Quintana and Jones 1969, 41). Moreover, the 
commune would be controlled by and meet all needs of community members, including their 
safety and security needs. “Not even police cruisers would patrol the land” (Quintana and Jones 
1969, 42). While the plan for the Black commune was never enacted on a large scale, it 
embodies the Black community ethos already characterizing Black communities in Montgomery 
County and maroon geographies more generally where community safety and security are not 
ensured through policing, but through environments of support and communality.  
The Black Panther Party, founded in 1966 in Oakland, California, mobilized around a 
similar ethos to protect Black residents from police brutality. The Black Panthers practiced a 
“model of community self-care… as a means of enabling people to avoid reliance on criminal 
law enforcement to solve legal and social problems” (McLeod 2015, 1228). This model included 
initiatives ranging from neighborhood police patrols to national social programs like free 
breakfast programs for children, legal and medical clinics, and community ambulance services. 
The Black Panther Party’s holistic approach to community safety and well-being is part of a 
long-standing tradition of Black responses to not only the crises, but also the liberatory 
possibilities, within working-class Black America (Spencer 2016). The Black Panther Party 
demonstrated that the way out of police brutality was already within Black communities. 
Amidst resurging, but not at all new, crises around police brutality between the 1990s and 
the present day, a national movement of activists and everyday people have mobilized around the 
imperative to protect their communities from the violence of policing. Mariame Kaba (2015), 
founding director of Project NIA—an organization that offers a community-based model for 
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addressing crime and violence—speaks to the wide reach of abolitionist praxes across the United 
States: 
Organizations and groups like Critical Resistance, Black & Pink, We Charge Genocide, 
Common Justice, the Audre Lorde Project, and my own organization, Project NIA, 
among many others, are practicing abolition every day. We are doing so by creating local 
projects and initiatives that offer alternative ideas and structures for mediating conflicts 
and addressing harms without relying on police or prisons. 
In addition, groups like the Oakland-based Anti Police-Terror Project (APTP) and the 
organizations behind the Movement for Black Lives14 (M4BL) offer examples for reworking 
state resources to support abolitionist goals. Cat Brooks, a co-founder of APTP, has led a 
campaign to defund the Oakland Police Department, beginning with a reduction in the police 
department’s budget by 50 percent. Explaining the campaign, Brooks (2017) poses a critical 
question: 
given the long track record of murdering, tormenting, torturing, raping black and brown 
and marginalized communities in the city of Oakland, we have to begin to ask the 
question — with all the needs of this community, why are we investing all of this money 
into a security force that doesn’t keep anybody secure?. 
                                               
14 The Movement for Black Lives is organized by a collective of organizations representing Black people across the 
United States. Member organizations include: Black Alliance for Just Immigration, Black Youth Project 100 
(BYP100), Project South, Southerners On New Ground, Philadelphia Student Union, Alliance for Educational 
Justice, Black Lives Matter Network, Dream Defenders, Baltimore Bloc, Freedom Inc., Organization for Black 
Struggle, BlackBird, Highlander Research and Education Center, Million Hoodies Movement for Justice, the 
National Conference of Black Lawyers, Black Women’s Blueprint, Ella Baker Center for Human Rights, 
SpiritHouse Inc., the Worker’s Center for Racial Justice, the BlackOut Collective, Open Democracy Project at 
Crescent City Media Group, National Black Food and Justice Alliance, Coleman Advocates for Children and Youth, 
Dignity and Power Now, Center for Media Justice, Environmental Justice Advocates of Minnesota, BIG: Blacks in 
Green, and Mothers Against Police Brutality. 
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Some of the alternative routes identified by APTP for funds earmarked for policing include the 
provision of permanent housing to people without homes, youth programming, and the creation 
of jobs for long-time Oakland residents—“all the things that really produce community safety” 
(Anti Police-Terror Project 2018). 
Likewise, through the platform “A Vision for Black Lives: Policy Demands for Black 
Power, Freedom & Justice” (The Movement for Black Lives 2016), M4BL has demanded 
divestments from policing and investments in Black life and justice. The platform comprises six 
demands: 
1. An end to the war against Black people characterized by criminalization, incarceration, 
and killing of Black youth and adults, Black immigrants and non-immigrants, and Black 
trans, queer and gender nonconforming people; 
2. Reparations for past and continuing harms enacted against Black people by the 
government, corporations and other institutions; 
3. Investments in the education, health and safety of Black people and divestment from 
exploitative forces including prisons, police, and harmful industries; 
4. Economic justice for all, ensured through the reconstruction of the economy; 
5. Community control of laws, institutions, and policies that serve them; 
6. Black political power achieved through measures such as full access and protections of 
the right to vote, full access to technology, and protection and increased funding for 
Black institutions. 
These demands, which were written by a group of over 50 organizations, express a far-
reaching vision for ending state and state-sanctioned violence. The Vision for Black Lives calls 
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for a Black liberation project that includes eradicating intersectional oppressions along lines of 
gender, sexuality, citizenship status, and criminal status. It also positions the end of policing as 
part of a capacious transformation of governance and an equitable restructuring of resources. As 
Amna A. Akbar (2018) contends, “the vision aims for something much broader than police 
reform: Black freedom, liberation, and self-determination. Indeed, the demands echo past 
movements, rooting the Movement’s vision in a long tradition of Black radical thought and 
Black freedom struggles” (432). 
Organizers mobilizing for Black liberation in the United States demonstrate that safety is 
best secured through an array of alternatives to police. Based on linkages between police 
violence and other forms of harm—including incarceration, economic exploitation, and unequal 
access to social services—organizers have envisioned and enacted political programs that 
simultaneously address this multitude of harms. Across the hemisphere, alternative 
epistemologies and practices of safety and security shaping maroon geographies offer a basis for 
developing similar expansive understandings of and approaches toward community well-being.  
Quilombismo: Maroon geographies in Brazil 
In Brazil, legacies of marronage shape struggles for racial and economic justice. A 
leading Afro-Brazilian activist Abdias do Nascimento gave name to the ways that descendants of 
enslaved Black people in Brazil have continued to live out the principles of marronage in their 
everyday lives: quilombismo (do Nascimento 1980). Named after quilombos, “quilombismo” 
describes “a political movement of Brazilian Blacks” to affirm their humanity and culture and to 
establish an egalitarian democracy rooted in anti-racism, anti-capitalism, anti-imperialism, and 
anti-neocolonialism (do Nascimento 1980, 168). Quilombos as well as favelas, informal 
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working-class settlements, in Brazil are modern-day maroon geographies with lessons to offer 
for police abolition. 
One of the ways that quilombo residents, or quilombola, bridge marronage and present-
day police abolitionist praxes is through their efforts to free their communities from organized 
violence by the Brazilian state. For example, in his study of the quilombo Rio dos Macacos 
located in the Bay of Aratu in Bahia, Adam Bledoe (2016) found that residents ensure their 
safety through non-state, community-based measures. Quilombolas in Rio dos Macacos practice 
“a collective governance of cooperation” making decisions and organizing actions within their 
territory as a community (Bledsoe 2016, 132). While Rio dos Macacos is enclosed within the 
Brazilian Navy’s villa, which houses naval soldiers and their families, residents are able to 
successfully contest state authority in their everyday lives. Indeed, during Bledsoe’s fieldwork in 
the community, he “never once saw the military police present there” (131). In order to protect 
themselves from Brazilian naval soldiers, who have assaulted quilombolas and destroyed their 
property as a means to assert their dominance and take over quilombo territory, residents take 
turns patrolling their streets each night with machetes in hand. As Bledsoe (2016) notes: “This 
form of armed resistance demonstrates the continuation of the quilombola ethic, five hundred 
years old, of recognizing the uniqueness of their own territorial practices and the commitment to 
defending that uniqueness, even if it means putting oneself in harm’s way” (173).  
Favela residents, or favelados, also carry on the legacies of marronage in their everyday 
lives. They inhabit and shape maroon geographies of ungovernability, rejecting the terms of law 
in order to survive in a context of state abandonment, poverty, and racial violence. “Since their 
first appearance in the late 19th century… favelas have always been considered outlaw territories, 
illegally occupied by freed slaves, decommissioned soldiers and poor immigrants” (Freeman 
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2014, 8). Describing the challenges to legal authority that systematically take place in favelas, 
James Freeman (2014) writes: 
They have infamously been dominated by armed gangs of drug traffickers who since the 
early 1980s have filled the void of state abandonment. Residents make illegal 
connections to electricity, water, sewage and cable television services. Property rights are 
largely undocumented and construction is mostly unregulated. A large proportion of 
residents work in the informal sector, matching illegitimate jobs with illegitimate 
housing. (8) 
Moreover, favelados often refuse to participate in the policing of their communities by 
state and state-sanctioned authorities. Many favelados dismiss official safety and security 
channels due to distrust of the state, and unwillingness to contribute to the hypercriminalization 
and brutal policing of their communities. When favelados do participate in police initiatives, 
their participation often disrupts the goals and logics of policing. For example, favelados in São 
Paulo occupy meetings of local Community Security Councils15, subverting the councils’ 
objectives and seizing the opportunity to approach state authorities with demands for investments 
in public transportation infrastructure, public health resources, and environmental hazard 
response systems (Alves 2015). 
Within Brazilian favelas, groups often referred to as gangs provide safety and security in 
place of police. In Rio de Janeiro, “the local gangs provide a parallel state structure and 
alternative rule of law” (Goldstein 2003, 200). Likewise, in São Paulo favelas, the self-identified 
                                               
15 Community Security Councils were created as a community policing initiative designed to enhance interactions 
between Brazilian police forces and civil society. 
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criminal organization Primeiro Comando da Capital (PCC, First Capital Command), established 
in the early 1990s, “has become the de facto authority in the favela, distributing ‘justice’ and 
punishment in an effective, although highly controversial way” (Alves 2015, 81). Favelados 
certainly recognize the limitations of gang control, including the prevalence of drug trafficking, 
the male-dominated organizations, and the violence enacted by gang members. Nonetheless, 
many favelados see local criminal organizations as “necessary” since “they protect the favela 
from outsiders, they offer housing and employment and help in times of trouble, [in short] they 
do what the police cannot do” (Goldstein 2003, 200).  
In the favelas of Rio de Janeiro, one way that gang leaders embody a spirit of marronage 
is through their notorious efforts to make favelas illegible to and impenetrable by police. The 
built environments of favelas, “with alley names that repeat themselves, and house numbers 
arbitrarily chosen by the residents themselves” (Freeman 2014, 15), already offer a certain 
amount of protection to favelados from the intrusions of state authorities. Gang leaders reinforce 
the illegible and intractable terrain of favelas through spatial tactics such as barricades erected to 
prevent police vehicles from entering and directives for residents to paint their homes in one 
color in order to confuse the police (Freeman 2014). In 2008, for example, a drug boss known as 
Coelho, or “the rabbit,” ordered residents in the favela Morro da Mineira to paint their houses the 
same color as his—green—so that police could not locate his house from afar (Freeman 2014). 
Like Brer Rabbit, the trickster featured in slave folktales who hid away in briar patches after 
challenging and escaping authority, Coelho and other gang leaders have cultivated a landscape of 
concealment and protection from police surveillance and control.  
In São Paulo favelas, the PCC helps to carry out the tradition of maroon restorative 
justice. The group, mainly comprised of Black Brazilians living in favelas and in prisons, 
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“controls drug trafficking, protects favela residents from widespread police brutality, and 
imposes a moral/spatial discipline that has shifted the dynamics of violence in the city” (Alves 
2015, 62). The PCC’s measures have helped reduced homicides in favelas by the police and 
residents alike (Alves 2015). The PCC has its own justice system characterized by trials, called 
debates, in which favelados alleged to have violated the PCC’s code of conduct must be judged. 
PCC members act as lawyers for victims and alleged offenders; and witnesses and relatives 
participate as well. The debates, which can last for hours or sometimes days, deal with problems 
including noisy neighbors, street fights, drug-related debts, rapes, and domestic violence. 
Consequences meted out by the PCC range from obligatory public apologies and payment for 
stolen belongings, to more serious measures like removal from the favela or death. The penalty 
of death is usually reserved for major offences like rapes and murders (Alves 2015). While the 
PCC’s approach to justice is certainly limited by its inclusion of violence, it helps drive out 
police from favelas. As an alternative to state power that “unravels from and is concentrated in 
the sovereign, who sits above his subjects,” the PCC offers a “non hierarchized” structure woven 
together by relationships of mutual responsibility between its members and other people in its 
orbit (Biondi 2016, 131). The practice of maroon restorative justice in São Paulo favelas is 
reminiscent of Sugarland’s church-based justice system.  
Brazilians living in quilombos and favelas, like residents of historically Black 
communities in Montgomery County, Maryland, occupy a liminal space between a world 
without police and the existing police apparatus. While quilombolas and favelados still must 
contend with police violence and, at times, cooperate with police, they often challenge the 
domain of state authority. Likewise, criminal organizations in favelas create openings for 
imagining public safety and security beyond state violence. Although these organizations 
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resemble the state’s monopoly on legitimate violence through sanctioning and enacting violence 
themselves, they demonstrate that police power can be contested from below. Maroon 
geographies in Brazil evidence a thriving tradition of “Black life-making” (Mustaffa 2017, 712) 
in the midst of a society that has remained anti-Black since slavery. 
Community peace in Jamaica 
Similar to Brazilians who embody the principles of quilombismo, residents of working-
class communities in Jamaica have developed non-police, community-based measures to tackle 
issues of safety and security. In the Kingston metropolitan region, groups of young men take up 
arms and form “defence crews”16 to defend their communities from rival communities and 
groups (Levy 2012). In addition, defence crews exercise their own form of justice, punishing 
those who commit crimes like rape or robbery inside the community. In the context of police 
inaction and slow court processes, many residents express appreciation for the role of defence 
crews in their communities. For example, a resident explained: “De police nah take more action 
when certain harms ah take place; because of that lack of action dem yute take it pon themselves 
to defend the community. For years the police would wait till 4–5 people get killed and then 
show up” (Levy 2012, 26). Another group of residents demonstrated their approval for defence 
crew tactics, saying “dem term it criminal but we call it defensive” (Levy 2012, 26). While the 
crews are male-dominated, women play an integral role in their survival “by warning them of the 
movements of police and rival groups, hiding them, and seeing to their food and clothing needs 
                                               
16 Defence crews are distinct from gangs known for enacting violence in service of accruing status and wealth. 
While defence crews also use guns, and some defence crew members even come to affiliate themselves with gangs, 
the activities of defence crews center around protecting and defending their communities (Levy 2012). 
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when they end up behind bars” (Levy 2012, 34–35). With these critical acts of care, protection 
and defense are community-wide efforts. 
Defence crews not only protect their communities, but they also foster environments full 
of life. Crew members lay down their guns during respites from conflict with other groups, and 
engage in a range of activities that allow them to enjoy their communities and support one 
another. They chat, smoke marijuana, play dominoes and sports games, and go to the beach. 
They also engage in petty theft and sell spliffs (Levy 2012). Defence crews promote a similar 
spirit of ungovernability that shapes the social lives and alternative practices of safety and 
security in Montgomery County’s historically Black communities. 
The everyday practices of defence crews have been institutionalized through the Peace 
Management Initiative (PMI), established in the Kingston metropolitan region in 2002. A 
collaboration between civil society and local and national government, the PMI was brought 
together by the Jamaican Ministry of National Security to combat violence between and within 
communities. Trained violence interrupters and mediators take the place of police. They foster 
dialogue, healing, and the prevention of future violence through efforts like therapeutic 
workshops, retreats, and sports leagues that require communities in conflict to play together. 
Like defence crews, the PMI also works to support residents’ livelihoods. The initiative provides 
counseling and life skills training, as well as small grants for youth to establish steady income 
through livelihood projects like poultry farms and small factories (McLean and Lobban 2009). 
In the communities where the Peace Management Initiative operates, alternative dispute 
resolution methodologies have been widely accepted and violence has dramatically decreased. 
Studies demonstrate that the PMI’s efforts lower murder rates (e.g., McLean and Lobban 2009; 
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Ward et al. 2018). After years of the PMI working in the Kingston communities of Mountain 
View and August Town, for example, there were zero homicides in 2016 (Ward, McGaw, and 
Marsh 2017). One major factor underlying this success is the respect with which PMI members 
treat residents. In fact, the PMI has acknowledged the existing efforts of community defence 
crews and has worked with them to establish sustainable ways of addressing community 
conflicts (Levy 2012). When the PMI has faced pressures from the Jamaican government “to ‘go 
broader’ and intervene in emerging conflicts in a wide range of communities,” it has respected 
the appeals of local communities “to ‘go deeper’, remain engaged and provide development 
interventions to sustain the peace” (McLean and Lobban 2009, 47). Residents involved in violent 
conflicts are also able to work with the PMI without fear of arrests because information about 
them is not reported to police. 
The PMI’s wide-ranging approach to treating community-based violence demonstrates 
how existing maroon restorative justice systems and alternatives to police might be scaled up. In 
fact, a second PMI was established in western Jamaica in 2004. While PMI stakeholders have 
complained that the organization is “over-stretched” (McLean and Lobban 2009, 45) due to 
limited staffing and the challenge of fulfilling many different roles—from peacemaker to 
community developer—the blend of approaches to community safety and security is a useful 
model. Rather than focusing solely on crime reduction, the PMI brings together community 
members and offers them support in multiple areas of need. Such an infrastructure of support can 





Back to the Future: Lessons from maroon geographies 
The practices toward and visions of police abolition embedded in maroon geographies in 
the United States, Brazil, and Jamaica illuminate the endurance of historical Black freedom 
practices. Just as police across the hemisphere have inherited a violent system of control and 
surveillance rooted in slavery, political organizers and everyday people have inherited tools for 
challenging that system and building radical alternatives to it. There are a multitude of lessons 
for police abolition to take away from maroon geographies. Here, I summarize the major 
arguments laid out in the previous chapters. 
The first lesson centers around flight from policing. Underlying the formation of maroon 
geographies, the practice of flight draws attention to the ways that apparatuses of police are 
escapable. Police departments, government officials, and media outlets operate together to 
reinforce the legitimacy of policing and an acceptance by the governed that police are 
indispensable to public safety and security (Hall et al. 1978). Flight from policing—both in the 
direct sense of the word like with the troop of forty maroons or in the case of Carolyn Twyman 
in Montgomery County, as well as in a broader sense of placemaking beyond police violence—
can help us understand that, for many, safety is made possible through evasions and challenges 
of policing. Those who inhabit and shape marginalized communities demonstrate that police 
actually threaten their well-being. In fact, immigrant communities and communities of color 
“already hesitate to call the police for fear of violence, brutality, arrest, and deportation” (Akbar 
2018, 471). Instead, non-police systems of safety and security underscoring the practice of flight 
in maroon geographies enable residents to protect their lives and communities. 
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A large-scale, systematic practice of flight from policing might comprise harm response 
teams that take the place of police officers when threats to safety occur. Teams can be organized 
on a community level like the phone lines of Lincoln Park and Ken-Gar residents, and even may 
involve a retooling of existing public safety and security resources. In Eugene, Oregon, for 
example, non-police crisis response teams funded by the city are dispatched through the Eugene 
police-fire-ambulance communications center. When calls are received at the 911 call center, 
operators dispatch unarmed mental health crisis workers and EMTs if they deem that police 
intervention is unnecessary. This free, 24/7 mobile crisis intervention service called CAHOOTS 
(short for Crisis Assistance Helping Out On The Streets) was organized in 1989 by the White 
Bird Clinic, which was founded to assist primarily “youth and young adults who felt alienated 
and disenfranchised from the mainstream system” (White Bird Clinic n.d.).  
While CAHOOTS is a white-led initiative in a primarily white metropolitan area, many 
of the target clients inhabit groups differentiated for their heightened “vulnerability to premature 
death” (Gilmore 2007, 28). Many have been runaways and people living on the streets who 
“were not likely to access the usual services available despite their needs, among which were 
medical, legal, mental health and substance use” (White Bird Clinic n.d.). By serving this 
population and creating a way for them to seek help for medical needs and psychological crises 
without fear of police intervention, the White Bird Clinic has fostered a kind of maroon 
geography of abolitionist possibility. Over 50 percent of all 911 calls that would conventionally 
be turned over to the Eugene Police Department are handled by CAHOOTS, and many residents 
have even stopped calling 911, instead calling CAHOOTS directly (Zielinski 2019). The 
CAHOOTS model is a useful guide for developing alternative measures to prevent arrests, abuse, 
and killings of people suffering from mental health crises during encounters with police. Harm 
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response teams like CAHOOTS can supplant police as a way to deal with all forms of violence 
and crime. 
Another major takeaway from maroon geographies is a particular form of restorative 
justice rooted in an understanding of the inextricable link between racial freedom and alternative 
justice approaches. Because state-sanctioned innocence has never been a place where Black 
people can find permanent refuge, a praxis of maroon restorative justice has endured. Maroon 
restorative justice is an effective model for community-based accountability, the valuing of all 
people involved in conflict or violence, and the organization of structural solutions to conflict 
and violence. Black community members in Montgomery County, Black radical organizers 
across the United States, quilombolas and favelados in Brazil, and defence crews in Jamaica 
practice maroon restorative justice. The rejection of dominant criminal justice systems enables 
these groups to foster community accountability without solely relying on the legal constriction 
of the right to life and freedom. In addition to accountability measures, structural solutions 
enable them to address and prevent harm through investments in human needs. Regardless of the 
determination of a person’s innocence or guilt by the state, maroon geographies show us that the 
imperatives for freedom and community must hold stronger than the punitive alternative of 
policing and incarceration. Community-based restorative justice systems can be institutionalized 
at the scale of local and national government like with the Peace Management Initiative in 
Jamaica. The scaling up of existing alternative justice practices could catalyze a transformation 
in dominant understandings of accountability, human value, and solutions to harm.  
In addition to restorative justice systems, formal mechanisms for establishing radical, 
participatory governance should comprise part of a project of police abolition rooted in maroon 
geographies. As Neil Roberts (2015) contends, reordering the state of society is a key element of 
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marronage. It involves dismantling hierarchies that order the sphere of state governance. A major 
facilitator for this restructuring of governance is participatory budgeting. Participatory budgeting 
is a modern term to describe a long-term vision of Black and other marginalized communities for 
“fundamentally transforming the relationship among state, market, and society” (Akbar 2018, 
408). By bringing together traditionally excluded people to plan an equitable allocation of 
municipal and public budgets, participatory budgeting can be a radically democratic process of 
deliberation and decision-making. 
Maroon geographies model how participatory budgeting can allow for investments in 
community and human life that, ultimately, ensure safety more effectively than police. The 
efforts of Lincoln Park residents to convert a police substation in their community into an 
education space in 2012, the demands of favelados to shift state resources from policing 
initiatives to investments in public transportation infrastructure and health care, the PMI’s small 
grant program for Jamaican youth, the APTP campaign to defund the Oakland Police 
Department, and the demands of the “Vision for Black Lives” are all examples of ways to 
rework state resources and shift them away from policing. Such a shift in resources precipitates a 
shift in modes of governance as well (Akbar 2018, 426). While investments in policing 
(including reforms purported to make policing more humane) support the entrenchment of state 
violence in communities, financial support for community programming, organizations, and 
social services contributes to upending the asymmetries that foster violence and insecurity in the 
first place. 
My suggestions for investments in harm response teams, restorative justice systems, and 
radically participatory governance structures will not only help people fleeing and creating 
havens from racial police violence, but will also help shape a world that is more livable for 
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everybody. Black struggles for safety and security beyond policing have necessitated an 
attentiveness to investments in Blackness and humanity in all spheres of life. By creating their 
own enclaves of Black liberation, residents of Black communities in Montgomery County and 
across the hemisphere model how losing the hounds must be part of a larger project of producing 
spaces free from violence along lines of race, class, gender, sexuality, and other forms of 
difference.  In the words of Ruth Wilson Gilmore (2017b), abolition is “a whole way of life, not 
a limited set of reforms.” It requires defeating apparatuses designed to enact violence and 
investing in alternative measures that replace police while simultaneously building toward 
something entirely new. 
Maroon geographies offer a blueprint for a far-reaching revolution. While the focus of 
this project has been connections between marronage and Black life practices beyond policing, 
maroon geographies hold a wealth of lessons for building a world free of violence more 
generally. Marronage informs struggles for justice in housing, education, health care, 
employment, and beyond. Marronage is an ongoing, expansive, and radical geographic praxis of 
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